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Americans looking to offset
surging gasoline prices with a
more fuel-thrifty vehicle aren’t
likely to find much on the car
lot today.

The sharp rise in fuel costs
is delivering another shock to
the car business and triggering
renewed focus on fuel econ-
omy after a multiyear boom in
sport-utility vehicle and pickup
truck sales. It also comes as
new- and used-car inventory
on dealership lots is at historic
lows, leaving buyers with slim
pickings for those looking to
switch, according to dealers,
executives and analysts.

Average gas prices in the
U.S. hit $4.33 Saturday after
recently breaking a record set
in July 2008, according to
AAA. A U.S. ban on Russian oil
imports—in response to Mos-
cow’s decision to invade
Ukraine—is poised to drive fuel

 Uber sets fees to offset
gasoline prices........................... B2

costs higher in the near term.
While still early, buyers are

already showing more interest
in gas-sipping models, includ-
ing hybrids and electric vehi-
cles, dealers and analysts said.

Bret Biornstad, a 62-year-
old teacher living in Portland,
Ore., said rising gas prices
have pushed him to consider
replacing the Kia Rio sedan he
bought just a year ago with a
fully electric vehicle.

“With the gas prices and
the invasion of Ukraine, it was
kind of like, ‘I’m going to re-
ally seriously look into this,’”
Mr. Biornstad said.

Within the past decade, the
car business has moved away
from the small cars and se-
dans that have historically
been the go-to for better fuel
economy and focused on big-
ger and more-lucrative trucks
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‘The Batman’ Is Very Dark
And Not Just Emotionally

i i i

It’s so shadowy, the trick was making sure
people could still see what’s on the screen

“The Batman” has broken
out as the biggest box-office
hit of the year. Unofficially, the
movie might have also set
a new standard for the
darkest superhero block-
buster ever made.

Almost 100% of the
movie plays out at night.
Robert Pattinson’s vigi-
lante superhero does
his job in heavy rain,
dim rooms and a
nightclub resembling
a bunker. One of the
story’s few daytime
sequences takes place
at a funeral.

“I am the shadows,” Batman
murmurs in a voice-over before
materializing in a crypt-like
subway station to pummel a
gang.

For the filmmakers who in-
herited a movie franchise de-
fined by darkness, the job was
to push the three-hour movie
to a new level without letting it

dissolve into a murky mess.
Though fans and critics
have debated whether the
movie needs more jokes
and remarked on the to-
tal absence of glitzy
black-tie galas for Bruce
Wayne, they aren’t com-
plaining about being un-
able to see who’s who
on screen.

“If you sit in a the-
ater for an extended
period, there’s a point

where you start struggling to
read information visually, and I
was very attuned to that,” says
“The Batman” cinematogra-
pher Greig Fraser.
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In the shadows
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When Russia began its inva-
sion, Ukraine quickly switched
into a wartime economy.

Companies from miners to
property developers began
making antitank fortifications.
A women’s shoe brand started
using its luxury Italian leather
to make military boots. The
government issued war bonds
to finance the military.

Two weeks into the war,
Russian forces have faced
much stiffer resistance than
most Western experts had an-
ticipated. This is partly due to
the training and Western
weaponry that Ukrainian
armed forces have received
since Russia’s 2014 invasion,
but also to Moscow’s military
miscalculations.

Another reason is the speed
at which civil society has em-
braced the war effort. Presi-
dent Volodymyr Zelensky of
Ukraine has urged civilians to
take up arms and assist the
military in any way possible.
Many companies have an-
swered the call, keeping facto-
ries and offices open despite
the threat of missile attacks.
The government has redi-
rected its funds toward the
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When bombs stopped fall-
ing on the northern Ukraine
city of Chernihiv, Yulia Zh-
danova and her sons ran up
from the basement and de-
voured a pot of cold vegetable
soup with grimy hands. Ms.
Zhdanova’s phone then
warned of another air raid.

The 39-year-old English
teacher and her sons dashed
into a hallway and hit the
floor, covering their ears,
when the explosions blew out
doors and windows.

A man shouted, “Everyone
get out quickly!” They ran out-
side to a scene of carnage and

Russian prosecutors have is-
sued warnings to Western com-
panies in Russia, threatening to
arrest corporate leaders there
who criticize the government

or to seize assets of companies
that withdraw from the coun-
try, according to people famil-
iar with the matter.

Prosecutors delivered the
warnings in the past week to

By Jennifer Maloney,
Emily Glazer

and Heather Haddon

companies including Coca-Cola
Co., McDonald’s Corp., Procter
& Gamble Co., International
Business Machines Corp. and
KFC owner Yum Brands Inc.,
the people said. The calls, let-
ters and visits included threats
to sue the companies and seize
assets including trademarks,
the people said.

President Vladimir Putin of
Russia expressed support last
week for a law to nationalize
assets of foreign companies
that leave his country over its
invasion of Ukraine. The prose-

cutors’ warnings were directed
at companies across sectors, in-
cluding technology, food, ap-
parel and banking, the people
familiar with the matter said.

The warnings have
prompted at least one of the
targeted companies to limit
communications between its
Russian business and the rest
of the company, out of concern
that emails or texts among col-
leagues might be intercepted,
some of the people said.

Other companies have
moved to transfer executives

out of Russia, other people fa-
miliar with the matter said.

Spokespeople for Coke, IBM,
P&G and McDonald’s declined
to comment. A Yum spokes-
woman declined to comment
beyond the restaurant com-
pany’s past statements on its
decision to pause operations at
its KFC and Pizza Hut restau-
rants in Russia.

The Russian Embassy in
Washington didn’t respond to a
request for comment.

A large number of compa-
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Moscow Threatens U.S. CompaniesUkraine
Shifts Into
A Wartime
Economy
BY GEORGI KANTCHEV

A Russian airstrike on a
Ukrainian military training
center close to the Polish bor-
der threw into sharp relief the
hazards of the Western push
to deliver arms support to

Kyiv while avoiding direct con-
flict with a nuclear adversary.

The airstrike killed 35 peo-
ple at the facility in Yavoriv
about 10 miles from the Polish
border early Sunday, far to the
west of where the conflict has
been concentrated, one day af-
ter Moscow warned the West
that it would consider arms
deliveries to Ukraine as legiti-
mate targets.

A large portion of the mili-
tary aid from the West—one of
the largest transfers of arms
in history—passes through Po-
land into western Ukraine,
part of the fine line the U.S.
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By Alan Cullison
in Kyiv, Ukraine,
and Brett Forrest
in Yavoriv, Ukraine

Russia Strikes Near Poland Border
Ukrainian base bombed
as Kremlin warns arms
shipments fromWest
can be deemed targets

A Ukrainian firefighter stands in the rubble of a food products warehouse destroyed by a Russian airstrike near Kyiv Sunday.

the wail of an air-raid siren. A
woman screamed “Children!”
in a terrified lament as she
ran past three bodies. One lay
motionless with bare feet. An-
other had no legs, and a third,
moving limply, was missing a
right foot.

“Your first reaction is
shock. You are stunned. Your
mind rejects it,” Ms. Zhdanova
said. “You see it with your
eyes, like with a camera, like
you are not a human being.
Then after five or 10 minutes,
you realize how terrifying it is
and start trembling, shaking,
crying.”

More than 47 people died
during the March 3 assault on

Chernihiv, a city of roughly
290,000. It was one of the
highest death tolls from any
single attack since Russian
President Vladimir Putin sent
in troops and then signaled a
shift in his approach to blud-
geoning a civilian population.

Thousands of civilians have
been killed since the start of
the invasion last month, ac-
cording to Ukrainian officials.
After the Chernihiv raid, bod-
ies were pulled from rubble
for days, local authorities said.
So many civilians are dying
the city is struggling to track
the total.

Slowed by Ukraine army de-
PleaseturntopageA8

BY JAMES MARSON

Scenes From aBombardment:
‘Trembling, Shaking, Crying’

Crisis imperils
Biden campaign pledges
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Foreign veterans sign up
to fight Russians
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Pressure on wheat supply
jolts prices
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Buyers Struggle to Find
Fuel-Efficient Car Options
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What’s
News

 A Russian airstrike on
a Ukrainian training cen-
ter close to the Polish bor-
der threw into sharp relief
the hazards of the western
push to deliver massive
military support to Kyiv
while avoiding direct con-
flict with a nuclear adver-
sary. A1, A6-12
Russian prosecutors have
issuedwarnings toWestern
companies in Russia, threat-
ening to arrest corporate
leaders therewho criticize the
government or to seize assets
of companies thatwithdraw
from the country.A1
 The U.S. won’t negoti-
ate exemptions to Ukraine-
related sanctions on Rus-
sia to save the 2015 Iran
nuclear deal and could try
to strike a separate accord
excluding Moscow, a se-
nior U.S. official said. A20
 Iran’s top paramilitary
force claimed responsibil-
ity for a missile attack on
northern Iraq early Sun-
day that sent U.S. troops
rushing for shelter and
shattered windows. A20
 The Biden administration
says it might have to scrap
critical Covid-19 programs
unless Congress moves to
approve funding left out of
the $1.5 trillion omnibus
spending package. A4
 A court ruling has
weakened one of the IRS’s
most powerful tools for
policing tax shelters, mak-
ing it harder for the
agency to find people en-
gaging in what it considers
questionable practices. A4

A sharp rise in fuel costs
is delivering another

shock to the car business
and triggering a renewed
focus on fuel economy after
a multiyear boom in SUV
and pickup-truck sales. A1
Some of the world’s big-
gest banks worked over the
weekend to resolve a crisis in
the nickel market that leaves
them on the hook for billions
of dollars owed by Chinese
metals giant Tsingshan. B1
 IGO, an Australian base
metals producer, said the
increase in nickel prices
will likely delay its deal to
acquire miner Western
Areas Ltd. for around
$800 million. B4
 Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine threatens a big por-
tion of the world’s wheat
supply and has sent prices
on a dizzying ride to new
highs as well as the sharp-
est weekly drop in years. B1
 Hedge funds that placed
bullish bets on commodi-
ties are notching sizable re-
turns from the biggest rally
in decades following Rus-
sia’s invasion of Ukraine. B1
 The FDA will gain au-
thority over Puff Bar and
other e-cigarettes made
with synthetic nicotine un-
der the government
spending bill that Biden is
expected to sign. B3
 A group of FedEx con-
tractors say they were left
financially hobbled after
renting trucks and staffing
up last holiday season to
handle a flood of packages
that never came. B3
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U.S. NEWS
ECONOMIC
CALENDAR

Tuesday: Growth in China’s
industrial production likely con-
tinued to slow in the first two
months of 2022. January-Febru-
ary industrial output is esti-
mated to be up 3.5% from a
year earlier, decelerating from a
4.3% pace in December. Econo-
mists expect other key mea-
sures of activity to improve
slightly: Fixed-asset investment
and retail sales are both esti-
mated to have advanced at a
faster annual rate than in De-
cember.

Wednesday: U.S. consumers
have been resilient through most
of the pandemic, facing down
product shortages. Retail-sales
data for February are expected
to show the second consecutive
month of increased spending as
households adapt to a strong la-
bor market, falling coronavirus
cases and inflation.

The Federal Reserve is on
track to raise its benchmark in-
terest rate for the first time
since 2018 as officials look to
cool demand and control infla-
tion. The central bank is navigat-
ing an unusually complicated en-
vironment of a tight labor
market, supply disruptions, spi-
raling inflation and now Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.

Thursday: The Bank of Eng-
land has raised interest rates
twice since December in an ef-
fort to tame accelerating infla-
tion. Many economists expect
another increase this week.

Friday: The Bank of Japan is
expected to keep its ultra-easy
monetary policy in place, given
concerns over how the war in
Ukraine will affect the global
economy.

At the start of the year,
Americans rushed to purchase
homes in the face of record-low
inventory and climbing mortgage
rates. Economists expect that
the market for existing homes
cooled slightly in February. De-
mand is still strong, but the
number of houses for sale is
limited, prices are rising and loan
costs increased last month.

U.S.WATCH

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Man Tied to Killings
of Homeless People

Authorities are searching for
a man who is believed to have
attacked multiple people who
were sleeping on the streets in
Washington, D.C., and New York
City, killing two of his victims
and injuring three others, police
said.

District of Columbia police
said Sunday they are working
with the New York Police De-
partment to find the man who
fatally shot and stabbed a man
Wednesday in the district and
killed another man Saturday in
New York City.

The man shot and injured
two other homeless people ear-
lier in the month in Washington
and one other person Saturday
in New York, police said.

The cities are committed “to
bring this investigation to a
swift conclusion and the individ-
ual behind these vicious crimes
to justice,” Washington Metro-
politan Police Chief Robert Con-
tee said.

—Associated Press

NEW YORK

Suspect Sought in
Museum Stabbings

The Museum of Modern Art
remained closed on Sunday af-
ter two employees were
stabbed by a man who was up-
set over a revoked membership,
police said.

The New York Police Depart-
ment released surveillance video
of the attack on Sunday along
with photos of a possible sus-
pect, who they have identified

as Gary Cabana, 60 years old.
The incident in the Midtown

Manhattan museum unfolded
around 4:15 p.m. Saturday and
sent visitors fleeing into the
streets. A man had jumped over
the reception desk and stabbed
two museum workers several
times after they denied him en-
try because his membership
was revoked, the NYPD said.

One of the victims, a 24-
year-old woman, was stabbed
twice in the lower back and
once in the back of the neck,
police said. The second victim, a
24-year-old man, was stabbed
once on the left collarbone.

None of the wounds were
life-threatening. MoMA said it
would reopen on Tuesday.

—Ginger Adams Otis

OBITUARY

William Hurt, Leading
Man, Oscar Winner

William Hurt, whose laconic
charisma and self-assured sub-
tlety as an actor made him one
of the 1980s’ foremost leading
men in movies such as “Broad-
cast News,” “Body Heat” and
“The Big Chill,” has died. He was
71.

Mr. Hurt’s son, Will, said his
father died Sunday of natural
causes.

In a long-running career, Mr.
Hurt was three times nominated
for an Academy Award, winning
for 1985’s “Kiss of the Spider
Woman.” After his screen debut
in 1980’s “Altered States” as a
psychopathologist studying
schizophrenia and experimenting
with sensory deprivation, Mr.
Hurt quickly emerged as a main-
stay of the ’80s.

—Associated Press
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patina. He was able to define
that franchise as one of super-
hero auteur films,” Mr. Higgins
says.

“Joker” took the doom aes-
thetic further. With no Batman
present, the 2019 hit borrowed
the grimy look of 1970s films
and explored mental illness
and mob mentality. It landed 11
Oscar nominations—a record
for a comic-book movie—in-
cluding one for best picture.

Compared with “The Bat-
man,” the “Batman” of 1989
seems sunny. At the time it
was a major risk to set a sum-
mer popcorn movie in “a night-
mare projection of civilization
in malignant, life-threatening
retreat,” as the Boston Globe
described Gotham.

After an even moodier Bur-

ton sequel, director Joel Schu-
macher reversed course for
1995’s “Batman Forever,” with
skewed camera angles refer-
encing the 1960s TV series.
Candy-colored lighting show-
cased hammy supervillains
played by Jim Carrey and
Tommy Lee Jones.

Cinematographer Stephen
Goldblatt bathed Val Kilmer’s
shiny Batsuit in hues of purple,
blue and green. He sent slashes

of light across the star’s
masked face to bring out his
features. “His lips were perfect,
and it made a really strong im-
age,” Mr. Goldblatt recalls.

“Batman Forever” earned
the cinematographer an Oscar
nomination. He agreed—“fool-
ishly,” he says—to come back
for 1997’s “Batman & Robin,”
widely considered one of the
worst iterations of the Batman
brand.

Despite that, Mr. Goldblatt
laments the depletion of fun
from the earlier films, though
he hasn’t kept up with the
franchise. “I just can’t get into
the existential bullshit about
the dark nature of Batman,” he
says. “There are dark things in
the world right now, and it
ain’t Batman.”

Students of the genre would
argue that “The Batman” is a
mood-appropriate proxy for
2020s anxiety. “It has this fan-
tastic quality that lets us play
through some real fears, but
with a distance that makes it
more comfortable,” says Travis
Langley, a Henderson State
University professor and au-
thor of “Batman and Psychol-
ogy: A Dark and Stormy
Knight.”

To help make “The Batman”
shadowy yet legible, the film-
makers used custom camera
lenses with sharp focus at the
center and a blur at the edges,
and transferred their digital
footage to film for a look of an-
alog grit. A climactic fight
scene unfolds in a pitch-black
hall where Batman was lighted
only by the muzzle flashes

His work includes the night
raid in “Zero Dark Thirty,” and
he’s up for an Oscar for the
somber look of the sci-fi pic-
ture “Dune.” Because of the
need to help the audience fol-
low the action through count-
less dark settings, he says,
“The Batman” was “the tough-
est lighting job I’ve ever done.”

In the 33 years since direc-
tor Tim Burton’s “Batman,” the
movie franchise has—with a
couple exceptions—cornered a
somber vibe that even “The
Lego Batman Movie” spoofed.
The reaction to “The Batman,”
directed by Matt Reeves,
proves that audiences wel-
comed an even darker turn, de-
spite a real-world backdrop of
grim events. The palette of
“The Batman” matches its
themes: The hero struggles
with his own fury as he pur-
sues a serial killer who taps the
anger in society. (Spoiler alert:
It does end with a ray of hope.)

For Warner Bros., steering
into the shadows with its DC
Comics properties is one way
of counterprogramming
against the brighter Marvel
Cinematic Universe. “The Bat-
man” had the No. 2 premiere of
the pandemic era after “Spi-
der-Man: No Way Home,”
which went on to become the
third-highest-grossing movie of
all time at the domestic box of-
fice for Sony and for Disney’s
Marvel Studios.

“There are few films in the
same genre further from each
other than the new Batman
film and the last Spider-Man
film, which was going out of its
way to please audiences,” says
Scott Higgins, director of Wes-
leyan University’s College of
Film and the Moving Image.
Many have compared “The Bat-
man” to David Fincher’s serial-
killer thrillers “Se7en” and
“Zodiac.”

Darkness has always been at
the essence of Batman in com-
ics. In filmmaking, it’s also a
signifier of prestige. The tril-
ogy of Batman movies directed
by Christopher Nolan set the
bar for seriousness in the su-
perhero genre. Christian Bale
played the Dark Knight with
black eye makeup and a gravel
voice.

“The Nolan films had that

ContinuedfromPageOne

THE OUTLOOK | By Harriet Torry

Remote Work Offers Rewards, Risks
A shift to

remote-work
arrangements
is showing
signs of boost-
ing the lagging

share of women in the labor
force as the economy recovers
from the pandemic. That is a
good thing for U.S. economic
growth and productivity, al-
though economists say that
workers who never come back
to the office risk isolating
themselves from promotions
and networking opportunities.

Companies are increasingly
offering remote and hybrid
work arrangements as a perk
to hire workers, particularly
at larger firms, and women
appear to be embracing the
flexibility. A February survey
of job seekers by hiring plat-
form ZipRecruiter Inc. found
that women were twice as
likely as men, 26% versus 13%,
to say they were only looking
for remote work.

That increased flexibility
could help retain women in
the workforce and counter
the sharp decline in female
workers early in the pan-
demic. But it could also come
with risks to career progres-
sion, according to some re-
searchers.

H arvard University
economist Claudia Gol-
din said a potential

downside to women working
from home more than men is
that they could isolate them-
selves as a group. Dr. Goldin
likened a scenario in which
female employees work exclu-
sively at home to that of part-
time work, which economic
studies have shown hurt
workers’ wages, retirement
savings and career prospects.

Similarly, Kweilin El-
lingrud, a director at McKin-
sey Global Institute, the re-

search arm of the consulting
firm, said she fears that when
workplaces reopen without
restrictions, a self-selected
group will return and enjoy
increased visibility and net-
working. That group, largely
men without caregiving re-
sponsibilities, could dominate
promotions and relationship-
building. That could put less-
visible people with care re-
sponsibilities at a
disadvantage.

“My hope is we see more
of those million missing
women come into the work-
force, but my fear is that it
will be slower and with nega-
tive implications on long-term
career prospects,” she said.

Dr. Goldin, however, said
workers—and mothers in par-
ticular—also stand to benefit
from the increased flexibility.
High-income jobs in finance,
law, consulting and engineer-
ing that once demanded fre-
quent travel and long hours
are now easier for women to
take, thanks to technology.

“The price of flexibility has
gone down, if you can do an
M&A from home or the office
rather than flying to Japan, or
sign a contract without hav-
ing to go to Zurich,” Dr. Gol-
din said.

With job openings and
worker turnover hovering
near record levels, the onus is
shifting to employers to find
ways to hire and retain work-
ers, and flexibility is one of
them.

A recent survey by the La-
bor Department found that
more than a third of employ-
ers increased telework be-
cause of the pandemic, and
60.2% expect to keep the in-
creases permanent when the
pandemic is over.

If asked to return to the
workplace five days a week,
nearly 40% of women with

children under 18 would re-
turn and immediately start
looking for a work-from-home
job, according to a monthly
survey of work-from-home ar-
rangements by economists
from the University of Chi-
cago, Instituto Tecnológico
Autónomo de México and
other colleges. That compared
with just under a third of
men. A further 7.3% of women
with children under 18 said
they would quit outright if
asked to come back five days
a week, even without another

job lined up, nearly double
the 3.8% of men, also with
children under 18, who said
the same.

Post-pandemic work ar-
rangements could factor in
determining how many Amer-
icans, especially women, can
be drawn back into the labor
force.

Women were harder hit by
job losses at the start of the
pandemic, including in the
hospitality and retail sectors.
Economists now are puzzling
over the U.S. economy’s miss-

ing women, who have been
slow to return even as schools
largely went back to in-per-
son learning and vaccines be-
came available.

A recent survey by the jobs
site Indeed found that the
main factors keeping female
unemployed workers from ur-
gently searching for a job
were employed partners and
child care responsibilities.

The number of women
aged 25 to 54 in the la-
bor force has increased

from pandemic lows, but was
still about half a million be-
low the pre-pandemic Febru-
ary 2020 level last month, ac-
cording to the Labor
Department. In contrast, more
men were in the labor force
last month than before the
pandemic began.

If the U.S. increased its fe-
male labor-force participation
rate to the levels of other de-
veloped economies, that could
boost U.S. gross domestic
product by almost $1 trillion
over roughly the next decade,
according to analysis by
credit-ratings firm Moody’s
Corp.

In some jobs, such as at a
restaurant, remote work isn’t
an option. And other employ-
ers think they are missing out
on collaboration by not hav-
ing workers gather in person.
Still, worker productivity and
wages have risen during the
pandemic, according to the
Labor Department.

“The fact that the economy
is more productive does affect
everybody, it increases wages
and makes everyone more ef-
ficient,” said Jose Maria Bar-
rero, one of the economists
behind the survey. “The past
two years proved flexibility
can work, there’s no reason to
schlep to office five days a
week.”

Share of respondentswith children under 18whowould
quit or search for awork-from-home job if asked to
return full-time in person

Female

Male

38% 7.3%

33% 3.8%

Return and start looking
for awork-from-home job

Quit evenwithout
another job

Why unemployedworkers aren’t searching urgently for jobs

Percentage of unemployedworkers
aged 25-54 not searching urgently†

0% 4010 20 30

Spouse employed

Childcare

Covid concern

Financial cushion

UI benefits

Temporary layoff

Women
Men

Sources: WFH Research’s June-Sept. 2021 Surveys of Working Arrangements and Attitudes
(share of respondents); Labor Department (civilian labor force participation rate);
Indeed Hiring Lab job search survey, data from July 2021- Feb. 2022 (unemployed workers)

*Data through February, seasonally adjusted †Respondents were able to choose multiple reasons
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from prop guns firing in time
with strobe lights. Calibrating
the light around Batman’s eyes
required occasional postpro-
duction tweaking, and patience
from Mr. Pattinson on set.

“Rob understood that the
film needs to see his eyes.
When you’re Batman, you’ve
got very few techniques to act
with,” Mr. Fraser says.

Lighting the Batsuit, source
of one of the most iconic sil-
houettes in movies, was among
the most delicate parts of the
process.

“It makes all the difference
about how you feel about the
Batman,” Mr. Fraser says. “If I
overlight it, there’s a danger
that it becomes kind of what it
is—a guy in a suit—as opposed
to an enigma.”

Extreme
Darkness
For Batman

Star Robert Pattinson and director Matt Reeves on the set of ‘The Batman.’
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The goal was to push
this Batman film to
a new level of
darkness. The Soviet Union collapsed

in 1991. A Page One article on
Friday about sanctions against
Russia incorrectly said it col-
lapsed in 1989.

Notice to readers
Some Wall Street Journal

staff members are working re-
motely during the pandemic.
Please send reader comments
only by email or phone, using the
contacts below, not via U.S. Mail.

CORRECTIONS
AMPLIFICATIONS

Readers can alert The Wall Street
Journal to any errors in news articles
by emailing wsjcontact@wsj.com or

by calling 888-410-2667.
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Austin City Council member Sabino ‘Pio’ Renteri, above, says infrastructure projects decades ago, under which highways were built,
also reinforced segregation. Mayor Steve Adler, below, is seeking U.S. infrastructure funds for different types of projects this time.
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AUSTIN, Texas—Multibil-
lion-dollar transportation proj-
ects in this Democratic strong-
hold of Republican Texas show
how tough it will be for Presi-
dent Biden to accomplish his
goal of shaking up federal in-
frastructure investments.

Austin has ambitious plans
for new light rail and rapid bus
lines and a vision of covering a
downtown stretch of Interstate
35 with acres of parks and pub-
lic spaces.

Mayor Steve Adler is seeking
federal funding from the nearly
$1 trillion bipartisan infrastruc-
ture law for both projects, but
he acknowledges those awards
will be highly competitive since
cities, counties and states all
across the country are eager
for the money. “Nothing is
guaranteed,” he said.

What isn’t in question: a
four-lane expansion of I-35
through Austin. Federal high-
way funding, including about
$28 billion from the new law,
means Texas has the money to
begin construction soon on its
Austin project.

Mr. Biden has repeatedly
called his infrastructure law
transformative and a chance to
rethink public-works spend-
ing—financing the kind of proj-
ects Mr. Adler envisions for
Austin. He and Transportation
Secretary Pete Buttigieg say
they want the money spent to
better serve people in disad-
vantaged areas and slow cli-
mate change; they want fewer
new roads, more mass transit.

improve “the condition and
safety of existing transporta-
tion infrastructure” over those
that add “travel lanes serving
single-occupancy vehicles.” But
administration officials ac-
knowledge this is guidance, not
a mandate.

Still, 16 Republican gover-
nors, including Texas Gov. Greg
Abbott, and Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R.,
Ky.), responded with letters
saying the administration
shouldn’t push a social agenda

through infrastructure invest-
ments.

“Attempts to disallow the
use of funding for general pur-
pose widening projects would
be biased against rural states
and states with growing popu-
lations,” the governors wrote.

Some Democrat-led states
also plan to spend huge
amounts of infrastructure
money on new or larger high-
ways.

Austin is on track to double
its population to 2 million

within the next few decades.
That explosive growth is giving
city planners an almost Sim-
City-like opportunity to build
new ways to get around, in-
cluding new light rail lines that
would run through a to-be-con-

structed downtown tunnel.
Texas transportation offi-

cials say the city’s projects and
the roughly $5 billion highway
expansion aren’t in tension and
that Austin will need an all-of-
the-above strategy to ease con-
gestion as its population
booms.

Conditions attached to the
last major federal infrastruc-
ture investment, President
Dwight Eisenhower’s 1956 high-
way law, meant that Black and
brown neighborhoods in cities
across the country were oblit-
erated by pavement, or cut off
from whiter economic hubs.
Austin was no exception.

“When the highway went up,
it was like a wall that rein-
forced segregation,” said Aus-
tin City Council member Sabino
“Pio” Renteria, a 71-year-old
who grew up east of the high-
way and remembers its con-
struction in the late 1950s and
early 60s.

Austin can’t stop the state’s
I-35 expansion, which will
mean 20 lanes of highway,
turnways and frontage roads in
some places. The highway de-
partment says traffic in the
new lanes will be managed to
give priority to buses and other
high-occupancy vehicles.

The law’s fine print could
make that mission difficult to
achieve. More than half of the
roughly $600 billion in trans-
portation money is being trans-
ferred to states through federal
highway funding, giving gover-
nors and state departments of
transportation—not the Biden
administration—control over
how it is spent.

Some Democrats in Con-
gress have long said that any
infrastructure bill would need
to rewrite funding formulas to
meet the goals of boosting
transit and combating climate
change. But to win enough Re-
publican votes to pass the bill,
Democrats shrank their initial
request for mass transit and
other non-highway programs
and ditched a requirement that
states repair roads and bridges
before building new ones.

“We’re stuck with a pretty
bitter reality here, and that is
the Senate is a basket case,”
said Rep. Peter DeFazio (D.,
Ore.), the chairman of the
House Transportation Commit-
tee, whose own more transit-
focused infrastructure bill was
cast aside for the bipartisan
Senate plan.

Sen. Shelley Moore Capito
(R., W.Va.), a Republican infra-
structure negotiator, said the
legislation never would have
passed had it not preserved the
ability of states to set their
own priorities when they re-
ceive federal highway money.

States may choose to give
priority to expanding roadways
in rural areas, high-growth re-
gions or developing job centers
that will mean hundreds of
commuting workers, she said.
“In certain instances, new ca-
pacity is what you need,” she
said.

In December, the Transpor-
tation Department said it
would encourage projects that

Infrastructure
Funds Stir Up
State Battles
In Texas, city of Austin
plans light rail, bus lines,
but billions are already
set aside to widen I-35

day. “Wearing a mask still
helps keep you safe.”

The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention on Feb.
25 dropped its blanket recom-
mendation for universal mask-
ing in schools, saying about
half of U.S. counties met
thresholds for removing masks
indoors.

Changes in school mask pol-
icies have been met with some
conflict. Parents in Rhode Is-
land and New York said some

students have been bullied for
wearing masks or not wearing
them. Lawsuits over mandates
are ongoing in many states.

In California, districts can
now choose to lift requirements.
A few dozen school districts
stopped enforcing mask man-
dates for students before they
had permission from the state.

In one of those districts, in
the Sacramento suburb of
Rocklin, geography teacher
Travis Mougeotte said he has

noticed students naturally sep-
arating in class into those
wearing masks and those with-
out. “It’s interesting but it’s
also kind of sad,” said Mr.
Mougeotte, who is the local
union president.

Even as the majority of the
country moves away from
masks, some large California
school districts plan to carry
on the precaution for now, in-
cluding those in Los Angeles
and Sacramento.

In Oakland, the school board
said Wednesday night that
children must remain in masks
outdoors at least two more
weeks, and indoors until mid-
April, when they will reassess.

“My 9-year-old was in tears
last night when I told him,”
said Megan Bacigalupi, a par-
ent of two students in the dis-
trict and executive director of
parent advocacy group CA
Parent Power. “If my kids can
go to the movie theater, de-
partment stores, literally any-
where except their school
without a mask, something is
wrong.”

Teachers at Forest Elemen-
tary in New York said less than
half of students wore masks
March 7, the first day the re-
quirement was dropped, and
fewer students wore face cov-
erings on subsequent days.

In a fourth-grade class on
March 8, Forest Elementary co-
teachers Nicholle Montecalvo
and Nirvana Vigani had mixed
responses to the new rules. Ms.
Montecalvo wore a mask due
to a previous bout with
Covid-19. Ms. Vigani, who said
she could better project for
students’ reading lessons with-
out a face covering, went with-
out.

Students with masks mixed
freely in the class with those

who didn’t, and the children
said they felt little peer pres-
sure over whether to don the
face coverings.

“I’m happy we don’t have to
wear them, but I’ve got mine
on because one of our class-
mates has a cold today,”
fourth-grader Omari Jackson
said.

Forest Elementary teachers
said it is easier to hear stu-
dents and to make themselves
heard without masks. Teaching
phonics in particular is easier,
they said, as students can see
how sounds are formed with
their mouths.

Each time fifth-grader Clo-
ris Rose pulled her mask up,
she was reminded of the sick-
ness and fear caused by
Covid-19, she said.

That has changed, some-
what, since she no longer has
to wear a mask in class. Cloris
said she is still concerned
about catching Covid-19. But
the chance to go maskless is
easing her concern, she said.

“I wasn’t sure if I would
survive the pandemic,” said the
10-year-old from Queens, who
last attended school without a
face covering as a third-grader.
“But the fact that we can take
our masks off now makes me
feel like things will be all
right.”

Teachers thought getting
children to wear masks was
challenging but now, with
mask mandates lifting, they are
finding navigating the new
world is tougher than they an-
ticipated.

New York City permitted
students to unmask themselves
in class starting last week. In
the city’s schools, and nation-
wide, the classrooms where
some kids wear masks and oth-
ers don’t can be difficult to
manage.

The majority of U.S. schools
are dropping mask mandates
first enacted in 2020, but that
also brought tension to many
classrooms. In most states, dis-
tricts can now choose their
own policies.

Chicago Public Schools will
drop its mandate Monday, and
the school districts in San
Francisco and San Diego are
ending mask requirements in
early April.

Last Tuesday, nearly half of
the students at Forest Elemen-
tary School in New York City
weren’t ready to remove their
masks. “The pandemic isn’t
over,” said Anderson Rosa, a
fourth-grade student who wore
a face covering to class that

BY BEN CHAPMAN
AND SARA RANDAZZO

Teachers and Schools Navigate Mask-Optional Policies

On a recent day at Forest Elementary in New York, teacher Nicholle Montecalvo wore a mask
because of a previous bout with Covid-19, while many students didn’t wear face coverings.
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Lawmakers across the U.S.
are looking to enact rent con-
trol, reviving measures largely
shunned in recent years in an
effort to curb the surge in
home rental prices throughout
the country.

These proposals, which
would generally allow land-
lords to boost monthly rents
by no more than 2% to 10%,
are on the legislative agenda
in more than a dozen states.
Rental prices are up about 18%
on average over the past two
years, according to real-estate
broker Redfin Corp., hitting
record levels across the U.S.

Large cities like Boston, af-
fluent suburbs like Montclair,
N.J., lower-income mobile-
home communities in Colorado
and fast-growing metros in

Florida are among the places
considering rent control.

“Rents are exploding at a
pace far faster than income,”
said Stijn Van Nieuwerburgh,
an economist and professor at
Columbia Business School.
“The problem is now as bad as
it has ever been. And probably
much worse.”

Rising rents are a big con-
tributor to the recent surge in
inflation that is starting to
weigh on the U.S. economy.
Cost of shelter accounts for
40% of the core Consumer
Price Index, CPI’s biggest com-
ponent. Economists at the San
Francisco Federal Reserve said
in a February inflation fore-
cast that rent increases “point
to significant upside risks to
the overall inflation outlook.”

Rent-control measures in
the U.S. date to the years fol-

lowing the first and second
World Wars, but the concept
saw a major resurgence in the
1970s, a period marked by
high inflation. Its resurgence
was somewhat short-lived, and
many lawmakers adopted the
view that rent controls hurt
housing markets more than
they helped tenants, by dis-
couraging new development
and disincentivizing apart-
ment maintenance.

More recently, some econo-
mists and politicians have re-
considered that thinking,
pointing to rent control as one
of the few ways to protect
low-income renters, who often
face the greatest hardships. In
2019, New York Congress-
woman Alexandria Ocasio-Cor-
tez, a progressive Democrat,
proposed a national rent-con-
trol law. California and Oregon

advanced rent-control bills the
same year, now laws in both
states.

Some cities are weighing
more restrictive rent caps than
previously considered. St.
Paul, Minn., enacted last fall
the only rent control in the
Midwest, and it now has one
of the most stringent policies
in the country.

In Santa Ana, Calif., local
officials have gone beyond the
state’s rent-control measure,
which caps annual rent in-
creases at 5% plus local infla-
tion, to limit local rent in-
creases to 3% at apartments
built before 1995.

Those measures passed de-
spite laws in both states that
generally prevent local govern-
ments from writing their own
rent rules.

Other rent-control efforts

will also have to navigate pro-
hibitions, which still exist in
more than two-dozen states.
First-term Boston Mayor Mi-
chelle Wu, for example, cam-
paigned on bringing rent con-
trol back to the city, and a poll
shows a majority in the city
would support it.

But local rent controls were
banned there nearly three de-
cades ago. Massachusetts
Democrats are advancing a bill
that would repeal that ban,
though Republican Gov. Char-
lie Baker has said he would
probably not sign such a law.

In Florida, another state
that pre-empts local rent con-
trols, lawmakers in Miami and
Tampa—where asking rents
are up more than 30% over the
past year—have discussed de-
claring housing emergencies to
pass rent control.

The real-estate business
successfully lobbied several
states to write anti-rent con-
trol statutes decades ago, and
the industry is active again.
“We consider it an existential
threat,” said Jim Lapides, a
spokesman for the National
Multifamily Housing Council, a
landlord trade group.

Building owners continue to
argue that rent control would
stunt the supply of new hous-
ing and ultimately make the
rental market worse for every-
one. In St. Paul, for example,
developers have temporarily
placed more than a third of
planned apartment units on
hold due to concerns over the
new law there, according to
property management software
firm RealPage, which compiled
permit records and public re-
ports and surveyed builders.

BYWILL PARKER

Rent-Control Bills Advance as Housing Prices Surge

Where the Federal
Money Is Going

Breakdown on how infra-
structure funds will be spent,
according to a detailed analy-
sis of the 1,000-page law
from transportation analysts
at the Brookings Institution.
Transportation: $591 billion
Highways, roads
and bridges: $361 billion
Transit: $92 billion
Rail: $68 billion
Airports: $25 billion
Safety: $18 billion
Multimodal and freight:
$13.5 billion
Ports: $11 billion
Broadband and other
non-transportation related
projects: $137.5 billion
Total: $864 billion (Brookings
arrived at a lower figure than
the roughly $1 trillion from
the congressional analysis.)
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A court ruling has weakened
one of the Internal Revenue
Service’s most powerful tools
for policing tax shelters, making
it harder for the agency to find
people engaging in what it con-
siders questionable practices.

The latest decision—which
came this month in a case in-
volving Michigan business own-
ers and life-insurance prod-
ucts—could slow the
government’s ability to require
taxpayers to disclose their par-
ticipation in aggressive tax
shelters, tax lawyers said. It
continues a yearslong trend in
which courts are requiring that
the IRS and Treasury Depart-
ment follow detailed regulatory
procedures that the govern-
ment and academic experts had
long assumed didn’t apply to
the tax system.

The ruling from the Sixth
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati applies only in a
handful of states, but it pro-
vides a road map for taxpayers
to challenge the IRS in the ab-
sence of further action by the
administration or Congress.

The court in the case in
question found a flaw in a 2007
notice from the IRS. That an-
nouncement warned partici-
pants in certain transactions
involving cash-value life insur-
ance that purported to give tax
advantages to business owners
and required them to notify the
government of the deals on
their tax returns. The IRS uses
such disclosures to attack a list
of transactions or products that
it sees taxpayers using and that
it deems particularly abusive.

The requirement acts as a
deterrent because many tax ad-
visers will steer clients from
the listed transactions. The IRS
publishes its list to warn tax-

payers it is likely to pursue au-
dits and challenge their returns
if they engage in the transac-
tions. The repercussions of the
audits vary depending on indi-
vidual circumstances.

The case turned on a federal
law about regulatory processes,
known as the Administrative
Procedure Act, which busi-
nesses have used to challenge
rules.

The IRS should have sought
public comments before impos-
ing the disclosure requirement,
according to the unanimous
ruling from the three-judge ap-
peals-court panel. The decision
halted nearly $30,000 in penal-
ties that the IRS had assessed
against Mann Construction
and its owners. A lawyer for
Mann Construction said the
Michigan company was pleased
with the ruling.

Representatives for the
Treasury and Justice depart-
ments declined to comment.
The IRS generally doesn’t dis-
cuss pending litigation.

“Decisions like this one
threaten to hobble our govern-
ment’s ability to administer a
tax system that is fair to all
Americans,” said Rep. Bill Pas-
crell (D., N.J.), chairman of the
House Ways and Means Com-
mittee’s oversight subcommit-
tee. “It is my hope this holding
is appealed and overturned.”

Congress could overturn the
ruling by declaring that report-
able transactions are exempt
from government regulatory
procedures, but lawmakers
have had little discussion on
doing so.

Lower courts have been fol-
lowing the Supreme Court’s
lead on the expansion of ad-
ministrative-law requirements
into tax law, limiting the long-
held view that tax law was dif-
ferent, said Joseph Bishop-
Henchman, vice president of
policy and litigation at the Na-
tional Taxpayers Union Founda-
tion.

“The IRS keeps losing. And
so they need to change their
position,” Mr. Bishop-Hench-
man said. “As an advocate for
taxpayers, it’s very ironic that
the IRS is asserting that they
can cut corners and not follow
rules, because that’s not cer-
tainly the position they take
with taxpayers.”

BY RICHARD RUBIN

IRS Tool
For Tax
Shelters Is
Weakened

The circuit court
ruling provides a
roadmap to
challenge the IRS.

Coinbase, Circle and FTX, ven-
ture-capital funds such as An-
dreessen Horowitz, law firms
representing cryptocurrency
clients and crypto-focused
trade associations.

The push comes as regula-
tors are scrambling to craft
rules to protect investors in the
cryptocurrency market and
safeguard against illicit activity
or financial instability. Presi-
dent Biden last week signed an
executive order tasking federal
agencies with a broad review of
cryptocurrencies.

“You just don’t normally

have industries this new accu-
mulate this much hard and soft
power in Washington,” said Jeff
Hauser, executive director of
the Revolving Door Project, a
progressive group.

The hires span a variety of
roles and include alumni of
GOP and Democratic adminis-
trations. Industry representa-
tives say former government
officials can help companies
comply with the law and under-
stand regulatory expectations.

Former SEC Chair Mary Jo
White, now an attorney at De-
bevoise & Plimpton LLP, is de-

fending cryptocurrency issuer
Ripple Labs Inc. against an SEC
enforcement action. Ms. White
ran the SEC during the Obama
administration. Former Trea-
sury Secretary Lawrence Sum-
mers advises crypto investment
firm Digital Currency Group
Inc. and sits on the board of
Block Inc., a financial-technol-
ogy firm that is investing in
cryptocurrency-payments sys-
tems. Former acting Comptrol-
ler of the Currency Brian
Brooks is CEO of bitcoin-mining
firm Bitfury Group.

Total compensation pack-

ages for former officials in the
cryptocurrency industry can
reach into seven figures, a per-
son familiar with several hiring
arrangements said.

Christopher Giancarlo, who
stepped down as CFTC chair-
man in 2019, argued in a June
2020 article that XRP, Ripple’s
digital coin, shouldn’t be under
SEC oversight. His law firm had
represented Ripple, and Mr. Gi-
ancarlo relied on information
provided by Ripple to write the
article. In an interview, he de-
clined to say whether he knew
that Ripple was under SEC in-
vestigation at the time the arti-
cle was published.

Mr. Giancarlo ran the CFTC
when the agency approved bit-
coin futures contracts, a move
he said brought cryptocurrency
“into the regulated sphere.”
Since then, he has helped com-
panies because he believes the
technology underpinning cryp-
tocurrencies will change how
finance works for the better.

WASHINGTON—The crypto-
currency industry has staked
out a spot at Washington’s re-
volving door, hiring scores of
former government officials
and regulators as it seeks to
shape policies to govern the
largely unregulated market.

Those working for or advis-
ing cryptocurrency firms or in-
vestment funds include three
former chairs of the Securities
and Exchange Commission,
three former chairs of the Com-
modity Futures Trading Com-
mission, three former U.S. sen-
ators and at least one former
White House chief of staff, for-
mer Treasury secretary and
former chair of the Federal De-
posit Insurance Corporation.

The Tech Transparency Proj-
ect, a watchdog group, has
identified more than 200 for-
mer staffers of federal agencies,
congressional offices and na-
tional political campaigns who
have worked in crypto. They
have gone to companies such as

BY PAUL KIERNAN
AND DAVE MICHAELS

Crypto Hires Aim to Boost Washington Influence

Christopher Giancarlo
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WASHINGTON—The Biden
administration says it might
have to scrap critical Covid-19
programs unless Congress
moves to approve funding left
out of the $1.5 trillion omnibus
spending package.

The administration initially
floated a $30 billion request,
which it then formally cut to
$22.5 billion, only to be re-
duced further to $15.6 billion
by congressional negotiators.
With Republicans insisting that
no new money be allocated un-
til previous funding rounds
were exhausted, rank-and-file
Democrats then balked at a
proposal to reuse unspent
funds intended for state gov-
ernments, prompting party
leaders to pull the provision al-
together.

Democratic leaders now plan
to hold a stand-alone vote in
the House this week on $15.6
billion in Covid-19 aid, without
paying for it by clawing back

By Stephanie Armour,
Natalie Andrews

and Sabrina Siddiqui

state funds. Such an approach
would likely hit a wall in the
50-50 Senate, where Democrats
would need at least 10 Republi-
can votes to advance the pro-
posal.

“What the president was
asking for in the legislation
was a good start,” said House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D., Calif.)
at the Democrats’ retreat in
Philadelphia on Friday. “It
wasn’t everything. So we would
have to do more anyway.”

The administration says it
needs money soon to lock in
orders for treatments and vac-
cines. While Covid-19 cases
have plummeted since a surge
earlier this year and jurisdic-
tions nationwide are ending
pandemic-related restrictions,
officials say the nation must be
prepared for further outbreaks.

For instance, the administra-
tion has said it needed funds to
place orders now for the pur-
chase of antivirals to treat
Covid-19—especially as other
countries vie for limited sup-
plies—to prevent a shortfall
this autumn. Domestic manu-
facturing of tests and labora-

tory capacity could be cut back
by more than half without
more funding, officials say.

The lack of additional
Covid-19 funding also means it
can’t be determined whether
the U.S. will have the quantity
of shots it would need for a
possible booster campaign in
the fall, officials said, or have
adequate vaccine supply for

children under 5 years old.
As of mid-February, no

money was left in the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Ser-
vices’ public-health and social-
services emergency fund for
healthcare providers, according
to documents that the depart-
ment shared with Congress and
were viewed by The Wall Street
Journal.

“As we have said, failing to
take action and secure urgent
Covid-response funding now
will have near-term conse-
quences for the American peo-
ple and leave us more vulnera-
ble to a new variant,” said
White House spokesman Kevin
Munoz.

Republicans aren’t con-
vinced, saying the administra-
tion shouldn’t ask Congress to
approve more money while
states are sitting on unspent
federal Covid-19 relief funds. As
of the end of January, the Trea-
sury had about $105 billion in
unobligated state and local
funds and $10 billion in an un-
obligated coronavirus capital-
projects fund.

“Does the White House
agree that states that are al-
ready flush with cash should be
prioritized over spending more
money on vaccines for kids and
therapeutics?” asked a spokes-
man for Senate Minority
Leader Mitch McConnell (R.,
Ky.).

Still, some see a way for-
ward.

“I’m for doing something,”

said Sen. Roy Blunt (R., Mo.),
who sits on the Senate appro-
priations committee. “Those
accounts are out of money, and
if you see a need for somebody
continuing to produce vaccines,
therapeutics and tests, you’re
probably going to have some
federal money to put in.”

The White House plans to
underscore publicly the ur-
gency of securing more
Covid-19 aid this week, in the
hopes of escalating pressure on
lawmakers.

One White House official
said the administration was
looking at other potential fund-
ing vehicles for attaching the
money should the House stand-
alone proposal fail to pass the
Senate.

The White House reached
out to governors’ offices, a se-
nior aide to one governor’s of-
fice said, to get bipartisan sup-
port for its Covid-19 funding
request, then set at $22.5 bil-
lion. There wasn’t enough sup-
port across the entire National
Governors Association to get
governors to endorse it as a
group.

Fight Over More Covid-19 Aid Looms

The administration
says it needsmoney
to lock in orders for
treatments, vaccines.

cantly smaller American Indian
or Alaska Native population.

“The Black death rate rose
much faster than the white
death rate,” said Helena Han-
sen, co-author of the new pa-
per and professor of psychia-
try at UCLA’s David Geffen
School of Medicine.

The researchers said the
findings demonstrate the need
to close gaps in access to
treatment and harm-reduction
services, which are meant to
make drug use less risky,
among other steps. They said
ending routine incarceration
of drug users could help pre-
vent fatal overdoses among
people after they leave prison.

In Boston, opioid-related
overdoses in the Black popula-
tion doubled to 82 in 2020
versus the prior year, while
opioid deaths in the city’s
larger white population in-
creased 16% to 101. The city
has stepped up efforts to bring
mobile harm-reduction ser-
vices to Black communities,

said Bisola Ojikutu, executive
director of the Boston Public
Health Commission. This in-
cludes distribution of the over-
dose-reversal drug naloxone
and other services like syringe

exchanges and testing for HIV
and other health issues.

“We have to go where peo-
ple are,” Dr. Ojikutu said.

Fentanyl was a major driver
when drug overdose deaths
jumped roughly 30% to about
92,000 in 2020, the most re-
cent federal count for that year
shows. The scourge is getting
worse: There were an esti-
mated 104,288 overdose deaths
in the 12-month period running
through September, according
to the most recent preliminary
data from the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention.

Use of stimulant drugs like
cocaine among Black people
may also be exposing some to
fentanyl, which sometimes
contaminates other drug sup-
plies, health experts say. A re-
cent paper published in the
American Journal of Epidemi-
ology found Black Americans
had a sharper increase in com-
bined stimulant and opioid
deaths than did white people
between 2007 and 2019, espe-

cially in the eastern U.S.
Black people can also face

higher hurdles to getting effec-
tive care for opioid use, doctors
and public-health researchers
say. Researchers at the Univer-
sity of Michigan examining
outpatient visits for substance
use in recent years found white
patients were three to four
times as likely as Black patients
to receive buprenorphine, a
prescription medication to
treat opioid dependence that is
more readily available to peo-
ple with health insurance or
the means to pay out of pocket.

Health providers are more
likely to direct Black patients
to methadone, which is deliv-
ered by highly regulated opi-
oid-treatment programs that
often require daily visits to
obtain the medication, re-
searchers have found.

The history of Black Ameri-
cans facing a higher rate of
criminal penalties and incarcer-
ation for drug-related offenses
than whites has also made
some Black drug users reluc-
tant to seek help, researchers
and treatment specialists say.

“I would wait until I was al-
most dead to go to the hospi-
tal,” said Chetwyn “Arrow” Ar-
cher II, 62 years old and a
former opioid user who is now
a peer-support specialist with
IDEA Exchange at the Univer-
sity of Miami, which provides
harm-reduction services to
drug users.

Ms. Lattimore’s eldest son,
Greg, had a criminal record
that made it challenging for
him to find consistent work as
an adult, she said. He ap-
peared to be on the upswing
in mid-2020, when he had
found a new job at a factory
and planned to marry his
longtime fiancée. That July,
the fiancée found Greg in the
basement at their Columbus,
Ohio, home, dead from an
overdose.

Ms. Lattimore keeps a blan-
ket she made with her two
sons’ photos by her side.
“Some days I look over at it
and I say, ‘I can’t believe you
guys left me,’ ” she said.

The fatal overdose rate
among Black people surpassed
that for white people in the
first year of the pandemic, as
an increasingly lethal drug
supply and Covid-19’s destabi-
lizing effects exacted a heavy
toll on vulnerable communi-
ties in the U.S.

The proliferation of the po-
tent opioid fentanyl, and a
pandemic that has added haz-
ards for people who use drugs,
are driving new records in U.S.
overdose deaths, and Black
communities have been hit es-
pecially hard. Black people of-
ten have uneven access to
healthcare including effective
drug treatment, putting them
at high risk, researchers and
public-health experts say.

The most recent full-year of
federal data, through 2020,
shows the rate of drug deaths
among Black people eclipsed
the rate in the white popula-
tion for the first time since
1999, researchers at the Uni-
versity of California, Los An-
geles recently demonstrated.

The gap in overdose rates
between the Black and white
populations was narrowing be-
fore the pandemic. Iris Latti-
more lost her 35-year old son,
Corey Rucker, to a fatal over-
dose in late 2017. Her older
son, Greg Wiley, overdosed
and died at age 41, in July
2020. She said assistance and
messaging around the crisis
seemed aimed at white people
rather than her community.

“We’ve been fighting this
for a long time,” said Ms. Lat-
timore, 61 years old.

There were more than
15,200 overdoses among Black
people in 2020, more than dou-
ble the number from four years
earlier, according to data the
UCLA researchers published in
March in the medical journal
JAMA Psychiatry. The toll rep-
resents nearly 37 drug over-
dose deaths per 100,000 Black
people that year, the UCLA re-
searchers found, trailing only
the death rate in the signifi-

BY JON KAMP
AND JULIE WERNAU

Opioid Overdoses Take Toll on Black People

Iris Lattimore holds a blanket with photos of her two sons who died from overdoses. The latest data
show the rate of drug deaths among Black people has eclipsed the rate in the white population.
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erage year before McGirt.
On Tuesdays, known as “Mc-

Girt Days,” hundreds of people
line the halls of the Cherokee
Nation courthouse waiting for
their cases to be heard. The
Muscogee (Creek) and Cherokee
Nations say they have spent mil-
lions of dollars expanding their
justice systems to accommodate
the workload.

For many of Oklahoma’s Na-
tive Americans, any upheaval is
a small price to pay for a high-
court ruling that reckoned with
the government’s sometimes
shameful treatment of the
tribes.

The case was brought by
JimcyMcGirt, a Seminole citizen
who was originally convicted in

state court and received two
500-year sentences and life
without parole for sexually abus-
ing a 4-year-old girl on Musco-
gee (Creek) Nation land. He ar-
gued that only federal
prosecutors were entitled to try
him because Congress had never
formally extinguished the tribe’s
sovereignty when Oklahoma be-
came a state in 1907.

In a 5-to-4 decision, the Su-
preme Court agreed. Justice
Neil Gorsuch, writing for the
majority, noted that the lands at
issue, the terminus of the Trail
of Tears, had been promised to
the tribes in exchange for terri-
tory in Georgia and Alabama
taken from them by white set-
tlers.

The ruling, which led to the
affirmation of five other reser-
vations, didn’t much alter Mr.
McGirt’s fate. He was retried in
federal court and sentenced to
life.

In the Supreme Court’s new
case, the justices are considering
whether to allow Oklahoma to
retain jurisdiction over crimes
committed by all nontribal citi-
zens in the state, even if they
happen on tribal lands. Legal
experts said the outcome of the
case could open battles in places
where the jurisdictional balance
has long been settled. Five other
states—Texas, Nebraska, Louisi-
ana, Kansas and Virginia—filed
court papers supporting Okla-
homa.

TULSA, Okla.—A year and a
half after the Supreme Court
ruled that much of eastern Okla-
homa remains a Native Ameri-
can reservation, law-enforce-
ment officials are settling into a
changed legal world, learning
new rules about who can be
prosecuted on expanded tribal
lands home to nearly twomillion
people.

Now they face the prospect
that those rules could change
again.

Native Americans saw the
July 2020 ruling in McGirt v.
Oklahoma as a landmark victory
in their long bid to reclaim tribal
sovereignty after a history of
forced removals and broken trea-
ties. But it also reordered Okla-
homa’s justice system, as sud-
denly hundreds of cases
involving Native Americans
could no longer be brought by
state prosecutors or heard by
state courts. That saddled federal
and tribal courts with a deluge of
cases they weren’t equipped for,
sowing uncertainty for defen-
dants and victims alike.

Oklahoma Gov. Kevin Stitt,
saying the decision imperiled
convictions and left crimes un-
punished, petitioned the Su-
preme Court to have it over-
turned. The court rejected that
request in January but agreed to
hear a case that could partially
restore the state’s power to
prosecute crimes in Indian coun-
try. Its ruling in that case, Okla-
homa v. Castro-Huerta, could po-
tentially shake up the legal
system again, this time with
consequences that could span
beyond Oklahoma. Arguments
will be in April and a decision is
expected before July.

“It feels like it would be whip-
lash,” Steve Kunzweiler, the
Tulsa County district attorney,
said of the prospect of another
change. He saw many of the
cases his office prosecuted trans-
ferred to federal court in the
weeks after the Supreme Court’s
2020 decision—and could soon
have to take some of them back.

Understaffed for the new
workload, federal prosecutors in
2020 picked up hundreds of ho-
micide, rape and assault cases
normally handled by local au-
thorities. The FBI’s Oklahoma
City field office became one of
the agency’s busiest, borrowing
scores of out-of-town agents
versed in terrorism, counterin-
telligence and civil-rights inves-
tigations.

Federal judges poured in to
help process the exploding

docket of cases. After Julia
O’Connell, Oklahoma’s federal
public defender, put out a call
for volunteers, her staff more
than doubled.

By the end of 2021, the U.S.
attorney’s office in Tulsa said it
had opened more than 1,000
cases involving Native Ameri-
cans and routed 2,000 to tribal
courts, which generally handle
lower-level offenses.

Twenty-four prosecutors—
from Pittsburgh, Seattle, Buffalo,
N.Y., and elsewhere—were later
hired to take on what Clint
Johnson, U.S. attorney for the
Northern District of Oklahoma,
called “a crushing onslaught of
cases initially.”

McGirt’s impact on criminal
justice overall isn’t easily char-
acterized. Some offenders have
ended up with a similar sen-
tence to what they might have
received in state court; others
got harsher punishments, and
some got off more easily.

Dozens of violent crimes have
gone unpunished because fed-
eral statutes of limitation ex-
pired, witnesses died or evi-
dence vanished. In one case, a
man suspected of raping five
women in the 1990s was
charged by the state in 2020 af-
ter DNA evidence surfaced, but
had his case dismissed on Mc-
Girt grounds. A five-year federal
statute of limitations kept the
Justice Department from adopt-
ing the case, allowing him to go
free without facing trial.

Tribal leaders reject the
charge that justice is being left
undone. “What the tribes want
is the ability to make their own
laws and be governed by them,
and that means the ability to en-
force those laws,” said Sara Hill,
attorney general for the Chero-
kee Nation, which handled
roughly 60 times as many crimi-
nal cases in 2021 than in an av-

BY SADIE GURMAN

Oklahoma Braces for Latest Tribal Case
U.S. NEWS

ASupreme Court
ruling potentially
could shake up the
legal system again.

Twenty-four prosecutors were hired to take on what Clint
Johnson, above, U.S. attorney for the Northern District of
Oklahoma, called ‘a crushing onslaught of cases initially.’
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chorovska was just back from
a Milan leather exhibition
when the invasion began.

The company, which usu-
ally sells items like red leather
pumps and beige loafers, saw
more requests from all over
the country for another type
of shoe: army boots.

Kachorovska began contact-
ing other factories to look for
soles and laces. It used some
of its own materials, originally
earmarked for the spring/sum-
mer collection, including ex-
pensive Italian leather in dark
olive.

“It’s very different than our
usual shoes,” Ms. Kachorovska
said. “But we clearly under-
stood that we needed to start
doing something, to support the
army, to support the country.”

Some 40 workers go to
work at several factories, their
days punctuated by air-raid si-
rens. Ms. Kachorovska
wouldn’t disclose the facto-
ries’ precise location out of se-
curity fears, but said the town
was under bomb attacks al-
most daily. The company has
produced about 700 pairs of
army boots and requests con-
tinue to pour in.

Communication agency ISD
Group decided to focus on an-
other front of the war: Russian
disinformation.

With Moscow cranking up
its propaganda machine and
muzzling independent cover-
age of the war at home, ISD
founder and managing partner
Viktor Shkurba said he wanted
to show Russians the reality
on the ground: “blown-up col-
umns of military equipment,
the prisoners, the corpses.”

The agency set up a team of
more than 60 people who col-
lect information and populate
a map of Russia and Ukraine
with pictures and videos from
the war. The names of cap-
tured or killed Russian sol-
diers are linked to the city
they are from.

“This way is more likely to
reach [their] relatives,” Mr.
Shkurba said.

Reaching the Russian public
has been a challenge given
state censorship, including the
Kremlin’s blockage of Face-
book and Twitter. Mr. Shkurba
and his team spread their ma-
terial via messaging app Tele-
gram, which is popular in Rus-
sia, through Ukrainians who
have family and friends in
Russia, and by buying ads on

Russian websites.
“We are still trying to find

their blind zones,” Mr.
Shkurba said.

Charities have also joined
the fray. Come Back Alive,
which has been active since
Russia’s 2014 annexation of
Crimea, has donated drones,
heat visors, flak jackets and
other equipment worth over
700 million hryvnia, equiva-
lent to about $23.8 million, to
the army.

Charity Army SOS has
raised money for shields, radio
stations and tactical medical
kits.

When Russia began drop-
ping bombs on Kyiv, officials
at Ukraine’s central bank
quickly ditched orthodox mon-
etary policies. The bank set up

crowdfunding accounts for do-
nations for the troops and hu-
manitarian aid, collecting
nearly $400 million so far.
Ukraine later issued war
bonds, raising about $270 mil-
lion.

As part of its fundraising,
Kyiv is planning to issue NFTs,
or nonfungible tokens, which
act as virtual deeds conveying
ownership of a digital asset.

“We do not pretend that we
are now in normal circum-
stances and so we can’t rely
on the standard market-
friendly monetary tool kit,”
said Sergiy Nikolaychuk, dep-
uty governor at the National
Bank of Ukraine. “We started
to adjust these measures to
the changing circumstances
from day one of the war.”

military, and the central bank
launched a crowdfunding cam-
paign within hours of Russia’s
forces rolling in.

“We’ve moved into a war
economy,” said Tymofiy Mylo-
vanov, an adviser to Mr. Zel-
ensky’s administration and a
former economy minister.
“Now plants that made sweat-
ers are making weapons.”

On Feb. 24, Sergii Py-
lypenko, chief executive of
property developer Kovalska
Industrial-Construction Group,
was awakened by the missile
attacks that marked the start
of Moscow’s war on Ukraine.

Mr. Pylypenko gathered the
management for an urgent
conference call and a decision
was made: to cease operations
at Kovalska’s 13 factories and
at various building sites. But
instead of completely closing
shop, the company quickly re-
directed its efforts to helping
the military.

It handed over its entire
fleet of 600 vehicles, including
concrete mixers, dump trucks
and excavators to the Ukrainian
army. Some of its dump trucks
have been converted into anti-
aircraft missile systems.

Kovalska also gave the mili-
tary over 2 tons of TNT and
other explosives, which it nor-
mally uses to blast rock in its
granite quarries. Recently, it
started production of hedge-
hogs, the giant metal Xs used
as antitank obstacles, for rein-
forcing military checkpoints.

“We are a family company
and we have only one way—to
win this war and then to rebuild
Ukraine,” Mr. Pylypenko said.

Steel-and-mining group
Metinvest also switched its
production facilities and
plants to making antitank ob-
stacles. The company said
Thursday that it has provided
the military with 3,500 hedge-
hogs and more than 2,000
concrete blocks for shelters.

Such donations are small
compared with what Ukraine’s
allies in Europe and the U.S.
are providing in terms of mili-
tary and financial assistance.
North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation members have mounted
a sizable operation in recent
days to transfer weapons and
resupply Ukrainian soldiers. In
the U.S., Congress passed a
spending package that in-
cludes $13.6 billion in emer-
gency aid for Ukraine, includ-
ing support for the military.

Many Ukrainian businesses
have sought to augment this
international effort. At Kacho-
rovska, a high-end women’s
shoe brand dating back to
1957, Chief Executive Alina Ka-

ContinuedfromPageOne

THE UKRAINE CRISIS

WASHINGTON—An Ameri-
can journalist was shot and
killed near the front line of the
war in Ukraine, foreign press
and local police said Sunday,
drawing condemnation from
the White House and tributes
from his former colleagues.

The journalist was identi-
fied as Brent Renaud, 50 years
old, an award-winning docu-
mentary filmmaker from Ar-
kansas. Andrey Nebitov, a po-
lice official in the Kyiv region,
posted photos on Facebook of
Mr. Renaud’s body and identi-
fication documents, including a
passport and New York Times
press badge, though a Times
spokeswoman said he wasn’t
currently on assignment for
the newspaper. In accompany-
ing posts, Mr. Nebitov blamed
the killing on Russian troops
and said two other correspon-
dents were injured and taken
to a hospital in the Ukrainian
capital for treatment.

Agence France-Presse re-
ported that its journalists in
Irpin, a suburb northwest of
Kyiv, saw Mr. Renaud’s body.

One of the wounded jour-
nalists has been identified as
American photographer Juan
Arredondo.

National security adviser
Jake Sullivan called the killing
“obviously shocking and horri-
fying” in an interview on CBS
News’ “Face the Nation.”

Mr. Renaud was in Ukraine
working on a project on the
global refugee crisis for Time
Studios, according to a state-
ment from Time Editor in
Chief Edward Felsenthal and
Time Studios head Ian Orefice.

“Our hearts are with all of
Brent’s loved ones,” they said.

Mr. Renaud and his brother,
Craig, won a 2014 Peabody
Award for a Vice News docu-
mentary on a Chicago school
serving at-risk students.

BY PAUL KIERNAN

American
Journalist
Killed Near
Front Line

WASHINGTON—Joe Biden
campaigned on isolating the
world’s autocrats, getting the
U.S. out of foreign conflicts,
weaning it off fossil fuels and
building a more resilient econ-
omy.

The Ukraine crisis is now
forcing President Biden to re-
calibrate how he tries to de-
liver on those promises.

He has rallied the West be-
hind sanctions on Russia in an
effort to pressure President
Vladimir Putin to end the war.
But his decision to ban Russian
oil imports is expected to con-
tribute to high gasoline prices
at home, further straining
American families who were al-
ready dealing with inflation
that hit another four-decade
high last month. Mr. Biden’s
push to shore up the world’s oil
supply has involved overtures
to authoritarian regimes with
rich oil reserves like Saudi Ara-
bia and Venezuela—and frus-
trated those on the left who
see this as a moment to break
away from fossil fuels, not en-
courage more production.

So far, Mr. Biden’s handling
of Ukraine has been a relative
bright spot for him in polls af-
ter months of poor marks from
the public on the economy and
inflation. In a recent Wall

Street Journal poll, 50% of vot-
ers said they approved of how
he has dealt with Russia and
44% disapproved. But some
Democrats said they worry
those numbers could fall if the
war drags on for months and
gasoline prices remain high.

As Mr. Putin continues his
advance in Ukraine, some U.S.
lawmakers and Ukrainian offi-
cials are urging Mr. Biden to
become more deeply involved
in the crisis, presenting diffi-
cult choices about how to pun-
ish Moscow and keep allies
united without entering the
conflict militarily. In addition,
Mr. Biden and Democrats could
face November’s midterm elec-
tions with high inflation and
key parts of his agenda unful-

filled, such as bringing down
costs of prescription drugs and
expanding child care.

“He wanted to pivot to Asia
and Build Back Better at home,
and suddenly he finds himself
pivoting to Europe and facing
intense inflation and much
more foreign entanglement
than he bargained for,” said
Council on Foreign Relations
President Richard Haass, who
worked in senior roles for
President George H.W. Bush
during the Gulf War and Presi-
dent George W. Bush during
the war in Iraq.

As Moscow escalates and
U.S. officials warn that Mr. Pu-
tin could launch a chemical at-
tack, Mr. Biden has stressed
that he won’t send American

troops into Ukraine to fight
Russia. That decision has the
backing of the majority of the
public, with only 10% support-
ing sending troops in the re-
cent Journal poll.

Lawmakers from both par-
ties have urged the adminis-
tration to move Soviet-style
jets into Ukraine, and a group
of former national security of-
ficials called for imposing a
limited no-fly zone over the
country’s airspace. Ukrainian
President Volodymyr Zelensky
has made impassioned pleas
for both measures.

Administration officials say
those steps risk dragging the
U.S. into direct conflict with
Russia.

The fast-moving events in

Ukraine have prompted the
president and his advisers to
make unpalatable choices that
contradict stances taken dur-
ing the campaign.

Senior administration offi-
cials have made direct pleas to
the U.S. oil industry to pump
more oil from existing leases.

Administration officials say
they haven’t abandoned their
longer-term goal of reducing
U.S. reliance on fossil fuels
and have no immediate plans
to dramatically expand oil and
gas drilling on federal land.
But they say high prices ne-
cessitate an immediate re-
sponse that requires more
supply at home and abroad.

Last week, Mr. Biden
banned Russian oil imports
into the U.S. after some in the
administration initially re-
sisted the idea. He acknowl-
edged that the move would
likely push up gasoline prices
further, but said it was a nec-
essary move to punish Mr. Pu-
tin. The Journal poll found
79% of Americans support
banning the sale of Russian oil
to the U.S., even if doing so
raised energy prices at home.

Some close to the White
House worry that sustained
high gasoline prices would
nonetheless be a major politi-
cal liability ahead of the mid-
term elections, as voters feel
the financial squeeze and Re-
publicans zero in on prices at
the pump and inflation.

Republican lawmakers have
called on Mr. Biden to expand
domestic oil and natural-gas
production in response to high
prices and criticized Democrats

as putting too much of a focus
on renewable energy, including
the administration’s push in fa-
vor of electric vehicles.

“You couldn’t have an ad-
ministration that’s more out of
touch,” said Brad Todd, a GOP
strategist. Pointing to the high
cost of electric vehicles, Mr.
Todd added that the approach
from Democrats “reflects the
fact that it’s the party of elites.”

Climate activists said the ad-
ministration should use the cri-
sis to transition to cleaner en-
ergy sources, not call for more
drilling. Mr. Biden has said cli-
mate change is an existential
threat to the planet, and he has
proposed halving U.S. green-
house-gas emissions by 2030.

Mr. Biden, who attacked
former President Donald
Trump on the campaign trail
for “embracing dictators,” has
tried to make rallying demo-
cratic countries against au-
thoritarian regimes a corner-
stone of his presidency. But in
seeking to contain gasoline
prices, administration officials
have recently reached out to
Saudi Arabia and Venezuela—
oil-rich countries that Mr. Bi-
den had vowed to be tough on.

The White House wouldn’t
disclose how much oil it is
seeking or describe progress
of talks with other nations.
U.S. officials also say their
talks with countries like Vene-
zuela and Saudi Arabia have
often been focused not on oil
but other geopolitical and se-
curity issues. Venezuela re-
leased two Americans from
prison last week after recent
diplomatic talks with the U.S.

BY ANDREW RESTUCCIA
AND TARINI PARTI

War Imperils Biden Campaign Pledges
Search for more oil
prompts overtures to
authoritarian regimes
he had vowed to isolate

President Biden’s handling of Ukraine has so far been a relative bright spot for him in the polls.
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Civilians and businesses are supporting the war effort by making giant metal Xs used as antitank obstacles. Communication agency
ISD’s founder Viktor Shkurba, below, and staff are showing Russians ‘the prisoners, the corpses,’ to combat disinformation.
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Victoria Hammett is a 23-
year-old recent University of
Southern California graduate
who almost daily posts short
TikTok videos of herself talk-
ing about, as she puts it, “poli-
tics and other stuff.”

This past week, she put up
a roughly 30-second post ar-
guing that imposing a no-fly
zone over Ukraine risks esca-
lating the conflict. The basis
of her analysis: a private brief-
ing Thursday with White
House officials.

Ms. Hammett was one of
about 30 social-media creators
who joined the remote brief-
ing. It was perhaps the stark-
est example yet of how the
fight to control the narrative
about Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine is playing out across
social media, often with un-
likely actors who are far out-
side the traditional channels
of mass communication.

Ms. Hammett is the deputy
executive director of Gen-Z for
Change, a group formerly
known as TikTok for Biden
that comprises about 500 Tik-
Tok influencers who collec-
tively have about half a billion
followers.

“The access we have to this
creator network allows us to
reach an incredibly large audi-
ence,” said Ms. Hammett,
whose TikTok channel has
about 750,000 followers.

The briefing, which was
later parodied on “Saturday
Night Live,” included creators
active on TikTok, though many
of them also have significant
presences on YouTube, Twitter
and other platforms. Adminis-
tration officials said it is im-
portant to provide digital cre-
ators with factual content that
they can use to explain the con-
flict in Ukraine to their millions
of followers. And they said that
the U.S. needs to counter ef-
forts from Russia’s govern-
ment, which they said is paying
TikTok creators to generate
materials that are pro-Kremlin.

The Kremlin has said its
military actions are aimed at
protecting Russia’s security
and that of Russian-speaking

people in Ukraine’s eastern
Donbas region.

“Whether people agree with
it or not, digital creators and
influencers have become a
source of truth to many, espe-
cially millennials and Gen Z,”
said Krishna Subramanian,
chief executive and founder of
Captiv8, a data analytics firm
that analyzes influencers.

On Friday, Media Matters for
America, a liberal watchdog
group, produced a report ana-
lyzing 186 Russian influencer
accounts on TikTok that it said
were trying to drum up support
for Russia through an appar-
ently coordinated campaign.
The Russian influencers—many
of whom don’t normally discuss
politics—posted nearly 200 vid-
eos between March 4-8 using
the caption “Russian Lives Mat-
ter #RLM,” indicating support
for Moscow, the report said.

Ukrainian influencers also
have leveraged social media—
as has the country’s president,
Volodymyr Zelensky, who has
posted prolifically to get his
message out. Influencer feeds
that a few weeks ago were full
of Gucci purses and skin care
tips changed almost immedi-
ately after Russian tanks rolled
across the country’s borders.
One Ukrainian influencer with
a million Instagram followers
posted instructions on how to

make a Molotov cocktail on
her Instagram Stories.

On March 3, Oleksandr
Zinchenko, a Ukrainian-born
soccer player who plays for
Manchester City, posted an
English-language video to his
1.6 million followers on Insta-
gram with several other ath-
letes urging the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization to declare
a no-fly zone over Ukraine.
The video was viewed roughly
150,000 times.

The clashing views and of-
ten-graphic material present a
challenge to TikTok and other
social-media platforms trying
to moderate content from and
about a war zone in real time.
Russia’s government, mean-

while, has clamped down on
various types of media.

The White House’s embrace
of influencers at Thursday’s
meeting, which was previously
reported by the Washington
Post, is a recognition of how
TikTok and other social-media
platforms shape thinking to-
day. Administration officials
view such influencer-produced
content as one of the impor-
tant ways that Americans—es-
pecially younger Americans—
are learning about the war and
its progress.

“People are using TikTok to
stay informed,” said Joan Don-
ovan, director of research at
Harvard University’s Shoren-
stein Center on Media, Politics
and Public Policy. “We had not
previously thought about Tik-
Tok as a news app.”

The embrace is also fraught,
she said, thanks partly to the
nature of the platforms. Tik-
Tok has become flooded with
propaganda since the war be-
gan, and it is difficult to dis-
cern truth from rumor in many
cases, in part because of the
lack of dates and time stamps
on many posts. “People may
think they’re seeing something
current, but they might be see-
ing something days or years
old,” she said.

—John D. McKinnon
contributed to this article.

BY SARAH E. NEEDLEMAN
AND DEEPA SEETHARAMAN

TikTok Stars Join Information War

Oleksandr Zinchenko, center, and Victoria Hammett, below, both posted on social media about Ukraine.
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number of foreign media and
social-media sites. Turkey and
other countries have tried to
force social-media companies
to remove content they find
objectionable through tough
local laws.

In Western countries, too,
new laws requiring companies
to store data locally and rules
on the removal of certain
types of content have erected
digital borders where none
had existed before.

“The war has taken existing
trajectories and catalyzed
them,” said Daphne Keller, a
former associate general coun-
sel at Google, who now directs
the platform-regulation pro-
gram at Stanford University’s
Cyber Policy Center. “Russia is
isolating itself on purpose in
some really dramatic ways.”

Autocratic governments
have been trying to limit ac-
cess to the internet for as long
as it has existed. Before the in-
vasion, Russia sent hundreds
of thousands of takedown re-
quests to companies including
Google, Facebook and Twitter
according to the companies’
transparency reports. In some
cases, the companies resist the
orders, particularly when they
believe there are issues of free
speech involved, employees
say. But in many cases they
comply, the reports show.

Still, everyday Russians had
relatively wide access to the
same sites and information
available elsewhere. Russia’s
crackdown has—so far at
least—spared a handful of digi-
tal-media platforms that are
highly popular in Russia, in-
cluding Telegram Group Inc.’s
social media and chat app and
Google’s YouTube video service.

Russia is dropping a digital
iron curtain over its popula-
tion, creating a big, new frac-
ture in the global internet—but
there are still big gaps in Pres-
ident Vladimir Putin’s efforts
to cut off the country from on-
line information accessible in
much of the rest of the world.

Just over two weeks after
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
the Kremlin on Friday ramped
up its war on outside informa-
tion about the invasion, saying
it would start blocking Insta-
gram. It called the photo-shar-
ing app’s parent company,
Meta Platforms Inc., an “ex-
tremist organization” for al-
lowing violent statements
about invading Russian troops.

Russia last week started re-
stricting access to Twitter Inc.
and Meta’s Facebook. It also
passed a law that threatens
prison time for spreading
what authorities say is false
information about Russia’s
armed forces—effectively si-
lencing many independent me-
dia outlets inside the country.

At the same time, more
Western companies are pulling
back some digital services
from Russia under pressure
from Western sanctions. Net-
flix Inc. is suspending its
streaming service in the coun-
try, and Alphabet Inc.’s
Google said its app store for
Android phones will no longer
allow the sale of paid apps or
app subscriptions in the coun-
try—though it is keeping its
free services available for now.

It is too early to say how
permanent the restrictions
will be. But legal experts and
digital activists say it already
represents a big, new tear in
global internet connections,
which have been slowly pull-
ing apart under several differ-
ent pressures—something ex-
perts call the “splinternet.”

China has a massive censor-
ship and filtering system
sometimes called the “Great
Firewall.” Iran blocks a large

BY SAM SCHECHNER
AND KEACH HAGEY

Russia Expands
Social Media Bans

‘Russia is isolating
itself on purpose
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the city in August 1941.
“Eighty-one years later, the

Russians bomb us in exactly
the same way,” said Chernihiv
Mayor Vladyslav Atroshenko.
“They are annihilating civil-
ians.”

War came quickly to
Chernihiv, which is located
some 50 miles from the spot
where the former Soviet re-
publics of Ukraine, Belarus
and Russia touch.

Russian armored units
faced strong resistance in and
around Chernihiv, a predomi-
nantly Russian-speaking city.
Unarmed civilians tried block-
ing the columns. Ukraine’s
army destroyed or captured
several tanks.

Thousands of residents,
young and old, joined in the
defense, picking up weapons
and setting up street check-
points. Public buildings, in-
cluding School No. 18 in the
west of the city, became coor-
dination centers.

Thwarted on the outskirts,
the Russians shelled residen-
tial buildings in the suburbs
and the city center, local offi-
cials said.

Chernihiv, with more than a

millennium of history, is
known for its church build-
ings, public squares and parks.
Ukrainian and foreign tourists
were drawn to “our peaceful,
European, nice-looking city,”
said Ms. Zhdanova, who owns
a chain of educational centers
where children could learn
anything from foreign lan-
guages to chess.

On Feb. 27, shelling of cen-
tral Chernihiv damaged a chil-
dren’s dental clinic and youth
center housed in a former
movie theater built in the
1930s. “They bomb everything
they see,” Ms. Zhdanova said.

Residents have gotten used
to their new way of life, run-
ning down to basements at the
sound of air-raid sirens or
when officials post warnings
on social media. They made
the hiding spaces as comfort-
able as possible, adding mat-
tresses, chairs and piles of
blankets to stay warm.

Warnings to take cover be-
came so frequent that some
people ignored them. Others
were too old or just didn’t
want to dash down stairs to
basements. Some remained at
shops and pharmacies, unwill-

ing to give up spots in line.
Ms. Zhdanova, her husband

and two boys, ages 11 and 13,
largely stayed in the cellar of
their building, darting home
only to eat the soups she pre-
pared in between bombard-
ments. Their apartment was in
a nine-story building on Chor-
novola Street, a central neigh-
borhood with food stores, a
pizzeria and a beauty salon.

In crisis, the neighborhood
pulled together. Christina
Lavryshcheva-Novikova, chief
editor of the 174-year-old re-
gional newspaper, put out an
edition with her staff working
in basements. Oleksandr Salva,
a 33-year-old entrepreneur,
ferried food and medicine.
Yaroslav Yachnyi, who works
for a Belgian brewer, took cof-
fee and snacks to the men at a
nearby checkpoint. Ms. Zh-
danova’s husband joined his
building’s unarmed patrol.

Cries for help
In the late morning on

March 3, the city had a rare
break from air-raid warnings.
Ms. Lavryshcheva-Novikova
went to the market, leaving
her son with his grandmother.
She drove past a checkpoint
and waved at the territorial-
battalion soldiers. She recalled
a line outside the pharmacy.

Ms. Zhdanova, the teacher,
and her sons went upstairs for
soup. She happened to glance
at her phone, saw an air-raid
warning and hurried her boys
to the corridor.

Mr. Yachnyi was grabbing
eggs, frozen dumplings and
meat from his apartment
when the siren sounded. Out
the window he and two
friends saw a plane coming in
from the west dropping bombs
and dived into the corridor.

At 12:16 p.m., a car’s dash-
board camera showed several
bombs dropping from the sky
and exploding with a flash.
The explosion blew out the
doors and windows of Mr.
Yachnyi’s apartment, shower-
ing him with pieces of con-
crete and dust. “Is everyone
alive?” he asked.

He glanced through the
hole where his neighbors’ door
used to be and saw daylight.
Half of the apartment unit had
been blown away.

Ms. Zhdanova and her sons
rushed outside where her hus-
band had been on patrol. After
he found his wife and sons
safe, he hurried to a neighbor-
ing building where his parents
lived. He recorded the scene
on his phone: orange flames,
mangled cars and debris, ev-
erything covered by a brown-
gray layer of concrete dust.

“A f—ing pharmacy!” he ex-
claimed, pointing the camera
at the charred exterior of the
single-story building. People

fenses, Russian forces appear
to be attempting to encircle
cities, including Kyiv, Kharkiv
in the east, and Chernihiv.
They are intensifying bom-
bardments that have knocked
ut utilities and cut off food
supplies.

Russia says it is targeting
Ukraine’s military, not civil-
ians. Evidence points to the
contrary. “They know where
they are hitting,” said Olek-
sandr Lomako, secretary of
the Chernihiv City Council.
“They want to terrorize.”

Bombed-out schools, hospi-
tals and residential buildings
across the country echo the
air and artillery bombard-
ments Mr. Putin used to pum-
mel Chechnya and Syria. Peo-
ple in Chernihiv compare the
attacks to the Nazi bombing of

ContinuedfromPageOne

Russia’s
Assault on
One City

Brewery worker Yaroslav Yachnyi took shelter from Russian attacks in a basement in Chernihiv.
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rived,” she said. “Where is the
honor of an officer who drops
bombs on civilians?”

Before Ms. Lavryshcheva-
Novikova left the city, she said
she told her priest: “I am em-
barrassed to be Russian.”

Bombing and shelling have
since intensified, officials and
residents say. More than 50
babies have been born in the
cellar of one of Chernihiv’s
maternity hospitals, including
two sets of triplets.

The mayor said it was diffi-
cult to estimate the total num-
ber of deaths but he believes
it is in the hundreds. Prosecu-
tors, in charge of official death
statistics, are at work at the
morgue, recording the names
of the dead on note pads.

The city cemetery is at the
center of battles with Russian
forces, so the dead are buried
in an old cemetery in a forest,
in trenches dug by a backhoe.
They are interred in rows of 10
identical wooden caskets.
Their names are marked on a
sign for reburial in a cemetery.
Volunteers help city workers
dig and move caskets.

Even smaller roads in and
out of Chernihiv are now im-
passable, officials and resi-
dents said. Russian forces on
Friday fired on fleeing civil-
ians, killing at least two, ac-
cording to local officials.

Social media posts con-
nected with the city contain
pleas for information about
the missing, for help evacuat-
ing people and for assistance
to deliver food and medica-
tions, which are running short.

Local officials say the Rus-
sians are targeting infrastruc-
ture, knocking out heating,
electricity and water.

Mr. Salva, the entrepreneur,
moved his family to western
Ukraine at the start of the
conflict but said he planned to
stay put in Chernihiv. “If
someone came and did this to
your home,” he said, “would
you just leave?”

Ms. Zhdanova escaped
Chernihiv, she said, “crying
and praying.” Her family drove
along small village roads that
officials had warned could be
mined. They took only two
bags.

“All our life is in those two
bags,” she said. “But it doesn’t
matter. The only thing that
matters is that you are alive.”

—Oksana Grytsenko
contributed to this article.

A residential area in the northern Ukraine city of Chernihiv following Russian bombing early this month.
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hurried in all directions, past
fallen bodies.

“No socks,” said a man with
a gun, glancing at the first
body and dashing onward.

Ms. Lavryshcheva-Novikova,
the editor, hurried to her
apartment building. She saw a
bloodied woman emerge,
screaming, “Where is my
son?” Ms. Lavryshcheva-No-
vikova reached her apartment
and found it blown apart, but
her family was spared.

Fire trucks, ambulances and
members of the defense bat-
talion moved people to a local
hospital, which had also been
damaged.

Mr. Atroshenko, the mayor,
said there were no military
targets in the neighborhood.
“The plane was flying low, it
was the middle of the day, and
very visible that it was a resi-
dential area,” he said.

Mr. Salva, who had been
sheltering near School No. 18,
sped to the school to lend
help. A bomb had hit one cor-
ner, leaving a hole and a pile
of bricks. He saw a head, arm
and leg poking out from under
a concrete slab and heard a
man’s cry for help. Mr. Salva
and a dozen or so others lifted
the slab off the man. They
used a door as a stretcher.

Another man, trapped be-
neath several slabs, was moan-
ing, but rescuers couldn’t
move the pile. A third man
hung head-first from the sec-
ond floor, limp.

Death toll
By morning, authorities had

counted 47 dead, and there
were more in the days that
followed. The Russians want
to break the spirit of Ukraini-
ans, said Mr. Lomako, “but, in-
stead, anger is rising.”

Ms. Lavryshcheva-Novikova,
who is the ethnic Russian
daughter of a former Soviet
fighter pilot, left Chernihiv
days later. “I am a patriot of
my country. We lived so well.
Then the Russian world ar-

A bloodied woman
emerged after a
bombing screaming,
‘Where is my son?’
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nies have made public their
plans to suspend or scale back
operations in Russia in the
wake of Mr. Putin’s invasion of
Ukraine and sanctions imposed
by Western governments.

Many companies, particu-
larly retailers and manufactur-
ers, have said their decisions to
stop operations are temporary.
Some said they were necessi-
tated by the disruption that
sanctions have had on supply

ContinuedfromPageOne

chains. Others have committed
to leaving for good.

Companies are also evaluat-
ing their business in Russia in a
different way given the eco-
nomic instability and expecta-
tions that conditions will be
volatile for some time, accord-
ing to people briefed on the
matter. Despite the prosecu-
tors’ warnings, a number of the
companies aren’t planning to
change their decisions to with-
draw or suspend operations,
the people said. It would also
be difficult for companies to
smoothly transfer operations to
Russia if the government
sought to impose its own man-
agers, one of the people said.

The Russian prosecutor gen-
eral’s office said on Friday it
would ensure that companies
that have said they are pausing

or exiting operations comply
with labor laws. More than 350
foreign companies have said
they are leaving or temporarily
suspending work in Russia, ac-
cording to the Yale School of
Management.

Wall Street banks such as
Goldman Sachs Group Inc., con-
sumer-goods companies such as
Coke, retailers such as Levi
Strauss & Co. and tech giants
such as Apple Inc. have made
public their plans to pull back.
Energy giants such as BP PLC
and Exxon Mobil Corp. said they
would exit Russian operations.

Mr. Putin endorsed a plan
floated last week by a senior
member of his dominant United
Russia party to nationalize the
operations of Western compa-
nies exiting the country. Such a
move would help prevent job

losses and maintain Russia’s
ability to produce goods do-
mestically, said Andrei Turchak,
secretary of the general council
of the United Russia party.

Washington warned against
a nationalization effort.

Coke last week said it would
suspend operations in Russia.
Coke’s business in Russia and
Ukraine contributed about 1%
to 2% of its operating revenues
and income in 2021. The com-
pany had an ownership interest
of about 21% in Coca-Cola HBC
AG, Coke’s bottling and distri-
bution partner in the region, as
of Dec. 31.

Yum said last week it was
temporarily closing its 70 com-
pany-owned KFC locations and
signing an agreement with its
Pizza Hut franchisee to halt
business at its 50 locations. It

was also suspending all invest-
ment and restaurant develop-
ment in Russia.

The company is “focused on
the safety of our people in the
region and will continue to sup-
port our teams in Ukraine while
evaluating the ways Yum
Brands can make a positive im-
pact in the region,” the spokes-
woman said.

IBM Chairman and Chief Ex-
ecutive Arvind Krishna wrote in
a blog post last week that the
company had suspended all
business in Russia. “The safety
and security of IBMers and
their families in all areas im-
pacted by this crisis remains
our top priority,” he wrote.

McDonald’s said last week it
was temporarily closing its
roughly 850 restaurants in the
country and would continue

paying the 62,000 people it em-
ploys in Russia. The company
said it couldn’t yet determine
when it might reopen the res-
taurants in Russia and would
consider whether any addi-
tional steps might be required.

Closing the restaurants is
expected to cost the company
an estimated $50 million a
month for payroll, leases, sup-
ply-chain and other costs,
McDonald’s said.

P&G said it would halt
spending in Russia on capital
investments, advertising and
promotions while selling only
products that focus on basic
health, hygiene and personal
care. P&G said that Russia and
Ukraine combined account for
less than 2% of annual revenue.

—Sharon Terlep
contributed to this article.

Moscow
Threatens
Companies

Healthcare companies say
they are duty-bound to con-
tinue supplying drugs, vaccines
and medical equipment to Rus-
sia, though Western sanctions
and other measures have
thrown up hurdles.

The Ukraine invasion has
prompted Western car makers,
luxury-good purveyors and
other companies to leave Rus-
sia. Makers of drugs, vaccines
and medical equipment con-
tinue to do business, however,
saying they have an ethical re-
sponsibility, though some drug
and device firms have spoken
out against the invasion and
scaled back operations.

“If our products don’t get to
the patients in need, people
will die or have severe conse-
quences,” Johnson & Johnson
Chief Financial Officer Joseph
Wolk said at an investor confer-
ence last week.

J&J plans to continue to pro-
vide what it said are essential
products to Russia. Drug distrib-

utor AmerisourceBergen Corp.
said it has stopped doing new
business in Russia, though it will
keep distributing certain cancer
drugs and finish clinical trials.

Bayer AG’s drug and crop di-
visions are still operating in
Russia. Withdrawing seeds,
pesticides and other products,
a company spokesman said,
would exacerbate food short-
ages due to the important role
of Ukraine and Russia in the
global wheat supply.

“A suspension of deliveries
for cancer or cardiovascular pa-
tients would not be ethically
justifiable and would heavily
impact the civilian population
of Russia,” the spokesman said.

Russia isn’t a big market for
Western healthcare companies.
Sales in the country account for
less than 2% of the companies’
world-wide total, according to
analysts and companies. Russia
imported about $700 million in
U.S. pharmaceutical products
last year, according to S&P
Global Inc.’s market intelligence
unit.

Some 80% to 85% of Rus-
sian-made drugs, however, de-
pend on imported ingredients,

according to RNC Pharma, a
Moscow market research com-
pany. Russian pharmaceutical
companies are struggling to im-
port the main ingredients, said
Pavel Rasshchupkin, RNC’s
commercial director.

Medicines haven’t gone into
shortages so far, but the deval-
uation of the ruble has driven
up prices, Mr. Rasshchupkin
said. Pharmacies are seeing
panic buying, he said.

Russian President Vladimir
Putin last week signed into law
“anticrisis” measures, among
which were policies aimed at
boosting supplies of domesti-
cally made medicines and med-
ical devices, such as the option
to ban exports of certain drugs.
An Interfax news agency report
on the law didn’t specify vac-
cines.

Many Western drugmakers
have issued statements voicing
opposition to the Russian inva-
sion, expressing support for
Ukranians and making dona-
tions to help Ukraine and refu-
gees.

Merck & Co., Pfizer Inc. and
Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., which
have continued most activities

in Russia, are among drugmak-
ers that say they have paused
enrollment in clinical trials in
the country.

Bayer and other larger com-
panies that sell over-the-coun-
ter drugs and healthcare-re-
lated consumer goods said they
have pulled advertising from
Russia. Russia bans direct-to-
consumer advertising for pre-
scription drugs.

GlaxoSmithKline PLC said it
wouldn’t enter into any con-
tracts that support the Russian
administration or military, such
as agreements to supply vac-

cines for military immunization
drives. Royal Philips NV has
stopped selling consumer prod-
ucts like electric toothbrushes
in Russia but continues to sup-
ply medical equipment, a
spokesman said.

Some 300 biotech CEOs
signed a pledge to halt business
development in Russia. “The
goal was to influence Russian
political thinking through those
that surround Putin, said Jer-
emy Levin, chief executive of
Ovid Therapeutics Inc. and one
of the letter’s authors. The
pledge made an exception for

the transport of medicines.
Drugmakers have also said

they are working to protect
their employees and ensure
their medicines reach Russian
patients.

So far, companies haven’t re-
ported significant disruptions
to their supply chains or opera-
tions in Russia. Official sanc-
tions haven’t targeted health
products. Yet sanctions are
forcing companies to scramble
to provide their products and
are likely to create more dis-
ruptions, according to experts
and industry officials.

By Denise Roland,
Jared S. Hopkins
and Peter Loftus

Healthcare Suppliers
Keep Selling to Russia

A pharmacy in Russia, where medicines haven’t gone into shortages so far.
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ered to deter Russian planes.
The U.S. also refused last
week to support a Polish push
to supply Soviet-built MiG-29
combat jets to Ukraine.

While the West aids
Ukraine, Russia has asked
China for military equipment
and other assistance for its
war effort, according to U.S.
officials, who didn’t specify
what Russia had requested.

News of Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s request for
help from Beijing, earlier re-
ported by the Washington
Post, comes as Mr. Sullivan
heads to Rome Monday to
meet with a top Chinese offi-
cial to discuss Ukraine.

Mr. Sullivan spoke on CNN
Sunday of the growing con-
cern inside the Biden adminis-
tration that Russia might be
looking for help in the con-
flict, though he didn’t ac-
knowledge a specific request
from Russia to China.

“We are also watching
closely to see the extent to
which China actually does pro-
vide any form of support, ma-
terial support or economic
support, to Russia,” Mr. Sulli-
van said. “It is a concern of
ours, and we have communi-

cated to Beijing that we will
not stand by and allow any
country to compensate Russia
for its losses from the eco-
nomic sanctions.”

In addition to supplying
arms, the Biden administra-
tion and its allies have shared
intelligence with Kyiv and in-
flicted sweeping economic
sanctions against Russia. But
they are facing calls from
some quarters to do more.

A Republican senator on
Sunday said the Biden admin-
istration shouldn’t necessarily
let the prospect of the U.S. en-
tering direct combat with Rus-
sia stop it from sending more
assistance to Ukraine.

“You always have to keep in
mind that you don’t want to
escalate to a direct confronta-
tion with Russia,” Sen. Jim
Risch of Idaho, the top Repub-
lican on the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, said on
Fox News.

But he added: “I wouldn’t
call it World War Three. I
think if the thing did get away
there, I think it would end
pretty quickly because with
the conventional forces that
[Russia has] had there, you
know, we haven’t seen this

kind of ineptness in a long,
long time.”

The tenor of the discussions
over how much assistance the
West should provide Ukraine
has been followed closely in
Moscow, with state-run media
noting last week that Poland
had become a supply hub for
Western military aid flowing
into Ukraine—a fact the West
trumpeted until recently.

NATO allies openly publi-
cized their first shipments,
with some sharing news of
their deliveries on Facebook
and Twitter.

Allies have since become
more discreet, although the
furious pace of deliveries has
continued. At least seven mili-
tary cargo jets from NATO al-
lies landed on Saturday alone
at the provincial airport of
Rzeszow, in southern Poland.

Sunday’s strike on the
training facility comes as Mos-
cow has shown off its ability
to bomb targets throughout
Ukraine. Ukraine’s military
said that a Russian bomber,
based in the Russian city of
Saratov, launched the rockets
from over the Black Sea.

Ukrainian antiaircraft mis-
sile batteries destroyed most

of the rockets, but eight
reached their target at the
base, Ukraine’s military said.
Survivors of the attack said
the rockets targeted barracks.

For years, the military base
in Yavoriv hosted maneuvers
involving live small-arms fire,
tanks, artillery, air defense and
helicopters. The U.S. and other
countries have instructed the
Ukrainian military there on
NATO weapons and standards;
troops from the Florida Na-
tional Guard left last month.

Ambulances carried the
wounded to the nearby city of
Novoyavorivsk, where doctors
triaged dazed men.

“I heard the first flash, the
second, the third,” said a sol-
dier who gave his name as
Oleksandr and was treated at
a Novoyavorivsk hospital. “Ev-
eryone was asleep. We didn’t
hear any sirens.”

Several said the strikes
concentrated on living quar-
ters. “They hit exactly where
the manpower was, exactly
where we were,” said a man
who gave his name as Volod-
ymyr, as he smoked a cigarette
through a gap in the bandages
on his face.

When an air raid sounded,

doctors aided the wounded in a
darkened hospital cellar, where
several women clutched new-
borns and prayed.

Russia’s defense department
claimed its strike on the facil-
ity in Yavoriv killed as many as
180 foreign mercenaries, a fig-
ure that couldn’t be confirmed.

A Ukrainian military spokes-
man said there were no for-
eigners among the dead or
wounded at the base, as did
the Yavoriv mayor’s office.
Doctors at the hospital treating
the wounded said there were
no foreigners among them.

The Yavoriv military base
targeted by Russia sits near a
thoroughfare leading between
Poland and Lviv, a city in west-
ern Ukraine that has been serv-
ing as a major logistical hub.

Missiles also hit an airport
near the city of Ivano-
Frankivsk in western Ukraine
on Sunday, the mayor said.
—Drew Hinshaw in Warsaw
contributed to this article.

and its North Atlantic Treaty
Organization allies are walking
between aiding Ukraine mili-
tarily while steering clear of
providing troops or enforcing
a no-fly zone that Ukraine has
called for.

The expansion of Russia’s
aggression to a target close to
Poland also increases the risk
of the war encroaching on
NATO territory, which the U.S.
has warned would be treated
as an attack on the alliance.
Any strike on Poland would
bring “the full force of the
NATO alliance to bear in re-
sponding to it,” Jake Sullivan,
the U.S. national security ad-
viser, said in an interview Sun-
day on CBS News.

Russia’s defense ministry
said more attacks aimed at
supply lines and foreign mer-
cenaries supporting Ukraine
were in the offing.

Armaments supplied to
Ukraine by the U.S. and its Eu-
ropean allies—especially anti-
tank and antiaircraft weap-
ons—have played an
important role in checking the
advance of Russian ground
troops, who have suffered
heavy casualties in the north
as they have tried to encircle
the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv.

But President Volodymyr
Zelensky of Ukraine has
warned that military aid alone
might not be enough to enable
Ukraine to fight off Russia’s
invasion. He has made increas-
ingly urgent calls for a no-fly
zone that would protect the
supplies entering the country
and the refugees fleeing to
neighboring countries.

The U.S. and its European
allies have said a no-fly zone
that involved other countries’
air forces risks escalating the
conflict because it would only
be effective if it were empow-
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Russia Hits
Base Near
Poland

Yulia Rabievska and her mother, Ira, made it to Poland, but the elder Ms. Rabievska went back to be with her brother and her pets.
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Watch a Video
Scan this code
for footage of
an attack on
a Ukrainian
military complex.

A soldier wounded in Russia’s Sunday rocket attack on the training complex in Yavoriv is treated at a hospital in Novoyavorivsk. Survivors said barracks were targeted.
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Hundreds of Ukrainians,
plus a few foreign young men
hoping to aid the country’s de-
fenses, line up all through the
day, standing outside in freez-
ing temperatures, sometimes
singing Ukrainian patriotic
songs. “It’s warmer when you
sing,” one woman told them on
Thursday.

As passengers wait to
board, weary travelers arriving
from Odessa and other cities
along the train’s route walk by
the crowd, seeking shelter in
Poland.

Nearby, in the main building
of the Przemysl train station,
the arrival halls, waiting
lounges and cafeteria are
packed with Ukrainian families
waiting to travel into Poland
and Germany, many of them
sleeping rough.

“Why should we sleep on
the floor if we have homes in
Ukraine?” said Yulia Boy-

chenko, a supermarket cashier
who was in line for the Odessa-
bound train with her two chil-
dren so she could return to her
apartment in Lviv, a city in
western Ukraine that is one of
the train’s stops en route.

Like most Ukrainians head-
ing back, Ms. Boychenko said
she had carefully calculated
the risks and wouldn’t hesitate
to leave Ukraine if Russian
forces reach Lviv, which is cur-
rently far from the worst fight-
ing and has become a tempo-
rary safe haven for thousands
of Ukrainians fleeing bombard-
ment.

Others in line say they are
heading home because they
feel a duty to do their part in
helping Ukraine fend off the
Russian attack. Katia, a 30-
year-old beauty salon worker
who was visiting relatives in
Poland when the war broke
out, was heading back with her

husband, Pavel, so he could
join the territorial defense
force in the town of Khmel-
nitsky in western Ukraine.

“Wherever he goes, I go,”
she said. The Wall Street Jour-
nal agreed to use only her first
name.

On the road going into
Ukraine, trucks and cars carry-
ing humanitarian aid are mixed
with people heading home.
Among them last week was El-
ena Strushkina, who had
dropped off her kids in Poland
and was heading back to care
for her 86-year-old mother.

“She needs my care, she
cannot be alone,” said Ms.
Strushkina, who had attached a
Ukrainian flag to her steering
wheel and admitted she was
nervous about going back. “I
tried to persuade her to leave,
but she says she is too weak.”

Ms. Rabievska, who saw her
mother off in Przemysl on Fri-

day, is now staying in Poland
with her son and her truck-
driver husband, who has a
home there.

She said her mother Ira re-
turned because she missed the
comfort of her house in Khmel-
nitsky, and had a dog and two
cats to look after. The elder
Ms. Rabievska also wanted to
join her brother, who like most
Ukrainian men wasn’t allowed
to leave Ukraine.

Air-raid sirens were almost
constant in Khmelnitsky, ac-
cording to neighbors who had
stayed there, but the elder Ms.
Rabievska said she wasn’t
afraid and would head back to
Poland with her pets if she
feels her life is at risk.

“If I had no one to come to
in Poland,” said Yulia Ra-
bievska, “I might also have
stayed in Ukraine.”

—Anastasiia Morozova
contributed to this article.

THE UKRAINE CRISIS

fled the country. One Ukrainian
now enters Poland every sec-
ond, a total of 1.5 million that
is expected to keep rising.

But some are going back.
Heading home are people from
all walks of life: men signing
up to defend their cities, often
accompanied by their wives;
mothers returning to their
husbands after taking children
to safety abroad; Ukrainians
going to care for ailing parents
and relatives. Some people
were on vacation abroad when
the war broke out and decided
they must return to do their
part.

Ukrainian doctor Oleh Tre-
huba was on vacation in the
Dominican Republic when Rus-
sia invaded. He and his wife,
Iryna, a nurse, traveled
through Austria, Germany and
Poland to reunite with their
three children and care for
their patients in their city
about 100 miles west of Kyiv.

“I walked around crying for
three days” after the war be-
gan, said Dr. Trehuba, 44, just
before he crossed into Ukraine
last week. “But we gathered
the whole family on a video
call, and decided we will re-
main in Ukraine. A doctor must
help.”

Every evening outside the
train station in Przemysl, a
long line forms for the 7 p.m.
train to Odessa, a Ukrainian
port city that is hunkering
down in advance of an ex-
pected Russian attack. Trains
headed for Ukraine are so de-
layed that security guards at
the station tell passengers to
ignore the posted schedule.

PRZEMYSL, Poland—Just
two weeks ago, Yulia Rabievska
and her mother, Ira, frantically
threw their possessions into
bags and fled Ukraine ahead of
invading Russian forces. They
reached Poland after three
days on the road with Yulia’s
6-year-old son, her sister and
her nephew.

But on Friday, Ira went back
into war-torn Ukraine, ignoring
Yulia’s pleading that she re-
main. She joined a steady
stream of Ukrainians heading
home, going against the epic
wave of refugees fleeing the
country.

“I’m very frightened,” said
Yulia, 31, after she watched her
mother board the train in Prze-
mysl, a small city near Poland’s
border with Ukraine. “I tried to
convince her to stay, but she
kept saying she wanted to go,
and I had to let her.”

It is unclear how many peo-
ple are returning to Ukraine
for personal reasons. They get
less attention than those re-
turning to fight, which
Ukraine’s prime minister, De-
nys Shmyhal, said on Friday
numbered 215,000.

Since Russian President
Vladimir Putin launched his
war in Ukraine on Feb. 24,
more than two million people

BY MATTHEW LUXMOORE
AND IAN LOVETT

Thousands
Who Fled
Head Home
Many are returning
to Ukraine to care for
relatives and pets, do
their part in war effort
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was hit Wednesday by a Rus-
sian airstrike, with many casu-
alties, according to Ukrainian
authorities.

Australian nonprofit Grow-
ing Families, which is helping
foreign couples navigate the
crisis, said it contacted private
security contractors to see if
they could help extract surro-
gate babies from Ukraine.

“I am overwhelmed with re-
quests from around the world
for babies or surrogates to be
evacuated,” said Sam Evering-
ham, founder of the group. He
estimated about 800 couples
world-wide were expecting a
child from a surrogate mother
in Ukraine.

Surrogacy is big business in
the country. While commercial
surrogacy is legal in the U.S.,
Ukraine is a more affordable

option for many couples look-
ing for surrogate mothers. The
process costs $43,000 in
Ukraine, compared with
$130,000 in the U.S., according
to a 2020 study conducted by
Australia’s Monash University.
That has helped turn Ukraine
into the second-most popular
international surrogacy desti-
nation after the U.S., accord-
ing to the study.

In normal circumstances,
both parents must travel to
Ukraine to claim their baby.
That now means venturing
into a war zone when commer-
cial flights have been sus-
pended and governments
around the world have advised
their citizens to leave Ukraine.

While refugees spill out of
the country, some foreign cou-
ples have joined the stream of

people crossing the border
into Ukraine along with jour-
nalists and volunteers taking
up arms against Russia.

In the early chaos of con-
flict, some surrogate mothers
lost contact with their agencies
and were reduced to searching
for the biological parents on
social media. Others may be
stuck in cities under Russian
bombardment, said Sergii An-
tonov, a Kyiv-based lawyer spe-
cializing in the medical and re-
productive field.

Mr. Antonov, who is part of
a small team trying to track
down and assist them, said:
“We do not know where these
unfortunate women are.”

“Everywhere is chaos,” he
said.

Some surrogate mothers are
reluctant to leave Ukraine be-

cause they don’t want to be sep-
arated from male relatives
banned from leaving the coun-
try because of the war. “We
can’t force them obviously,”
said Julia Osiyevska, the head of
the surrogate agency New Life.

Ms. Osiyevska recently de-
cided to evacuate Anna and
other surrogate mothers work-
ing for her agency, to the
neighboring country of Mol-
dova. It is a journey that usu-
ally takes less than four hours
but took 19 on roads grid-
locked with vehicles fleeing
west. Photographs Ms.
Osiyevska sent from the bor-
der showed hundreds of peo-
ple huddled together against
the cold, waiting to cross.

“It is just surreal,” said Ms.
Osiyevska. “You can’t stop de-
liveries. You can’t delay or

cancel a birth.”
Surrogacy is illegal in Mol-

dova and Ms. Osiyevska, who
had forgotten important docu-
ments in the clinic in Kyiv, re-
turned to Ukraine with Anna.
With the money she earned
from bearing someone else’s
child, Anna had hoped to pro-
vide a better future for her
own daughters, a future Rus-
sia’s invasion has now ren-
dered uncertain.

Ms. Cornell, who has re-
mained in contact with Anna
throughout, said: “She’s the
hero in all of this.”

Days before the invasion, the
Delivering Dreams surrogacy
agency said it relocated all its
surrogate mothers to safety in
the western city of Lviv, except
one for whom the journey was
considered too risky. Now, that
surrogate mother is trapped in
a maternity ward in a city in
Russia’s crosshairs.

When troops first began
massing on Ukraine’s borders
at the end of last year, an Aus-
tralian couple, Jessica Van Noo-
ten, 39, and Kevin Middleton,
40, said they deliberately tuned
out the drumbeat of war.

“I tried to live in a bit of a
bubble,” Ms. Van Nooten said,
adding that the couple had
tried IVF for four years in vain
before being matched with a
surrogate in the port city of
Odessa in southern Ukraine.
The couple was forced to try
to get into Ukraine in late Feb-
ruary when their daughter,
Alba Middleton, was born pre-
maturely at 29 weeks.

“We dropped everything
and just said, ‘We’ve got to get
to Ukraine,’ ” said Ms. Van
Nooten. By the time they had
checked in for a flight to
Odessa, however, all flights to
Ukraine were canceled.

The couple is now in Mol-
dova, within about 30 miles of
Odessa, now threatened with
an amphibious attack by Rus-
sian naval forces in the Black
Sea. Ms. Van Nooten occasion-
ally balks at the prospect of
entering a war zone, but the
“mom instinct” prevails.

She said: “We need to be
with our baby girl.”

In the basement beneath one
apartment block in Kyiv, 19
newborns lie in plastic cots,
their cries mingling with the
blare of air-raid sirens warning
of incoming Russian strikes.

The war in Ukraine has pre-
vented their biological par-
ents, in Canada, Germany,
France and elsewhere from
claiming babies born via the
country’s many surrogate
mothers.

“The number is growing ev-
ery day,” said Denys Herman, le-
gal adviser to Ukraine’s largest
surrogacy agency, BioTexCom.
It works with 600 surrogate
mothers, some of whom gave
birth to the babies being kept
there. They are currently in the
care of Ukrainian nannies.

As Russia ramps up a vio-
lent push to take strategic cit-
ies, the fate of hundreds of
surrogate mothers carrying
babies, and newborns, across
the country is becoming in-
creasingly perilous. Hundreds
of expectant parents are strug-
gling to reach them.

“I don’t know how I’m go-
ing to get my son out,” said
American Eileen Cornell, who
had planned to travel from
New York to Kyiv for the birth
of her son this month.

Her Ukrainian surrogate,
Anna, was in the capital pre-
paring to deliver the baby when
Russia invaded more than two
weeks ago. “I really do not
want to give birth to a child
where there is a war,” said
Anna, via a messaging app.

Some surrogacy agencies in
Ukraine have been scrambling
to relocate surrogate mothers
to safety since Russian tanks
started rolling across the bor-
der.

Natural disasters, geopoliti-
cal upheaval and most recently
the pandemic, have jolted the
surrogacy market in Ukraine
and other countries over the
years. But Russia’s invasion
has thrown up some of the
most difficult challenges yet.
In cities under fire, few places
are safe; a maternity ward in
the besieged city of Mariupol

BY ISABEL COLES

Babies Born to Surrogate Moms Are Stranded

Nannies comfort babies in the basement of a Kyiv surrogacy clinic. The war has prevented biological parents from claiming their children.
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on dealership lots is limited.
Many models, including

those sold by Tesla Inc. and
Ford Motor Co., have long wait
times that stretch out for sev-
eral months and carry heftier
price tags—selling for nearly
$15,000 more than the average
price paid for all vehicles in
February, according to car-
shopping firm Edmunds.com.

“Are the dealers ready? Yes.
We are excited. We’re all in on
EVs,” said Mike Stanton, presi-
dent of the National Automo-
bile Dealers Association, at a
gathering of dealers in Las Ve-
gas over the weekend. “We
just don’t have the product
right now.”

Further adding to the chal-
lenges for buyers is a nearly
yearlong shortage of new and
used vehicles that has pushed
up prices and left new-car lots
stripped of stock.

The inventory crunch is
particularly acute on passen-
ger cars, such as compacts, se-
dans and even some hybrids,
industry data show. That is

because supply-chain con-
straints led many car compa-
nies to pull back on building
these cars to focus on higher-
profit trucks and SUVs, ana-
lysts and executives said.

At the end of February,
there were a little more than
one million vehicles in transit
or in stock at U.S. dealerships,
compared with 2.7 million in
the same month last year, ac-
cording to Wards Intelligence.
Most vehicles are already pre-
sold, meaning shoppers walk-
ing into showrooms won’t find
many options on the ground.

Typically a $2-a-gallon
jump in gasoline prices is
enough to alter consumer be-
havior, but in today’s market,
it is tough to quantify that
change, said Jay Joseph, vice
president of marketing and
consumer experience at Amer-
ican Honda Motor Co.

“We’re not seeing a true
open market,” Mr. Joseph said.
“If we had cars on the ground,
I think we would see a tempo-
rary shift to passenger cars

fied options.
But the move was short-

lived. Once fuel costs fell
again, buyers swung back, and
many of those models were
killed off.

Still, the auto industry has
improved the gas mileage of
today’s SUVs and trucks, using
lighter materials, smaller en-
gines and offering downsize
versions of the bigger, popular
body styles.

In 2020, crossover SUVs on
average achieved a real-world
fuel economy of 28.4 mpg,
compared with 23 mpg a de-
cade earlier, according to En-
vironmental Protection Agency
data. Sedans and wagons are
still more efficient, averaging
31.7 mpg in real-world driving.

“Even if you do get some-
thing that is a little bit larger,
it is more fuel efficient than it
was back then,” said Jessica
Caldwell, an auto analyst at
Edmunds.

Some car companies, such
as Honda Motor Co., Toyota
Motor Corp. and Hyundai Mo-

tor Co., are better positioned
to accommodate buyers look-
ing for better fuel economy,
mostly because they have
stuck to their small-car and
sedan offerings. The challenge
is they don’t have many in
stock, she said.

Dealers said for now, it is
too soon to tell how big an im-
pact gasoline prices will have
on buyers’ behavior, especially
because for most car shoppers
the lack of vehicle availability
remains top of mind.

JP Miller, chief executive
officer of Paul Miller Ford in
Kentucky, said the car busi-
ness has weathered previous
gasoline spikes in the past,
which makes this increase feel
less daunting. If anything, the
higher fuel costs are helping
to build awareness around EVs
as car companies and regula-
tors are trying to push greener
options.

“I think the pent-up demand
is there, and this awareness is
allowing them to see that new
vehicle,” Mr. Miller said.

right now. But there is no sup-
ply of anything.”

The auto industry has long
scrambled to adjust to sudden
increases in fuel costs. In
2008, when gasoline prices
topped $4 a gallon, the rush
among buyers to snatch up
small cars was so sudden that
some used models were fetch-
ing prices close to new ones.

During the financial crisis,
the Detroit auto makers—
stung by higher fuel costs—
vowed to better balance out
their truck and SUV-heavy
lineups with more fuel-effi-
cient offerings, adding more
small cars and sedans, and
even rolling out new electri-

‘Are the dealers
ready? Yes...We just
don’t have the
product right now.’

and SUVs during an era of low
gasoline prices.

Buyers, too, have gravitated
to larger, more fuel-thirsty
models, leading many auto
makers to discontinue some of
their most fuel-efficient offer-
ings in the U.S.—models such
as the Ford Fiesta, Honda Fit
and Toyota Yaris.

Nearly 78% of all vehicles
sold last year were SUVs and
trucks, a reversal from a de-
cade ago when those types of
vehicles accounted for about
55% of total U.S. industry
sales, according to data from
Wards Intelligence.

Auto executives are bullish
on EV sales, but the selection

ContinuedfromPageOne

Car Buyers
See Options
Are Limited

Roman Abramovich isn’t al-
lowed to pay rent to Queen
Elizabeth II.

The U.K. has sanctioned
nearly two dozen Russian oli-
garchs as well as a set of Rus-
sian banks and other companies
tied to the Kremlin, and added
Mr. Abramovich, the Russian
billionaire owner of Chelsea
Football Club, on Thursday.

These sanctions are de-
signed to block oligarchs from
making money in the West—to
exact financial pain on those
close to President Vladimir
Putin. But they have also
spawned a raft of rules that
upend more routine transac-
tions related to properties and
businesses they own. These in-
clude ground rent payments to
the monarchy.

Mr. Abramovich paid $140
million for a 15-bedroom home
in 2011 just down the street
from Kensington Palace, home
to Prince William. While he
owns the 1848-built mansion—
complete with the skylit un-
derground pool he built be-
neath expansive gardens—the
land beneath is owned by the
Crown Estate, an entity cre-

That means that while
sanctioned oligarchs would be
able to keep their U.K. houses,
without a license, they can’t
pay gardeners, pay a utility
bill or make pension payments
for their staff, attorneys said.
They can’t even pay lawyers to
sort through the new sanc-
tions bureaucracy, according

to the Office of Financial Sanc-
tion Implementation, though
the lawyers may provide legal
advice and not be paid.

“It’s extremely restrictive,”
said Paul Feldberg, a London-
based partner at Jenner &
Block who works on sanctions.
While the government is likely
to grant some leniency on ba-

sic expenses,” You’re not going
to be able to get a license to
increase your personal
wealth.”

The U.K. government was
quick to offer Mr. Abramovich
a license to allow his Chelsea
Football Club to keep running,
although it is highly restric-
tive, preventing the soccer

International Legion of De-
fense of Ukraine, appealing to
veteran soldiers outside the
country who have specialized
skills and experience in war to
join the fight.

The international units are
a component of the country’s
regular armed forces and re-
port to its general staff. For-
eigners serve under Ukrainian
officers. A spokesman for the
group confirmed that some
foreign units were already
fighting on the front line.

Russia said it would con-
sider these foreign fighters
mercenaries. If captured, a Rus-
sian Defense Ministry spokes-
man said, they wouldn’t “enjoy
the status of prisoners of war”
under the Geneva Conventions.

The U.S., like many other
countries, discourages its citi-
zens from going to fight in
Ukraine, as that could have le-
gal and security ramifications.

U.K. Foreign Secretary Liz
Truss this week withdrew her
support for British nationals
going to Ukraine to fight after
earlier saying she would back
them if they wanted to join the
struggle. Canadian Foreign
Minister Mélanie Joly has said
her government understood
that people of Ukrainian de-
scent would want to help de-
fend their motherland and that
doing so would be up to them.

Kyiv said 20,000 foreigners
had enlisted in the Interna-
tional Legion and that there
were nearly 13 million visits to
the group’s website in its first
24 hours. The Wall Street
Journal couldn’t indepen-
dently verify these figures.

The group is seeking veter-
ans with combat experience,
and a number of Ameri-
cans and British citizens who
have served in Iraq and Af-
ghanistan have already regis-

tered, the spokesman said.
Ukrainian diplomatic mis-

sions abroad have been fun-
neling recruits via Poland, and
volunteers have been arriving
there from Belarus, Belgium,
Germany, Sweden and dozens
of other countries, according
to an official at the Ukrainian
Embassy in Warsaw.

On Friday, more foreign vol-
unteers were at Przemysl train
station on the Polish border,
preparing to cross over to
fight with Ukrainian forces, ei-
ther with the International Le-
gion or informal groups of
fighters. Many carried camou-
flage backpacks and were
speaking English rather than
the mix of Slavic languages
usually heard there.

A 30-year-old American vet-
eran from Massachusetts said
he wanted to help the Ukrai-
nian cause however he could. “I
served a tour in Afghanistan,”

he said. “I feel like I have de-
cent tools to help these people
get out of harm’s way. I have
medical skills as well. Anything
I can do to help them.”

Matyas Kotyk, 32, said he
had served a year in the Czech
Republic’s military in 2010. He
was also heading into Ukraine,
carrying with him only a
small backpack. Now a private
security guard, he hadn’t told
his parents or 4-year-old
daughter where he was headed.

“I couldn’t just stay home
and watch it,” he said, adding
that he had never been in a
firefight and didn’t have any
military gear except a tactical
vest. “I’m nervous, a little bit.”

Foreigners have been fight-
ing in Donbas, in Ukraine’s
east, during the eight years of
war that preceded Russia’s
wider invasion of the country
last month, with mixed results.
The Justice Department has

probed the alleged role of sev-
eral Americans in Donbas war
crimes.

With the International Le-
gion, Kyiv is attempting to get
a stronger grip on the flow of
volunteers who are typically
drawn to war, formalizing the
participation of foreign com-
batants and directing veterans
with valued skills and battle
experience to areas Ukraine
most needs them.

For now, the legion is giv-
ing priority to the creation of
infantry units, assigning for-
eign fighters based on their
individual skills, the spokes-
man said.

Some foreigners have come
to Ukraine and judged the Inter-
national Legion to be more an
exercise in publicity than an ef-
fective force and instead joined
informal fighting brigades or
the Ukrainian territorial de-
fense, a formal citizen militia.

Volunteers who join the In-
ternational Legion are re-
quired to sign a contract bind-
ing them to military service
for the war’s duration, which
can qualify them for Ukrainian
citizenship, a senior Ukrainian
official said Wednesday.

Matthew Parker, a U.S.
Army veteran and private in-
vestigator in South Caro-
lina, has been assisting the
Ukrainian Embassy in Wash-
ington, D.C., by vetting Ameri-
cans who hoped to enlist. He
has cleared a group of 10 vet-
erans, most of whom have
more than a decade of military
experience and were deployed
in Afghanistan or Iraq, he said.

Mr. Parker said his Ukrai-
nian contacts hadn’t explained
how they would utilize his
group and that he feared the
men would be sent with little
forethought toward Russian
guns or assigned menial tasks.

“We have specialties,” he
said. “Don’t waste my people’s
time by giving them a rifle
and telling them to guard a
bridge.”

—Ian Lovett
contributed to this article.

LVIV, Ukraine—Irakli Okru-
ashvili, a former defense min-
ister of Georgia, last week
joined a Ukrainian foreign-
fighter regiment created to
face down the Russian inva-
sion in a hurry. Three days
later, he and a group of coun-
trymen, former special-forces
soldiers, made contact with
Russian troops north of Kyiv.

With a U.S.-supplied .50-cali-
ber Barrett M99 single-shot
anti-armor precision rifle, the
Georgian unit disabled two Rus-
sian armed vehicles, Mr. Okru-
ashvili said, before falling under
a sustained reply from 152-mil-
limeter howitzer cannons.

After several hours, Ukrai-
nian planes bombed the Rus-
sian artillery positions, silenc-
ing them.

A combination of interna-
tional arms and foreign volun-
teers has joined Ukraine’s ef-
forts to impede the Russian
advance in the third week of
the conflict, and are now
playing a growing role as the
fighting spreads.

“We already passed this
way in 2008 when we had a
war with Russia,” Mr. Okru-
ashvili said, referring to Mos-
cow’s invasion of Georgia that
year. “Ukraine is not fighting
only for its own freedom, its
own sovereignty, its own inde-
pendence. This is not the war
of Ukraine only.”

Kyiv is welcoming all out-
side assistance. The forces at
its disposal are far smaller than
those of Russia and are unable
to fight on an equal footing.
Russia’s armed forces count
900,000 personnel, compared
with Ukraine’s 209,000 active
troops, according to the Inter-
national Institute for Strategic
Studies, a London think
tank. The Ukrainian number
doesn’t include recent mobili-
zations.

Addressing this imbalance,
Ukrainian President Volod-
ymyr Zelensky last month an-
nounced the formation of the

BY BRETT FORREST

Foreign Veterans Sign Up to Fight Russians

Former Georgian Defense Minister Irakli Okruashvili, third from left in the back row, with fellow Georgians fighting for Ukraine.

ated by Parliament that over-
sees a roughly $18 billion port-
folio of land and other assets
on behalf of the British crown.

Under the terms of a 125-
year ground lease, Mr. Abram-
ovich must make modest lease
payments—which start at
£10,000 a year and go up to
£160,000 over the term of the
lease—to the Crown Estate,
according to land records.

A spokeswoman for Crown
Estates said the organization
was examining its portfolio
and doing all it can “to comply
swiftly with the introduction
of sanctions or other direc-
tions that may apply.”

She declined to comment
on specific properties or Mr.
Abramovich.

A spokeswoman for Mr.
Abramovich didn’t respond to
requests for comment.

Sanctions under U.K. law
bar any U.K. companies or in-
dividuals from receiving, pay-
ing or moving any money tied
to a sanctioned individual.
Based on the law, sanctioned
oligarchs need to apply for ex-
ceptions for any payments in
the form of special licenses
from the Office of Financial
Sanction Implementation.

team from basic business
tasks like selling jerseys or
burgers at games.

A U.K. Treasury spokesman
said any payment outside of
the Chelsea license would re-
quire a license of its own.

To keep his homes in good
condition, Mr. Abramovich
would likely need a “basic
needs” license, which would
allow the sanctioned individual
the right to make payments
like mortgages, pensions for
employees and insurance pre-
miums.

Sanctions attorneys said Mr.
Abramovich should qualify for
such a license, although pro-
cessing can be lengthy—and
just what is included is up to
U.K. officials.

What happens if he isn’t
able to pay or get a license for
his rent? The Crown Estate
spokeswoman declined to
comment.

Shams Rahman, a litigator
at law firm Edwin Coe, has
worked on a case involving a
neighboring property with a
similar lease to Mr. Abramov-
ich’s. He said that in theory, if
the Crown Estate isn’t paid, it
could begin the process of tak-
ing possession of the property.

BY ELIOT BROWN

Sanctions Ensnare Abramovich Rent Money to Queen

16 Kensington Palace Gardens in London is built on land leased from the crown.
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since become an iconic bike—
called a “Ducati killer”—and I still
have mine from the first year of
production.

For the last 22 years I have
been riding this motorcycle, and I
call it my multi-tool. It is a pro-
duction race bike, but I have used
it for all kinds of adventures. I’ve
ridden it all over the East Coast,
throughout eastern Canada and
around the Great Lakes.

In 2008, a friend of mine had
the idea to ride the Trans-Labra-
dor Highway. So we started from
Connecticut and rode about 1,000
miles, including about 700 miles
on the Trans-Labrador Highway
through northeast Canada on al-
most entirely unpaved roads.
Throughout, there was almost no
sign of human civilization except
the dirt road itself. I remember
pulling into a town called Happy

“pure production” motorcycle in
its class.

I also belong to a group called
the Iron Butt Association and, to
join, I had to be able to prove
that I’d ridden 1,000 miles in 24
hours, which I did on my RC51.

What I love most about this
motorcycle is all the friends I’ve
made while riding it. The bike has
70,000 miles on it, and I’ve loved
every one.

Valley-Goose Bay. A guy saw us
and said to me, “I’ve never seen
anyone riding a sport bike on the
Trans-Lab.” It wasn’t easy, let me
tell you.

In 2019, I took the bike to the
Loring Air Force Base in northern
Maine, where the Loring Timing
Association holds land-speed rac-
ing events. On my RC51, on an air-
port runway, I clocked 159.822
mph, which set a record for a

der, unsure what to do once they’ve
stepped off the corporate conveyor
belt that for years powered their
careers, she says. And hiring man-
agers, flooded with job applicants
and their own work, often opt for
the easiest choice: picking someone
who’s currently doing the same job
somewhere else.

Don’t be cavalier about what it
will take to get back into the
workforce, Ms. Forman advises.
Start looking before you’re ready.

Carve out five minutes every
morning to send a relevant article
to two former colleagues, saying
why it made you think of them.
Ask that parent on the sidelines of
the soccer game, the one with the
cool job, if they have time for cof-
fee. Explain that you’re on a break
and not looking yet, but you’d love
to learn more about their role and
experience.

“People will be much more
open to talking about what’s going
on at their company if they don’t
think you’re going to say, ‘Can you
put my résumé on someone’s
desk?’ ” Ms. Forman says.

Brett Delgado stays in touch
with former coworkers via Insta-

comes through.
“It’s easy sometimes to become

preoccupied with, what’s the fu-
ture going to look like?” he says.
“I’ve been trying really hard to
take things day by day.”

Even if you’ve been craving
“funemployment,” it’s normal to
have some pangs of, “What have I
done?” after handing in a resigna-
tion, says Ethan Kross, a professor
of psychology and management at
University of Michigan.

“We like to know that we have
control of things and that they’re
certain,” says Dr. Kross, the au-
thor of “Chatter,” a book about
the internal messages we give
ourselves.

If you’re feeling adrift, talk to
yourself like you would a friend,
addressing yourself as “you” or by
your name as you dispense advice.
Think about how you might view
the situation in six months or 10
years—will you wish you obsessed
more over the next entry on your
résumé, or spent time with fam-
ily? And set boundaries from the
beginning of your career break,
rehearsing how you’d react if
someone, say, offered you a free-

lancing assignment.
Kristen Witte left her job with

a healthcare software company
last June, after her younger
daughter was diagnosed with cys-
tic fibrosis, a genetic disorder that
affects the lungs. She pulled her
older daughter out of daycare, and
is thankful for time spent coloring
and molding Play-Doh at her
Houston home. Still, when
LinkedIn job alerts land in her in-
box, or she hears of others in her
field receiving lucrative offers, she
sometimes has second thoughts.

“Am I missing out? Is this the
right time for me not to be work-
ing?” the 32-year-old wonders.

Taking on a 10-hour-a-week
contracting gig in January has
been “freeing,” she says, helping
her feel like she’s keeping one toe
in the professional world, while
still staying flexible for her girls.

If you’re open to jumping back
in for your dream job, set up your
LinkedIn profile to do the work
for you, says Omar Garriott, who
previously worked for the com-
pany and co-authored “Linked,” a
book about using the social
network.

The brief description right be-
low your name should match your
ideal job title, even if you haven’t
held it yet, he says. For example,
you could write, “aspiring product
manager,” “future product man-
ager,” or “taking work hiatus—
seeking product manager opportu-
nities.” In the longer “About”
section, include a list of your skills,
especially ones that are being used
as key words in the job descrip-
tions that interest you most, so the
algorithms can find you.

Recruiters will start coming to
you, Mr. Garriott says. They’re
used to people saying no, he adds,
so it’s fine to open your profile for
them to search even if you don’t
think you want a new job anytime
soon. Just make sure to reply to
their messages with a yes or a
gracious no, and let them know
what opportunities you would
consider.

Blake Lawson, of Costa Mesa,
Calif., initially turned down a job
offer he got from a tech company
in December. A few months into a
career break prompted by burnout
and the desire to try something
new, he was intent on learning im-
prov, earning his pilot’s license
and laying the groundwork for his
own consulting business.

Then the hiring manager came
back with a 19% pay bump from the
initial offer, plus the opportunity to
learn skills that Mr. Lawson was ea-
ger to grow. He said yes.

He started the new job, leading
a product team, in January, and
likes having more structure in his
days. But he misses the time and
freedom that came with not hav-
ing a 9 to 5 and says he’s intent
on seeing his side hustles
through.

“There’s been a little bit of
sadness in knowing what I left be-
hind,” he says.

Making a Career BreakWork
Don’t be cavalier about what it will take to get back into the game after taking time off
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Y
ou got burned out. Your
kids needed you. You
became a crypto mil-
lionaire overnight.

Whatever the rea-
son—congrats. Welcome

to your career break, length TBD.
Time off by choice can be won-

derful if you can swing it, a
chance to recalibrate your priori-
ties and detox from the stress of
the working world. It can also be
a kind of limbo. How to keep your
edge without getting sucked back
into corporate overwhelm? How
do you know when it’s the right
moment to job hunt again? And
what comes next, anyway?

“It’s the ‘I don’t know what I
want to be when I grow up’ kind
of feeling,” says Tami Forman, the
executive director of Path For-
ward, a nonprofit dedicated to
helping people re-enter the work-
force.

Those on work breaks can floun-
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Cyril Visovsky with his Honda RC51, in Danbury, Conn., where he keeps the motorcycle. In 2019, on an airport runway, he clocked 159.822 mph,

MY RIDE | A.J. BAIME

OnaHonda
RacingBike,
70,000Miles
OfAdventure
Cyril Visovsky, 64, a retired
banker living in Brooklyn, N.Y., on
his 2000 Honda RC51, as told to
A.J. Baime.

W orking in banking over
the years, I had postings
in Asia and England. I

could not have asked for a better
career path, in part because it en-
abled me to ride motorcycles all
over the world.

I had always wanted to buy a
Honda RC—which is a series of
racing motorcycles—but I could
never afford one. Then, in 2000,
Honda created the RC51, a bike
with a 999-cc fuel-injected V-twin
engine, that the Japanese manu-
facturer produced to beat the Ital-
ian-made Ducatis in the Superbike
World Championship. To qualify
the bike for racing, the company
had to sell a certain number to
customers.

I had to have one.
Shortly after hearing the an-

nouncement about this bike, I
started searching all over the East
Coast. I found one from a dealer-
ship in Oklahoma, and bought it
for $9,995.

It was affordable for a bike like
this, and I think Honda priced it
that way because the company
wanted to sell these motorcycles
quickly. That same year, in 2000,
the American rider Colin Edwards
captured the Superbike World
Championship, on an RC51. It has

gram comments, Discord video
chats and online gaming. The 37-
year-old left his job at a profes-
sional services firm in the Los An-
geles area last April, moving in
with his parents in Lake Havasu
City, Ariz.

Working 80 hours a week in
L.A. while studying for his CPA
exam had left him exhausted and
anxious. He decided to take a year
off to focus on passing the exam,
improving his health and connect-
ing with his parents.

So far he’s lost 60 pounds,
passed three of the four exam
sections (he takes the final one
this month) and thought about
where he might want to live next.
But he won’t start looking for a
job until his CPA certification

‘It’s easy sometimes to
become preoccupied
with, what’s the future
going to look like?’
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T
hat unused phone
sitting in your
desk drawer isn’t
just collecting
dust. It’s also
quickly losing

value—hundreds of dollars
in cash you could put in
your pocket by trading it in
or selling it online.

It’s likely you have one
or two unused old devices
you’ve forgotten. Once we
upgrade to a newer model,
roughly every 38 months in
the U.S., according to mar-
ket researcher International
Data Corp., many of us just
set our old phones aside.
There are hundreds of mil-
lions of such idle devices in
the U.S., according to used-
device buyer EcoATM.

Apple and Samsung buy
back older devices when
you’re purchasing a new
model. Retailers such as Best
Buy and Amazon offer gift
cards. U.S. wireless providers
give credit toward a new
phone. Some third parties,
including EcoATM and Back
Market, will buy your old de-
vice for cash, while others
such as Swappa will help you
find a buyer. If you’re enter-
prising, you can hawk your
old phone directly to buyers
on Craigslist, eBay or Face-
book Marketplace.

Companies typically set
the prices based on what
they can get for reselling
your old phone. But those
amounts fluctuate depend-
ing on model demand, tim-
ing and condition. Around
phone launches, some car-
rier buyback promotions
can be so aggressive they
make the new device free.

AT&T, T-Mobile and Ver-
izon have offered as much
as $1,000 off new phones
with trade-ins, while selling
your 2.5-year-old iPhone 11
on Swappa could get you
about $400.

In parting with your old
phone, here’s what you’ll
want to consider:

Manage expectations
If there’s any possibility of
selling your device in the
future, there’s one major
rule: Put a case on it, and

possibly even a screen pro-
tector. Devices in “like-new”
condition will net you more
money.

The model of your phone
will determine how much it
can fetch. Unlocked vari-
ants, those not tied to a
specific wireless provider,
are generally worth more.
And iPhones tend to hold
their value longer than An-
droid devices.

Determine priorities
When getting ready to sell,
think about what matters
more: getting the most
money, or having the easi-
est process. Selling directly
to a buyer likely will get
you the biggest return (bar-

the transaction and ship
the device.

The next option is selling
your phone directly to a re-
seller, such as Decluttr and
EcoATM, that will refurbish it.

EcoATMs—trade-in ki-
osks found in nearly 5,400
malls, Walmart stores and
other locations around the
U.S.—use cameras and com-
puter smarts to examine
your old device, pull the
IMEI number to be sure it
isn’t stolen, and make an
offer on the spot. If you ac-
cept, you’re immediately
given cash, and the ma-
chine keeps your phone. If
you don’t like the offer, you
can take your device back.

Gazelle, owned by the
same company, gives you a
quote online after you pro-
vide details about your de-
vice. It then asks how you
want to be paid, with either
an Amazon credit, which
earns you 3% extra; a check
delivered by mail within 10
days; or a payment through
PayPal.

You ship the device to
Gazelle at no charge. The fi-
nal offer is confirmed after
a physical inspection. If you
don’t like the bid, Gazelle
will send back your phone.
It could be worth the extra
effort: Gazelle offers are
typically higher than
EcoATM offers.

The easiest and most typ-
ical route is a handoff with
the carrier or retailer that
will sell you your next
phone. Apple ships a box to
send back your old device, or
will take it at an Apple store.
Many retailers will also recy-
cle devices that aren’t worth
any money, to keep them out
of the landfill.

Pick your timing
When it comes to buyback
offers from carriers, you
will often get the best deal
as the new model is launch-
ing. When Samsung’s Galaxy
S22 hit the market last
month, AT&T, T-Mobile and
Verizon kicked off aggres-
sive promotional offers.
They had similar promo-
tions for Apple’s iPhone 13
launch in September.

Those deals don’t follow
a set time frame.

For instance, AT&T’s
trade-in offers during the
iPhone 12 and 12 Pro launch
lasted three weeks, but you
could trade in an old phone
for a good discount on an
iPhone 12 Mini and 12 Pro
Max for over 10 months.
The trade-in deal at the
iPhone 13 launch was avail-
able for a month. With no
crazy promotion from the
three carriers, trading in a
fully loaded iPhone 12 Pro
Max, which cost $1,399 in
2020, will get you at most
$550.

While used-phone prices
decline over time, there’s
still “seasonality to the
marketplace,” Swappa CEO
Ben Edwards said. There
are typically more new list-
ings around Apple events,
he said, particularly when
people have the new de-
vices in hand and seek to
unload their older phones.
Instead of waiting to sell
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Trade In Your Old Phone for Cash
Instead of Stashing It in a Drawer

BY SHARA TIBKEN

ring some crazy carrier
deal). But it also takes the
most legwork.

Swappa emerged as an
option to make that process
easier. For a small commis-
sion, it verifies that devices
aren’t stolen, suggests pric-
ing based on demand
and helps connect sellers
with buyers.

You still have to handle

5,400
The approximate number of
EcoATM trade-in kiosks in U.S.

your phone until after
the launch, you could make
more money by listing
it before.

Read the fine print
Many recent carrier promo-
tions are good deals if your
device qualifies as a trade-
in, and if you’re on the right
service plan. Many are only
available for customers on
higher-end, unlimited plans.
If you’re not on one of
those plans, you will have to
change your service to take
advantage of the trade-in
deal. Carriers now give
more for trade-ins on an ex-
panded list of devices, but
check that fine print too.

And if you do score that

$1,000 carrier trade-in offer,
you’ll likely find it’s doled
out over time, in sync with
your phone’s payment
plan—over 24 or 36
months—to keep you
hooked to the service. If you
leave the carrier before
your plan ends, you will
have to pay off the phone’s
remaining cost.

Shop around
Trade-in companies let you
see approximate prices for
your device, without you
sharing identifying informa-
tion. You should check a few

of them to get a sense of
your phone’s going rate. (Be
honest about its condition,
or else you’ll get burned
later.)

If you wait, your phone’s
value could decline. When
researching this article,
prices for Apple’s iPhone 11
dropped in value on some
sites—including Best Buy,
Swappa and Decluttr—after
Apple updated its nearest
competitor, the new iPhone
SE.

Prices also can fluctuate
from one day to the next.

On a given day in March,
an unlocked decent-condi-
tion iPhone 11 with 64 giga-
bytes of storage could fetch
anywhere from $140 (for a

Samsung trade-in) to $383
(on Swappa). We didn’t try
to sell it on eBay, where it
could bring in more.

“You have to look for the
deals,” said Maribel Lopez,
principal analyst at tech-in-
dustry analysis firm Lopez
Research. “It’s not like
they’re just ubiquitous and
they’re all easy. But they
can be found, and some of
them can be very lucrative.”

If you find a trade-in of-
fer you’re happy with, jump
on it. Whatever you do,
don’t put your phone back
in the drawer.

EcoATM (above green) and Gazelle (orange) buy old devices.
Back Market, below, links gadget owners to refurbishers.
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ARTS IN REVIEW

1590s, artists were looking at
slate, marble, lapis lazuli, agate,
amethyst, alabaster, obsidian,
onyx, jasper, limestone and por-
phyry to envision a new kind of
painting. In these works, they left
portions of the stone bare and
used the colors, striations, glints,
contours and other natural fea-
tures of stone as compositional
elements.

Lapis lazuli provided a perfect
stand-in for sky and water. Artists
like Giuseppe Cesari (known as
Cavaliere d’Arpino) took advan-
tage of the stone’s intense blue
hues in “Perseus Rescuing An-
dromeda” (1593-94). More cre-
atively, Jacques Stella turned his
slab for “Rest on the Flight Into
Egypt” (1629-30) into a brilliant
night scene: His lapis sky is bi-
sected by a white streak—formed
by the stone’s calcite—resembling
a meteor shower. A larger patch
of calcite suggests the bright glow
of the moon behind a tree. And
Mary and Jesus are given natural
(if irregular) halos by glimmering
gold pyrite specks in the lapis.

Other stones presented differ-
ent opportunities. When Orazio
Gentileschi chose golden alabaster
for his “Annunciation” (1602-05),
he placed the Angel Gabriel on
the left in a whorled, light-filled
space, kneeling on a billowing cu-
mulus cloud suggested by the nat-
ural pattern. Above Gabriel, Gen-
tileschi painted an infant Jesus in
an egg-shaped “cloud” and the
Holy Spirit in a smaller cloud
puff. On the stone’s right, which
has fewer, smaller whorls, he
painted Mary kneeling at a prie-
dieu amid columns, both “mar-
bled” by the stone’s markings.

Sigismundo Leyrer selected a
piece of agate with a prominent,
light, ringed oval for his two-
sided “Annunciation” and “Resur-
rection of Christ” (1594). On the
recto, the Angel Gabriel seems to
float down to Mary in the cloud-

like oval and, on the verso, the
risen Christ ascends from the
same spot toward heaven. The ag-
ate’s translucence bestows celesti-
ality on both images.

And Bartolomé Esteban Mu-
rillo, one of the great Spanish
painters of the 17th century, used
obsidian to dramatize “The Nativ-
ity” (c. 1665-70). With paint, he
shines the brightest light in his
night scene on Jesus, then, to
lesser degrees, on Mary, angels
and St. Joseph. He calls on the
subtle vertical veins of the stone
to link his scene to the heavens.
The label, typical of the many in-
formative object descriptions in
this intelligent exhibition, sug-
gests a link to the Aztecs, who
imparted spiritual power to the
reflective nature of obsidian. Mu-
rillo may have selected this slab—
which might be a pre-Columbian
polished stone mirror, according
to the exhibition catalog—for that
reason.

Two little-known artists shine
very bright here, with multiple

brown rocks and the other a vi-
brant green. Fighting the roiling
sea—now filling its seabed—is the
Pharaoh’s half-submerged army.

During the 15 years Ms. Mann
worked on this exhibition, she
learned of some 1,500 paintings
on stone made by artists in Italy,
France, Spain, the Low Countries
and Germany. Many are fragile,
heavy and risky to transport;
some owners were reluctant to
lend. But the 70 pieces (plus some
artworks on other backings) gath-
ered here make one wonder why
“Paintings on Stone” is the first
museum exhibition to delve into
this fascinating partnership be-
tween artist and nature.

Paintings on Stone: Science and
the Sacred 1530-1800,
Saint Louis Art Museum, through
May 15

Ms. Dobrzynski writes about
art for the Journal and other
publications.

gems. Stella is one. He painted
“Rest on the Flight Into Egypt”
many times on different stones, to
different effect. Beyond his lapis
piece, two other versions
(1629-30) are here. One is on jas-
per, an opaque aggregate stone
often speckled with many colors,
and the other is on pietra pae-
sina, a form of limestone. In both,
Stella used the stone’s colors and
striations to form landscape fea-
tures—rocks, wheat fields, a
spring of water.

Antonio Tempesta also stands
out, especially for “The Crossing
of the Red Sea” (c. 1610), a scene
he painted more than a dozen
times—on alabaster, brecciated
limestone (an aggregate of col-
ored fragments) and red “marble”
(also a kind of limestone). The
one here, on brecciated limestone,
brilliantly exploits a streaked
swath of rust color cutting diago-
nally across the stone to repre-
sent the sea. Moses and his fol-
lowers stand on two patches of
dry land, one a muddy color with

BY JUDITH H. DOBRZYNSKI
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St. Louis
‘PAINTINGS ON STONE: Science
and the Sacred 1530-1800,” on
display at the Saint Louis Art Mu-
seum, starts out strong, with “The
Minions of Henry III” (c. 1570), a
stunning image by an unknown
artist in the Fontainebleau School,
possibly Lucas de Heere. A close-
cropped view of three effeminate
men in profile, dressed in pearls,
curls and sumptuous striped gar-
ments, it depicts the French king’s
male lovers, crisply portrayed in
oil on slate. It’s a seductive intro-
duction to an exhibition whose
thesis may seem esoteric to a
public more attuned to image
than materials.

The practice of using stone as
a support for paint, instead of
wooden panel or canvas, dates to
antiquity, but it lost favor until
late in the Italian Renaissance,
when Sebastiano del Piombo de-
veloped methods that improved
the adherence of paint to stone.
At first, as “The Minions” and Se-
bastiano’s own straightforward,
oil-on-slate “Portrait of Ippolito
de’ Medici” (1530s) illustrate, art-
ists painted over the entire stone,
making no use of potential visual
effects. Stone was valued for its
enduring quality, which assigned
a kind of power and permanence
to the artists’ subjects.

Very soon, though, the art-
works got more interesting and
the exhibition, curated by Judith
W. Mann, gets even better. By the

At the Saint Louis Art
Museum, stunning
images created atop an
unusual material: stone.

brothers spoke some English, but
cinema became the language they
wanted to master. (Artifacts from
these years, including Jonas’s poetry
notebooks, I.D. cards and family pho-
tos, can be seen in a vitrine at the
exhibition entrance.)
Two films here focus on Andy

Warhol, for whom Mekas served as
a mentor as he began his film ca-
reer. One can’t help suspecting, how-
ever, that “Scenes From the Life of
Andy Warhol” (1990) and “This Side
of Paradise: Fragments of an Unfin-
ished Biography” (1999) were se-
lected among the elect 11 because
of the sequences where Mekas
filmed Jacqueline Kennedy and her
teenagers, Caroline and John, on
their visits in the early ’70s to War-
hol’s cottage in Montauk.
One doesn’t turn to Mekas for

celebrities or for plot but for lumi-
nous moments: his attention to the
ritual of making and eating break-
fast; the sly movements of cats;
swaying branches; flashes of sun
through a windshield on a road trip.
And for his reedy, plaintive voice full
of hope about what he and his cam-
era will find.
“Keep looking for things in places

where there is nothing,” reads one
of the title cards in “As I Was Mov-
ing Ahead Occasionally I Saw Brief
Glimpses of Beauty” (2000). When
it came to performing this salutary
ritual, few did it better than Jonas
Mekas.

Jonas Mekas: The Camera Was Al-
ways Running
Jewish Museum, through June 5

Mr. Woodward is an arts critic in
New York.DA
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A Bedrock of
Artistic Ingenuity
Slate, marble, pietra paesina and more form

the foundation of the exhibition’s paintings

Shown in chronological order, the
program begins with “Guns of the
Trees” (1962), an absurdist drama
on which he collaborated with his
brother, Adolfas Mekas, and the Pol-
ish-French director Edouard de Lau-
rot. The largely incoherent plot con-
cerns two miserable couples in an
insane world. The diverting sound-
track features Allen Ginsberg recit-
ing his own poems.
“Requiem” (2019), which ends the

program, is Mekas’s testament of
faith in God and the rejuvenating
powers of the natural world over
death, including his own imminent

one, and the casualties of war and
famine. Over a recording of Verdi’s
choral masterpiece, his video camera
roams through cemeteries and finds
solace that flowers, trees and
grasses of the commonest varieties
are in bloom.
Between these bookends are two

of Mekas’s most ambitious and

touching films: “Reminiscences of a
Journey to Lithuania” (1972) and
“Lost, Lost, Lost” (1976). With their
blend of travelogue, shifting time
frames, lines of poetry, and his per-
sonal, sometimes anguished reflec-
tions about his home country and
exile status, the films may be the
fullest expression of the lyrical style
of autobiographical documentary
that he pioneered.
Mekas was 16 when World War II

began, a trauma that he says shat-
tered his belief in the goodness of
man. In 1944, the Nazis sent him
and Adolfas to a labor camp in Ger-

many. (Had
they been
Jewish, the
destination
would likely
have been a
different kind
of camp.) Even
after arriving
in Displaced
Persons camps
they had no
desire to re-
turn home.
The Soviets
had reoccupied
Lithuania. Eu-
rope was in ru-
ins. Only
America of-
fered hope
and the prom-

ise of jobs as bakers in Chicago.
When they landed in New York in

1949, however, they were so ener-
gized by the city’s many arts scenes
that they never went farther west.
After buying a Bolex movie camera
to record their impressions, they
soon met and befriended like-minded
artists, writers and filmmakers. Both

New York
‘JONAS MEKAS: The Camera Was
Always Running” at the Jewish Mu-
seum is probably best savored in
morsels rather than swallowed in
one gulp of time. A selective retro-
spective instead of an exhaustive
one, it deftly reintroduces—on the
centenary of his birth—a singular
figure who for more than 60 years
was a guiding spirit of avant-garde
cinema in New York and the world.
The supportive institutions that

Mekas helped to build for his fellow
experimental filmmakers during his
long and extraordinary life
(1922-2019)—Film Culture magazine
in 1954, Film-Makers’ Cooperative in
1962, Anthology Film Archives in
1970—have tended to overshadow
his own cinematic achievements.
This exhibition aims to correct that,
and succeeds. (It is accompanied by
a fine catalog.)
Guest curator Kelly Taxter, as-

sisted by Kristina Parsons, has cho-
sen 11 exemplary films and videos
(from the 93 in his oeuvre) and, in a
bold departure from a typical mu-
seum installation, projects them
across 11 screens arranged in a se-
ries of arcs around a large room on
the first floor.
If you find a seat on one of the

benches, you may want to sit

through the entire three hour and
eight minute presentation. Don’t feel
obliged, though, as all 11 films and
videos have been radically short-
ened, some by more than three-
quarters of
their original
lengths. What’s
more, although
shown one at a
time, each has
been broken
into chapters
that unfold
across multiple
screens simul-
taneously.
Ms. Taxter

calls the frag-
mentation ap-
ropos for a
filmmaker
whose ap-
proach was, in
her words,
“nonlinear and
nonhierarchi-
cal.” After a few minutes, I found
myself reluctantly agreeing. Mekas
was not an artist who demanded
the undivided attention of his audi-
ence. Like John Cage, he did not
criminalize accident but welcomed
it. What’s more, multiscreen immer-
sion can provide relief from staring
at one rectangle for hours.

ART REVIEW

HonoringCinematic
Experiments
BY RICHARD B. WOODWARD

Installation view of ‘Jonas Mekas: The Camera Was Always Running’

Jacques Stella’s ‘Rest on the Flight Into Egypt’ (1629-30) painted on lapis lazuli, above, and jasper, above left
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tournament may be his only op-
portunity to make some March
magic.

The Zags open the tournament
against No. 16 Georgia State and
share a region with No. 2 Duke, an
upstart Arkansas team and defen-
sive heavyweight Texas Tech.

SEC Dominance
Long a football powerhouse, the

Southeastern Conference might
need to start thinking of itself as a
two-sport league. Kentucky is the
conference’s traditional crown
jewel, but this year they’ve got

company at the top. Auburn
earned its first No. 1 ranking in
program history in January and is
pegged as a No. 2 seed in the Mid-
west region. No. 9 Tennessee
earned a No. 3 seed after defeating
Kentucky en route to winning the
SEC tournament. Of course, the
Wildcats are there, too, having
earned a No. 2 seed in the East Re-
gion. Unlike many of Kentucky’s
previous freshman-filled squads,
the 2022 Wildcats are loaded with
veterans. There’s also sneaky depth
in the SEC, with six teams making
the 68-team field.

Coach K’s Swan Song
In case you hadn’t heard—which

is very unlikely– Duke’s Mike
Krzyzewski, the winningest coach
in the game, is retiring after this
season. He’s won five national ti-
tles but the Blue Devils are coming
off a loss to Virginia Tech in the
ACC tournament final.

That loss raises a developing
problem for the Blue Devils. The
fairy tale calls for a trip to New
Orleans for the Final Four and a
chance to add another banner at
Cameron Indoor Stadium. But
Krzyzewski’s home stretch has
been having trouble with the “hap-
pily ever after” part.

Witness the awkwardness that
spoiled Coach K’s epic home court
sendoff party earlier this month --
a night on which Duke blew a lead
to lose to unranked North Carolina
in front of a cavalcade of former
Blue Devil stars and celebrities.
Krzyzewski spent part of the post-
game ceremony ranting about his
team’s shortcomings.

For the first time in three sea-
sons, the NCAA men’s basketball
tournament is back to its pre-pan-
demic glory. But a few things have
changed.

Star players are allowed to re-
ceive free cars and other goodies—
legally!—thanks to the NCAA’s new
rules allowing college athletes to
cash in on their names. At least
one tournament player, Iowa’s Jor-
dan Bohannon, is playing his sixth
college basketball season because
of extended eligibility created by
the pandemic.

And dozens more are back in
the tournament playing in differ-
ent jerseys, switching schools after
the NCAA loosened its tough trans-
fer rules and touched off a wild na-
tionwide game of musical chairs.

The basics, however, are back to
normal. After a year without a
tournament in 2020, followed by a
Big Dance played in an Indianapo-
lis bubble in 2021, college basket-
ball will barnstorm once again
with 67 games in 14 cities over the
next three weeks.

The No. 1 seeds are all pretty fa-
miliar, too. Gonzaga earned the No.
1 overall seed for the men’s tour-
nament for the second season in a
row and will play from the top line
of the West Region. The Zags are
joined as No. 1 seeds by Arizona in
the South, Kansas in the Midwest
and Baylor, the 2021 champions, in
the East.

Lurking a notch below them in
the bracket are some teams who
are peaking at the right time as
they look to snap decades-long Fi-
nal Four droughts. No. 1 Arizona, a
power in the late ’90s and early
2000s, hasn’t been to a Final Four
since 2001. The Wildcats, who
were enmeshed in the FBI probe
into college basketball bribery and
fired their coach last year, have
had a surprising rise to the top of
the sport this winter under first-
year coach Tommy Lloyd, a former
assistant at Gonzaga.

Can Gonzaga Win It All?
It’s been a steady climb to the

top tier of college basketball for
coach Mark Few and Gonzaga. But
the climb has not reached the sum-
mit.

Despite two trips to the Final
Four over the past six seasons, the
Zags have never walked away with
the championship. Gonzaga came
tantalizingly close in 2021, riding a
historically productive offense to
the title game before losing to a
veteran Baylor team.

The difference-maker for the
Zags could very well be Chet Hol-
mgren, the 7-foot, 195-pound for-
ward who is a menace at both ends
of the floor. He nearly averaged a
double-double this season, putting
up 14.2 points and 9.6 rebounds
per game. He’s probably headed to
the NBA next year, so the 2022

BY LAINE HIGGINS

Gonzaga Tops 68-TeamNCAAField
The Bulldogs are joined by Arizona, Kansas and Baylor as No. 1 seeds in the tournament

Weather
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Tomorrow Today Tomorrow

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

Anchorage 25 10 s 24 17 pc
Atlanta 64 47 pc 65 53 r
Austin 78 49 pc 74 41 s
Baltimore 60 39 pc 68 42 pc
Boise 58 45 c 56 34 r
Boston 51 42 pc 56 39 c
Burlington 44 34 c 43 31 c
Charlotte 65 40 s 69 48 pc
Chicago 57 38 c 50 40 pc
Cleveland 55 41 c 53 41 pc
Dallas 70 46 t 69 45 s
Denver 53 31 pc 67 38 s
Detroit 52 35 pc 49 37 pc
Honolulu 84 71 c 84 70 c
Houston 75 54 sh 72 46 s
Indianapolis 60 43 s 60 42 pc
Kansas City 59 36 c 62 42 s
Las Vegas 72 51 s 78 57 pc
Little Rock 61 50 pc 59 48 t
Los Angeles 78 55 s 77 52 pc
Miami 78 72 r 83 74 t
Milwaukee 52 34 c 45 38 pc
Minneapolis 40 27 sn 51 41 pc
Nashville 64 42 s 69 46 c
New Orleans 71 61 c 73 55 t
New York City 55 41 pc 60 44 pc
Oklahoma City 60 39 c 62 40 s

Omaha 56 28 pc 60 40 pc
Orlando 75 61 pc 81 68 t
Philadelphia 58 40 pc 65 42 pc
Phoenix 81 55 s 87 59 s
Pittsburgh 53 35 c 55 36 c
Portland, Maine 46 35 pc 49 30 c
Portland, Ore. 53 48 r 54 44 sh
Sacramento 70 53 c 69 45 sh
St. Louis 64 45 pc 66 47 pc
Salt Lake City 52 38 pc 60 41 c
San Francisco 65 54 c 64 47 pc
Santa Fe 55 27 s 62 31 s
Seattle 49 45 r 52 41 sh
Sioux Falls 42 24 pc 60 40 pc
Wash., D.C. 60 43 pc 67 46 pc

Amsterdam 54 40 pc 57 41 sh
Athens 51 40 sh 56 41 s
Baghdad 70 47 pc 65 40 pc
Bangkok 96 82 pc 97 82 t
Beijing 66 37 pc 63 37 pc
Berlin 53 38 pc 53 38 r
Brussels 57 42 pc 53 43 sh
Buenos Aires 79 66 s 81 68 s
Dubai 93 75 s 95 75 s
Dublin 51 35 pc 53 39 c
Edinburgh 49 37 sh 51 42 c

Frankfurt 57 40 pc 50 40 r
Geneva 58 44 pc 63 40 pc
Havana 82 65 c 87 64 s
Hong Kong 77 68 pc 78 70 pc
Istanbul 41 33 pc 43 35 c
Jakarta 89 77 t 90 76 t
Jerusalem 43 29 c 40 28 sh
Johannesburg 80 61 pc 68 59 t
London 54 39 pc 58 47 pc
Madrid 55 49 r 66 49 c
Manila 94 79 t 94 79 t
Melbourne 80 64 pc 77 65 t
Mexico City 81 53 sh 79 47 c
Milan 55 45 pc 57 43 pc
Moscow 40 26 pc 34 22 s
Mumbai 98 80 s 98 80 s
Paris 57 47 pc 61 47 pc
Rio de Janeiro 87 76 pc 84 76 pc
Riyadh 91 69 s 94 62 s
Rome 60 42 pc 60 42 pc
San Juan 83 74 sh 84 73 s
Seoul 55 34 sh 54 33 c
Shanghai 83 54 pc 71 60 pc
Singapore 88 77 t 86 77 t
Sydney 75 66 s 74 67 r
Taipei City 86 67 s 87 69 pc
Tokyo 68 51 sh 66 51 r
Toronto 45 33 c 41 33 c
Vancouver 49 44 r 51 41 c
Warsaw 49 30 s 52 36 pc
Zurich 59 39 pc 58 38 pc

Today Tomorrow

U.S. Forecasts

International

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

s...sunny; pc... partly cloudy; c...cloudy; sh...showers;
t...t’storms; r...rain; sf...snow flurries; sn...snow; i...ice

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc.©2022
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PIGTAILS | By Jill Denny & Jeff Chen
Across
1 “Washboard”
muscles

4 Question of
feigned
innocence

9 Really impresses
13 Opera highlight
15 Sioux City

citizen
16 Crude grp.
17 Investment

vehicles that
may engage in
short selling

19 The floor in a
kids’ agility game,
supposedly

20 Terry Bradshaw
or Mean Joe
Greene, e.g.

21 Car part called a
silencer in Britain

23 Little, in Scotland

24 Get ready for a
golf drive

25 “Eww, please
stop talking!”

27 Guidelines
settled on at
the start of
arbitration

33 Leia’s husband
34 Cosmonaut

Gagarin
35 Backbone
36 Apt rhyme for

“lewd”
38 Cobalt or copper
41 Sticky situation
42 How unruly hair

may stand
44 Notion
46 Enjoy Stowe
47 Cream used on

a skin growth
50 Darker force of a

Chinese duality

51 2001 Peace Prize
winner Kofi

52 Author McEwan
54 Dark film genre
57 “___ Gonna Do?”

(1977 Pablo
Cruise hit)

61 Lighter force of a
Chinese duality

62 Pull out all the
stops, and how
to find the
animals at the
starts of 17-, 27-
and 47-Across

64 Villainous
65 Lawn-Boy

product
66 Oft-retweeted

photo, often
67 Head, in France
68 Baker with eight

Grammys
69 ___ Moines

TheWSJ Daily Crossword | Edited by Mike Shenk
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Solve this puzzle online and discuss it atWSJ.com/Puzzles.

Down
1 Oohs and ___
2 Michaels of rock’s

Poison
3 Dangerous

rattlesnake
4 Not a single

woman?
5 Day division
6 Possess
7 Show featuring

star pitchers?
8 Followed as a

result
9 Mowgli’s adopted

brothers
10 Milky gemstone
11 “I don’t believe

___ met”
12 Voldemort’s

attack left one
on Harry Potter’s
forehead

14 Tommie of the
“Miracle Mets”

18 Mournful poem
22 Faux ___ (some

winter wear)
24 Colgate cost
25 Purposefully lose
26 ___ Loa
28 Mojito ingredient

29 Mined matter
30 Silently went

through the
motions?

31 Slender-
stemmed
mushroom

32 Start taking
effect

37 Snarl
39 Many an “-ly” wd.
40 Director Spike
43 Titular James

Bond villain
45 Font akin to

Helvetica
48 Puzzler
49 Leave stranded
53 “Up and ___!”
54 Russian denial
55 Place to hang

holiday lights,
perhaps

56 “I got this, boss!”
57 Stimulate, as the

appetite
58 Circular dance
59 Catcher’s place
60 A really long

time
63 1914-18 conflict,

for short

Previous Puzzle’s Solution

The contest answer is CHEF’S KISS. Each job in the
five theme answers forms a common possessive
phrase using the first word of a clue: JUDGE’s
Chambers (14-A), TEACHER’s Pet (19-A),
WRITER’s Block (29-D), DOCTOR’s Orders (49-A),
BAKER’s Dozen (67-D). The first letters of the
answers to those clues (CRANE, HAIR, EPEE,
FIRES, SIX) spell CHEF’S. “Kiss” is found, similarly
to the others, as the first word of 77-Across’s clue.

A D D U P L O B S I H A D
C R A N E A C A I T E R I
A A R O N J U D G E H A I R
D I N S I R G R A D
I N I T G Y M T E A C H E R
A S T O N N I A T A U P E

T O N S N O N E A
P A P E R B A C K W R I T E R
D N A A L A L A S
F I R E S E S C J A P A N
S P I N D O C T O R W I P E

E R I C A C T C I A
A S T O A N I T A B A K E R
B I A S L I C E S P A C E
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Above, Chet Holmgren, a 7-foot, 195-pound forward who is a menace at both ends of the floor, could be the difference
maker for Gonzaga. Below, Duke’s Mike Krzyzewski, the winningest coach in the game, is retiring after this season.

SPORTS

Tom Brady’s so-called retirement
barely lasted a month.

The legendary quarterback, who
on Feb. 1 said he was stepping away
from the game he dominated for
nearly two decades, wrote on Twit-
ter Sunday evening that he will re-
turn to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
and play again.

“These past two months I’ve real-
ized my place is still on the field and
not in the stands. That time will
come. But it’s not now,” his tweet
said. “I love my teammates, and I
love my supportive family. They
make it all possible. I’m coming back
for my 23rd season in Tampa.”

His unretirement instantly be-
came the biggest bombshell of the
NFL off-season. It’s also not terribly
surprising. Ever since he signaled
that he was finally calling it quits, he
had hedged against his own words
and left the door more than ajar to
come back. Just a week after his an-
nouncement, he said on his “Let’s
Go” podcast that he would “never
say never.” At a Manchester United
game on Saturday, soccer great Cris-
tiano Ronaldo asked Brady: “You’re
finished, right?”

Brady shrugged the question off.
He posted a video of the encounter
to his Instagram account. The next
day he fired off his tweet that he
was coming back.

News of Brady’s impending retire-
ment first emerged in late January
and co-opted the NFL playoffs. Then
a few days later, on Feb. 1, he con-
firmed the news on Instagram.

“I have always believed the sport
of football is an ‘all in’ proposition—
if a 100% competitive commitment
isn’t there, you won’t succeed,” he
wrote in the post. “This is difficult
for me to write, but here it goes: I
am not going to make that competi-
tive commitment anymore.”

The 41 days since apparently con-
vinced Brady that he is going to
make that competitive commitment
once again.

Brady, 44 years old, had long spo-
ken of his desire to play until he
turned 45—the age he will turn in
August. But as the last season went
on, he appeared increasingly non-
committal about his professional fu-
ture.

BY ANDREW BEATON

Tom Brady
Unretires,
Will Return
To Tampa

Tom Brady says he is coming back.
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More Help,
Please
Healing: Our Path From Mental Illness
to Mental Health
By Thomas Insel
(Penguin Press, 306 pages, $28)

BOOKSHELF | By Sally Satel

We Are All Ukrainians Now

R ussia, Poland, Ukraine,
Lithuania. They’re all
the same to many

American Jews. I’ve never
heard an American Jew boast
about his Ukrainian heritage.
(One of my grandfathers was
from Ukraine, and I’m not
bragging.)

Regina Brett, a Cleveland
Jewish News columnist, wrote
last month, “We stand with
Ukraine as its people huddle
in subway stations. . . . We
stand with the old man stand-
ing outside his shattered
home. . . . We stand with the
Ukrainian soldiers trying to
defend David against Goliath.”

We are all Ukrainians now.
I was ambivalent about that
until last week.

The pogroms, Nazi collabo-
rators, Bohdan Khmelnytsky—
a 17th-century Ukrainian hero,
who was also responsible for

killing thousands of Jews.
That’s history.

This might be the first time
Jews and Ukrainians are on
the same page. In the 1980s, I
became interested in John
Demjanjuk, a retired auto
worker in suburban Cleveland
who was accused of killing
Jews at a Nazi extermination

camp. When I wrote to Dem-
janjuk’s daughter for her side
of the story, she sent me a
pamphlet, which said her fa-
ther, the alleged Ukrainian SS
man, had been framed by the
editor of a small pro-Soviet,
anti-Ukrainian newspaper in
New York in 1975.

I went to Demjanjuk’s trial

in Cleveland. I wanted to see a
Nazi collaborator. I had seen
many Holocaust survivors but
never a Nazi accomplice. Dem-
janjuk’s citizenship was re-
voked, and he was eventually
shipped off to Israel for a sec-
ond trial. I happened to be at
a Cleveland police station that
day. (I was a police reporter.)
One police officer had a TV
under his desk, which he
watched all day. He said,
“There’s that guy—what-you-
call-him—getting off the plane
in Israel.”

“I’m surprised he didn’t
take a suicide pill,” I said.

”For what? He didn’t do it.”
“There are five witnesses,”

I said.
“So what? It’s the past. Let

it die. But the Jews keep
bringing it up. He didn’t do it.
He was told to, or else.”

A lieutenant said, “What
would you do if somebody
put a gun to your head and

said, ‘Do it or else’?”
“He didn’t have to do it,” I

said.
“The present changes the

past.” My rabbi, Joshua Skoff,
said that at Shabbat services.
Two of Rabbi Skoff’s grand-
parents were from Ukraine. In
his sermon he said, “My
grandparents wouldn’t believe
it—a Jewish president in
Ukraine!”

Rabbi Skoff pointed out
that before Jews read the To-
rah portion, we chant a prayer
that begins, “Blessed are you,
Lord, our God, King of the
universe.” Rabbi Skoff said, “It
doesn’t say ‘King of the Jews.’
It says ‘King of the universe.’ ”

This is a major “kumbaya”
moment in Jewish-Ukrainian
relations. Add that to the
strangeness of this month.

Mr. Stratton is author of
the blog Klezmer Guy: Real
Music & Real Estate.

By Bert Stratton

American Jews find
the present changes
our view of the past.

OPINION

I t may be surprising to learn that serious mental
illness—such as schizophrenia, bipolar disease and
severe depression—afflicts about one in 20 Americans.

Some of us have encountered these conditions in the
experience of family members. Others see it routinely on
display on city streets. By now, as Thomas Insel notes in
“Healing: Our Path From Mental Illness to Mental Health,”
we know much about the brain and about the ways in which
it can malfunction. Yet the outcomes for people treated for
serious mental illness are often poor, he says. Why?

A psychiatrist and neuroscientist who headed the
National Institute of Mental Health in 2002-15 and has since
returned to the private sector, Dr. Insel is well-positioned
to answer the question. In “Healing,” he outlines the

treatments that currently
exist, describes the obstacles
that many people face, and
shows how care programs
might be designed to work
better. The core of his argu-
ment is quickly grasped:
“We’re not taking advantage
of the science we have.”

Dr. Insel starts his analysis
with two contrasting scenarios.
Young Roger was once a
neighbor of his: During Roger’s
last year of high school he
began hearing “alien voices.”
A doctor prescribed crucial
medication, but Roger stopped

taking it. He became so agitated that his father had to call
911, and the police were dispatched. Hospital beds were
scarce, and state law made it impossible to commit Roger
to involuntary care. Psychotic and unable to care for
himself, Roger ended up homeless.

Dr. Insel met Brandon at a mental-health fundraiser
several years ago and learned about his history. In his
late teens, Brandon had become increasingly irrational.
Unlike Roger, though, he was able to embark upon a
continuous and coordinated long-term plan that addressed
every area of vulnerability. There was medication for his
delusions and coaching for his social skills. He received
employment support. Brandon, Dr. Insel says, shows what
can go right. Roger’s story, a far more common one,
reflects the “crisis of care.”

The statistics are depressing. Only about 16% of people
with severe mental illness are receiving even “minimally
acceptable” treatment. Many of the others land in jail cells
or squalid street encampments, or languish in back
bedrooms. Psychiatrists are heavily concentrated in high-
income urban areas, with half of all U.S. counties having no
psychiatrists at all. Paying for treatment can be a challenge,
too: Almost 60% of psychiatrists don’t accept Medicaid,
and 45% don’t accept private insurance. There are only
12.6 public hospital beds for mentally ill patients per
100,000, a quarter of what analysts estimate we need.

These stark deficiencies move Dr. Insel to investigate
programs that, in their creativity and effectiveness, are
worth imitating. Roger’s father, as we remember, had
become so frightened of his troubled son that, like other
parents in such circumstances, he ended up turning to the
police. In Maricopa County, Ariz., by contrast, parents (or
any concerned person) can call a special toll-free number.
A dispatcher deploys a van with a mobile crisis team,
including a psychiatric nurse.

The University of Washington in Seattle has perfected
so-called collaborative care. A staff member is assigned to
focus on “the people who may not be asking for help or
might be falling through the cracks,” as the program’s
director puts it. “This person’s job is to integrate medica-
tions and psychotherapy with programs aimed at meeting
social needs.” In Britain, the Improving Access to Psycho-
logical Therapies program has trained more than 7,000
therapists; they provide help for anxiety and depression to
nearly 600,000 patients each year, as Dr. Insel reports.

Dr. Insel emphasizes that well-designed programs for
recovery should aim at “finding connection, sanctuary,
and meaning not defined or delimited by mental illness.”
Ideal long-term care, after initial contact, would include the
sustained attention of a team, including a social worker and
an occupational therapist. One goal would be to help the
patient navigate a return to school or work, thus avoiding
isolation and self-destructive rumination.

Because Dr. Insel is such an understated writer, it is
easy to miss the audacity to be found in “Healing.” He
confesses to having long “misunderstood the problem” of
treating mental illness—as did most of the profession he
helped to lead for two decades. “While we studied the
risk factors for suicide, the death rate had climbed 33%,”
he writes. “While we identified the neuroanatomy of
addiction, overdose deaths had increased threefold.
While we mapped the genes for schizophrenia, people
with the disease were still chronically unemployed and
dying 20 years early.”

The reality of this failure dawned on him a few years ago
during a public lecture in Portland, Ore. He was clicking
through a PowerPoint presentation highlighting the achieve-
ments of his scientists at the National Institute of Mental
Health: high-resolution scans showing brain changes in
people with depression and abnormal branching in the
neuronal cells of children with schizophrenia.

The first question came from an exasperated father in
the audience. He said that his schizophrenic son had been in
and out of hospitals, had attempted suicide several times,
and was now homeless. What, the man wanted to know,
were all those great lab discoveries doing for his child?
“My mouth suddenly felt dry,” Dr. Insel writes. “But in that
moment, I knew he was right.” Nothing in the lab per se was
addressing the “urgency or magnitude of the suffering.”

Dr. Insel has made the most of the revelation, traveling
widely to identify the crisis of care and look for solutions.
“Healing” is the product of this odyssey—and a compelling
summary of all that he learned along the way.

Dr. Satel is a senior fellow at the American Enterprise
Institute and a visiting professor at the Columbia
University’s Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons.

Our care for the mentally ill focuses on the
relief of symptoms, and few patients receive
the treatment they need. There is a better way.

War profi-
teering is the
world’s sec-
ond - o l d e s t
profess ion ,
and it’s silly
to feign shock
over efforts
by petroleum
c omp a n i e s
and financiers
to use the

bloodshed in Ukraine to make
money in Venezuela.

It’s harder to understand
why the Biden administration
would rush to help the oil in-
dustry and its bankers at the
expense of the long-suffering
Venezuelan people and U.S.
national security. But that
seems to be where we’re
headed.

On March 5 representa-
tives from the White House
and the State Department
visited Caracas to negotiate
with dictator Nicolás Maduro.
The meeting wasn’t public.
But judging from press re-
ports, citing people familiar
with the matter, it’s pretty
clear that the administration
is thinking about lifting the
U.S. sanctions on Venezuelan
oil imports and that it
wanted to see what it could
get in return.

The White House plays
down that speculation. The
meeting just happened to take
place amid surging gasoline
prices and ahead of Mr. Bi-
den’s Tuesday announcement
that the U.S. will forbid Rus-
sian oil imports.

Oil investors, like Chevron,
aren’t so coy. Its four joint-
venture operations in Venezu-
ela are hurt by the sanctions,
as are several U.S. oil-service
companies.

Biden Eyes Venezuelan Oil
On Feb. 7, even before Rus-

sia attacked its neighbor, Reu-
ters reported that Chevron
was asking the White House
to ease the sanctions in the
hope it could begin to recoup
“the hundreds of millions of
dollars” that the regime owes
it. Owners of distressed Vene-
zuelan debt, restricted by the
sanctions, also have been lob-
bying for relief.

You’d think that woke
American corporations and
Wall Street would be embar-
rassed to be seen doing busi-
ness with gangsters propped
up by Russia, China, Cuba and
Iran.

Venezuela’s state-owned oil
company, PdVSA, is an envi-
ronmental wrecking ball. Sat-
ellite images of Lake Mara-
caibo show the complete
devastation the company has
caused. Similar degradation
has occurred in the Amazonas
and Orinoco regions, where
the Maduro regime collabo-
rates with criminal groups en-
gaged in mining that trashes
the environment.

On human rights, Caracas’s
record of imprisonment, tor-
ture and extrajudicial killings
is chilling. Some five million
Venezuelans have fled the
country. Those who remain
suffer unimaginable privation,
often without running water
or adequate nutrition for their
children.

But now Kremlin bank-
ruptcy and isolation have
pushed the Venezuelan
strongman into deep water.
His reliance on Russian bank-
ing—to launder cash from
drug-trafficking, illicit pre-
cious-metals trading and loot-
ing PdVSA—makes him vul-
nerable. The U.S. has a $15

million bounty on his head for
drug trafficking, and his Co-
lombian-born front man, Alex
Saab, has been extradited to
the U.S. on money-laundering
charges.

This would be a good time
to make life more difficult for
Mr. Maduro. Instead the Biden
delegation’s visit to Caracas
bestowed upon him much-
craved legitimacy, which he
used as propaganda in a tri-
umphant nationally televised

speech after the Americans
left. The White House emis-
saries brought home two
American hostages. At least
seven more remain Maduro
bargaining chips.

It’s an open secret that the
administration seeks engage-
ment with rogue nations, in-
cluding Cuba and Iran. To that
end, it may believe that it can
use the Ukrainian crisis as a
pretext to lift sanctions on
Venezuela. But importing
from Venezuela is unlikely to
damp U.S. gasoline prices.

In 2021, according to
OPEC’s secondary source re-
ports—the most accurate
available snapshot of crude
p roduc t i on—Venezue l a
pumped 558,000 barrels a
day. The week of March 7
daily output was 643,000
barrels.

Of this, some 50,000 bar-
rels a day go to Cuba. Around
200,000 barrels daily stay in

Venezuela; much of the rest
goes to Asia.

The only production that
can be ramped up in the next
18 months will come from ex-
isting inactive wells and some
development drilling. That’s
likely to add only about
120,000 to 200,000 barrels a
day, according to Luis
Pacheco, a nonresident fellow
at Rice University and a for-
mer PdVSA executive. Even
then, the regime would first
need to resolve outstanding
debts with joint-venture part-
ners, remove existing legal
and fiscal obstacles, and im-
prove security.

On paper, the restart of
foreign-owned joint ventures
looks promising. But reality
kicks in fast. After years of
neglect and lawlessness, elec-
tricity is in short supply and
rampant crime plagues the oil
fields. Production and trans-
port infrastructure has broken
down.

New investment requires a
fresh hydrocarbon legal
framework to rebuild confi-
dence in the rule of law, a
highly unlikely outcome with-
out regime change. The lift-
ing of U.S. sanctions would
take things in the opposite
direction.

Venezuela might come up
with more oil to sell to the
U.S. if Mr. Maduro’s Asian
buyers begin drawing their oil
from the discounted Russian
pool. In that case Venezuela
will happily sell its excess in-
ventory to the U.S. But what
wisdom is there in refusing
Russian crude and replacing it
with oil from one of the most
dangerous Russian proxies in
the Western Hemisphere?

Write to O’Grady@wsj.com.

The administration
seeks engagement
with Maduro’s
criminal regime.

AMERICAS
By Mary
Anastasia
O’Grady

The U.S. is sit-
ting on top of
a horizontal
empire, capi-
talism’s self-
organiz ing,
i n c e n t i v e -
based struc-
ture with its
layers of
value. It’s not
the Marxist

mush of “to each according to
his needs.” You gotta earn your
spot. Think of the U.S. dollar
as the thread or even the duct
tape that binds the layers to-
gether. Nearly 60% of the $12.8
trillion in world-wide currency
reserves are dollars. Is Amer-
ica’s “exorbitant privilege”—
the almighty dollar as the
world’s leading reserve cur-
rency—under threat? Should
you even care?

Sanctions have bitten Rus-
sia. A huge chunk of its $630
billion in foreign reserves are
frozen. Oligarchs’ yachts have
been seized. Visa, Mastercard
and American Express sus-
pended service in Russia. Ap-
ple and Google Pay stoppage
stranded cashless travelers on
Moscow’s metro. From Netflix
to Nike, voluntary sanctions
are in force.

Was cutting Russia out of
the global financial system
the right move? Naysayers
think this is the beginning of
the end of the dollar as the
reserve currency because
Russia will cozy up to China
and adopt the yuan or pivot
to cryptocurrencies. China
may start dumping dollars. In
fact, since 2014 China and
Russia have severely reduced
their dependence on the dol-

Is the Dollar in Danger?
lar for bilateral trade.

The dollar has been the
world’s reserve currency since
the Bretton Woods Agreement
in July 1944, with the dollar
pegged to gold and other al-
lied currencies pegged to the
dollar. This wasn’t some bu-
reaucratic pronouncement.
The U.S. was in a position of
strength after funding the al-
lied effort in World War II.
America almost lost this privi-
leged status in 1971 when def-
icits from war and welfare led
President Richard Nixon to
drop the gold standard.

Today countries still keep
America’s virtual Benjamins
in their virtual bank vaults—
modern banking’s gold. China
has more than $1 trillion in
Treasurys. Russia has about
$100 billion in dollars of
about $500 billion in their
increasingly frozen foreign
exchange.

But why do these countries
keep dollars? What backs the
currency? The conventional
answer is the “full faith and
credit” of the U.S. govern-
ment. Ha, that and $3.65 will
get you a Starbucks grande
latte, though not in Moscow
anymore. What really backs
the dollar is the future tax-
generating ability of America’s
growing productive economy
and a defense structure to de-
fend that economy’s strength.
Without that, there’s no hori-
zontal-binding duct tape.

South Korea, Thailand, In-
donesia and especially Russia
learned this the hard way dur-
ing currency crisis of the late
1990s. They didn’t keep
enough foreign reserves to
protect their own currencies

after overextending credit and
bank loans denominated in
dollars came due. Argentina,
Venezuela and Zimbabwe
learned this too.

China, like Russia, has per
capita gross domestic product
slightly above Mexico—about
one-sixth of the U.S. China’s
yuan value is based on its
economic growth continuing,
now forecast at only 5.5% for
2022. While China needs to
keep assembling more
iPhones, toys, shoes and grills
for global customers, it is
struggling to move up to
higher horizontal layers.

Whatever China holds in
Russian rubles has lost more
than 40% of its value in mere
weeks. Ouch. If Russia or
other countries hold yuan,
they risk a similar devaluation
if, say, China gets squeezed by
sanctions for invading Taiwan.
China and Russia should be
wary of the mutual delusion
of backing only by the ruble
and the yuan. And I hope Rus-
sia does load up on crypto,
the decline of which may
make the ’90s currency crisis
seem like a picnic.

As Ben Franklin might tell
today’s U.S. leaders, “You have
the reserve currency status, if
you can keep it.” What to do?
The Federal Reserve should
solidify the dollar by raising

interest rates pronto. Treasury
Secretary Janet Yellen needs
to shout “a strong dollar is in
our national interest” from
the mountain tops. Ending fis-
cal deficits would also help by
creating a bidding war for
outstanding Treasurys. U.S.
companies need to update
complacent supply chains. If
products like medications and
iPhones come only from
China, that’s a problem. Be-
cause of this, the Biden ad-
ministration should quit the
union-loving “Buy American”
pitch we heard in his State of
the Union address, which
echoes Donald Trump’s
“America first.” Apple can’t
assemble iPhones in union-
heavy Michigan. America’s
strength comes from buying
goods and services from our
allies in lower horizontal lay-
ers like Vietnam, South Africa
and countries in Eastern Eu-
rope. Don’t mess with that.

It’s time for the U.S. to fig-
ure out where China or Russia
might have even a tiny edge—
pharma, genetics, artificial in-
telligence, cyberwarfare—and
create Operation Warp Speed-
like programs to stimulate
these industries through or-
ders and prepayments, not
handouts.

Sanctions on Russia won’t
endanger the dollar right
away, but wars are when tran-
sitions occur. America
shouldn’t risk its reserve-cur-
rency status. Inflation really
will run rampant if other
countries start dumping dol-
lars. America’s privilege is
worth maintaining—easier
said than done.

Write to kessler@wsj.com.

China and Russia may
be working to take
away America’s
‘exorbitant privilege.’

INSIDE
VIEW
By Andy
Kessler
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Russia’s War Gets Closer to NATO

V ladimir Putin continues to escalate his
bloody war in Ukraine, and he’s testing
NATO more every day. The Russian is

exploiting President Biden’s
publicly stated declarations of
what the U.S. won’t do to help
Ukraine, and in the process he
is bringing the war closer to
NATO’s borders.

That’s the significance of
Sunday’s bombing of a Ukrainianmilitary train-
ing site a mere 10miles from the Polish border.
The strike killed 35 and injured more than 130.
Until last month, U.S. National Guard soldiers
had trained Ukrainians at the site.

The strike by eight missiles was far from the
war’s front lines and the cities Russia is besieg-
ing in Ukraine’s north and east. It follows a
warning a day earlier by Russia’s deputy foreign
minister that Russia considers NATO military
and other aid to Ukraine to be “legitimate tar-
gets.” Russia surely knew that it ran the risk of
killing NATO soldiers if any were still at the
training site.

The strikes showMr. Putin is willing to take
even greater risks to achieve his war aims as
his plans for a lightning capture of Kyiv have
failed. Russia’s recent claims that Ukrainians
are using chemical and biological weapons is
a typical Kremlin accusation before Russia does
the same thing.

Russian forces have also increased their
bombing of Ukrainian cities, including residen-
tial neighborhoods, public squares and hospi-
tals. Mariupol on the Sea of Azov is being re-
duced to rubble and its people are short of food,
water and warmth. The savagerymay lookme-
dieval to shockedWestern eyes, but it is meant
to demoralize Ukrainians in the service of Mr.
Putin’s political goal of persuading President
Volodymyr Zelensky that he must accept a set-
tlement on Russian terms.

Biden Administration officials keep saying
that economic sanctions and Ukrainian resis-
tance mean that Mr. Putin can’t achieve a stra-

tegic victory. But that depends on how you de-
fine victory. A Ukraine divided in two, with
Russia in control of the east, and a rump,

Western Ukraine cut off from
the coast might look like a
victory to Mr. Putin—espe-
cially if sanctions are re-
moved in some cease-fire
agreement.

The point is that Mr. Putin
is taking every advantage of President Biden’s
desire to avoid “escalation” at all costs. He
hearsMr. Biden say his overriding goal is avoid-
ing “World War III,” not stopping Mr. Putin in
Ukraine. The Russian sees that his threats
caused Mr. Biden to back away from a plan to
send Polish fighter jets to Ukraine, even if flown
by Ukrainian pilots.

His threats and Sunday’s military strike are
intended to stop NATO from continuing to send
military aid to Ukraine. He is betting the U.S.
will do nothing if he starts blowing up trucks
coming across the Polish border.

i i i

Mr. Biden has drawn his red line at defending
“every inch” of NATO territory. On CBS’s “Face
the Nation” on Sunday, White House national
security adviser Jake Sullivan said, “if there is
a military attack on NATO territory, it would
cause the invocation of Article Five, and we
would bring the full force of the NATO alliance
to bear in responding to it.”

But what about a chemical attack inside
Ukraine?Mr. Sullivan wasmuch less definitive
about that. How about a siege of cities that kills
thousands? Like it or not, the Russian brutality
that theWest is tolerating in Ukraine is rewrit-
ing the rules of what countries can get away
with in the 21st century. Mr. Putin can do what
he likes as long as he keeps within the outlines
of Ukrainian territory.

No one wants a broader war. But as Russia
escalates, Mr. Biden and NATO had better be
prepared to fight one. A reckless or desperate
Mr. Putin may give them no choice.

Putin is exploiting
Biden’s red lines against

U.S. involvement.

The State Flat-Tax Movement Grows

T he state tax cuts keep coming amid re-
cord budget surpluses, and the next to
arrive may be in Georgia, which wants

to keep up with fast-growing
Sunbelt neighbors.

The state House approved
a plan recently to reduce in-
come taxes by more than $1
billion. The bill collapses six
brackets into a single 5.25%
rate beginning in 2024, scrapping the current
top rate of 5.75%. That will make Georgia the
13th state to adopt a flat tax, following Iowa’s
3.9% rate this month.

The plan eases filing by nixing most deduc-
tions, but a healthy increase in the standard ex-
emption will compensate. Single filers can ex-
clude $12,000 of income, up from the current
$2,700, while the exemption for joint filers rises
to $24,000 from $7,400. House Speaker David
Ralston says 95% of Georgians will pay less un-
der the new plan.

One deduction exception is that filers 65
and up will still be able to deduct $65,000 of
retirement income, such as earnings from
401(k) distributions. One puzzling downside
is that the tax cut wouldn’t take place until
2024, which means taxpayers wouldn’t benefit
for two more years.

Legislators last week also reached a deal on
the midyear budget, which includes a separate
taxpayer dividend. Georgians will get refunds
of $250 a person on their 2020 and 2021 filings
at a total cost of $1.1 billion. The one-time relief

is a political gimmick that won’t do much for
economic growth and the money would have
been better devoted to lowering tax rates. The

tax proposal also doesn’t
touch the current corporate
tax rate of 5.7%, which is a
missed opportunity.

Like most states, Georgia
has fiscal room for tax cuts as
a revenue surge is producing

a budget surplus. Revenue in 2022 is on pace
to exceed scheduled spending by $3.2 billion.
Georgia’s economy has bounced back better
than most since the pandemic shutdown. The
state beat the national average for job growth,
adding more than 210,000 in the past year. In
January Georgia surpassed its pre-pandemic
job level, joining a small club including Texas,
Arizona, Idaho and Utah.

Republican Gov. Brian Kemp has a strong re-
cord as he runs for re-election. But he has a po-
litical incentive to support tax cuts. He faces a
primary challenge from former Sen. David Per-
due, whowants to eliminate the income tax. Re-
publicans in the Legislature also need a policy
win as they face a strong Democratic challenger
for Governor in Stacey Abrams, who nearly won
in 2018.

Georgia’s tax rate is still higher than it
should be to compete with Florida, which was
among the 10 fastest-growing states last year.
Tax competition among the states is accelerat-
ing, and smart political leaders will have to con-
sider pro-growth reforms to keep up.

Georgia is the latest to
suggest a reform with a
single rate on income.

Iran Sends Its Missile Regards

T he Biden Administration’s hell-bent pur-
suit of a new nuclear deal with Iran
grows harder to understand with each

provocation from Tehran. The
latest came Sunday in a mis-
sile attack near a U.S. consul-
ate under construction in
northern Iraq.

Iran typically commits
mayhem through proxy mili-
tias, but this time Tehran took credit. The Is-
lamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, the regime’s
paramilitary group, said it carried out amissile
attack on what it claimed were Israeli targets
inside Iraq. The group said it was in response
to an Israeli airstrike in Syria last week that
killed two IRGC commanders.

Notably, however, the missiles landed in
Kurdish territory in northern Iraq. The Kurds
are America’s best allies in that country. No one
was killed but at least two individuals were in-
jured. It’s likely the IRGC wants to send a mes-
sage about the vulnerability of U.S. interests
and allies in the region as the two sides close
in on a renewed nuclear deal.

The deal would hand Iran tens of billions of
dollars in money and investment. Iran also
wants the U.S. to remove the IRGC from its list
of terrorist groups as part of the deal. Iran
knows the U.S. is preoccupied at the moment
with Ukraine and Russian aggression.

Iran’s missile attack shows the incongruity
of the looming nuclear deal. Like the 2015 origi-
nal agreement, the new one would do nothing
to restrict Iran’s support for regional terror
groups. It includes no restrictions on Iran’smis-
sile program that is growingmore sophisticated
and dangerous.

Iran also continues to support the Houthis

in Yemenwho usemissiles and drones to target
civilian and commercial targets in Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates. And Iran is help-

ing Hezbollah make its mis-
siles targeted at Israel more
accurate.

The U.S., France and others
condemned the Sunday mis-
sile strike, yet they are eager
to give Iran countless billions

that it can use to fund more such attacks. It’s
bizarre.

Jake Sullivan, President Biden’s national se-
curity adviser, seems undeterred despite the
missile attack. “One thing I will say,” he said on
CBS’s “Face the Nation” on Sunday, “is that the
only thing more dangerous than Iran armed
with ballistic missiles and advancedmilitary ca-
pabilities is an Iran that has all of those things
and a nuclear weapon, and President Biden is
still determined to stop Iran from getting a nu-
clear weapon.”

But the deal won’t stop Iran from pursuing,
or getting, a nuclear weapon. Iran could con-
tinue to make progress at secret sites that are
excluded from international inspectors as it
waits for the deal to expire. Meanwhile, it will
be able to sell oil and cut deals with Russia and
Europe to finance its imperialism.

The nuclear talks paused last week after Rus-
sia—which is among the countries brokering
the talks—demanded that sanctions related to
Ukraine not interfere with its deals with Iran.
A U.S. official told the Journal that it won’t
make that concession to Russia, but unless a
new nuclear deal bars Iran-Russia transactions
it will open up new sanctions-evading opportu-
nities. The world will see it as one more sign
of American weakness.

The U.S. pursuit of a
new nuclear deal looks
increasingly bizarre.
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editing, and unpublished letters cannot
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Dusting Off the Cuba Playbook for Venezuela
Your editorial “Hostages for Oil

from Venezuela” (March 10) rightly
points out the folly of believing that
country’s ruined oil patch can quickly
increase exports to the United States.
Cuba has first call on Venezuelan oil
production, in exchange for the intel-
ligence agents it stations in Caracas
to protect Nicolás Maduro and keep
his regime in power. Second comes
China, to which the Maduro regime
sends oil to pay off its billions of dol-
lars in debt.

The Biden administration’s out-
reach to Mr. Maduro has undermined
Venezuela’s democratic forces. This
is a repeat of President Barack
Obama’s Cuba playbook, and today’s
administration strategists are many
of the same people who drafted it a
decade ago. Now as then, the theory
is that if we start lifting economic
sanctions, a vicious tyranny will al-
low a democratic opening.

This approach failed totally in
Cuba and will fail again with Mr. Ma-
duro, as the Venezuelans struggling
against the regime know. The right

U.S. policy is to maintain support for
Venezuelan democrats, not go behind
their backs to search for deals with
their oppressors.

ELLIOTT ABRAMS
Council on Foreign Relations

Washington
Mr. Abrams was U.S. special repre-

sentative for Venezuela (2019-20) and
chairs the Vandenberg Coalition.

“We don’t pay ransom for hos-
tages” is U.S. policy. But habitual coin-
cidences call it into question. Plane-
loads of greenbacks happened to land
in Tehran contemporaneously with the
release of Americans. Bowe Bergdahl’s
release as five went free from Guan-
tanamo was another case of diplo-
matic serendipity. If more chance oc-
currences result from discussions with
Venezuela, Americans may wonder
whether the occasional application of
our no-ransom policy is also serendip-
itous. Rival nations will harbor the
same doubts—and take advantage.

STEVEN SARFATTI
Cabin John, Md.

The Obstacles to Transferring Those MiG-29s
The Pentagon says the plan to

transfer MiGs was not “tenable.” In
response, your editorial asks, “Unten-
able how?” (“NATO’S Polish MiG Fi-
asco,” March 10). Here’s how:

The 35-year-old Soviet aircraft will
need a staging area, a quality fuel sup-
ply, Ukrainian-compatible communica-
tions, compatible ordinance hard
mounts and supporting electronics,
spares for battle damage and routine
mechanical failures, forward air con-
trollers, IFF (identify friend or foe) in-
terrogation, electronic warfare to
combat surface-to-air missiles, and a
secure radar and GPS to get around
and defeat jamming efforts. The Ukrai-
nian pilots already qualified on the
NATO Fulcrum MiG-29 will also need
differences training, and then there’s
the issue of friendly fire. A Ukrainian
soldier, under intense stress, will
shoot at any MiG-29 he sees.

The Polish Air Force has said it can
deliver up to 28 MiG-29s. What does
“up to” mean? It has to do with how
many aircraft are cannibalized, air-
worthy and otherwise combat capa-
ble. It could be four or 24. And the
Pentagon will “back fill” those air-
craft with F-16s? If I were Poland, I
would joyfully give up as much of my
antique Mikoyan scrap metal for
F-16s in an instant!

I would predict that the plan was
indeed not tenable. The MiG-29s
would not save thousands of Ukrai-
nian lives but certainly would con-
sume the last measure of bravery of
28 Ukrainian pilots in their one and
only sortie into combat. That would
be a “fiasco.” The hard truth is that
combat systems are complicated.

CAPT. ERIC HANSEN, USAF (RET.)
Cleveland

As a newly minted government
employee right out of college, I was
advised by my supervisor, a govern-
ment lifer, that “you never get in
trouble saying no.” If enough pres-
sure is brought to bear, you can al-
ways change your mind, citing
changed circumstances. If not, move
on to the next rejection.

Government-lifer Mr. Biden knows
this lesson, and he shows it with his
responses to Ukrainian arms requests.
Perhaps he is waiting until the polls
show enough voters demand more ag-
gressive support. But what might be
smart survivor politics for a drilling
permit can be fatal in times of war. In
a few weeks, it may be too late to
provide MiG fighters for Ukraine.

JOSEPH P. PETITO
Bethesda, Md.

The challenge of providing an ally
airplanes without directly involving
the U.S. is not new. Before the U.S. en-
tered World War II, Britain needed
planes just as Ukraine now needs
them. The U.S. was prevented by the
Neutrality Act from flying planes from
the U.S. to England or even to Canada.
To circumvent the limitations, and
help a democracy hold its own against
a dictator, the U.S. took the planes to
the Canadian border, emptied the fuel
and had the planes dragged over the
border by trucks or horses. The
planes were then fueled and flown to
England from Canada. The U.S. had
not violated the Neutrality Act, and
Britain gained the planes it needed.

With an awareness of U.S. history
and a little imagination, the U.S.
could accept Poland’s offer.

DAVID R. LEVIN
Washington

If You Play With Antitrust
Fire, You Might Get Burned

Arizona Attorney General Mark
Brnovich has opened an antitrust in-
vestigation into investment funds
centered around environmental, so-
cial and governance (ESG) goals. He
argues that they are financing a coor-
dinated political agenda (“ESG May
Be an Antitrust Violation,” op-ed,
March 7). First Amendment concerns
and the heavy legal lift of proving
collusion aside, this investigation is
wrongheaded for two reasons.

First, two wrongs don’t make a
right. Mr. Brnovich is right that many
ESG funds are politicized. But the
remedy is not antitrust enforcement,
which itself is politicized—not to
mention slow, ineffective and prone
to regulatory capture.

Second, it is unwise to give new
ideas to the Federal Trade Commis-
sion’s Lina Khan, Sens. Josh Hawley
and Amy Klobuchar and others look-
ing to expand antitrust regulation.
Antitrust mission creep has already
crept too far.

RYAN YOUNG
Competitive Enterprise Institute

Washington

Rethinking the Old History of Preservationism
It was a pity to read zero acknowl-

edgment of the indigenous caretakers
of our land in “Democracy Helped
Seed National Parks” (Review, March
5). National parks are a treasure, yet I
remember how wrong it felt driving
through the Redwood national forest
and seeing hikes and landmarks with
plaques commemorating white men
with names like “John,” “Stephen”
and “Newton” who helped save the
last 5% of the Redwoods from logging.

The “Americans” the article refer-
ences who “regarded their country’s
natural wonders” are European colo-

nizers and their descendants who
created national parks. Yet had the
land never been settled (read: stolen),
there would never have been a need
to protect it, either for us or from us,
as the author distinguishes. Rather
than praising democracy for cordon-
ing off the last bits of land that capi-
talism is bent on destroying, let’s re-
vere and look to the native people
who stewarded the land for millennia.

KATIE MILLER
Minneapolis

“Wait. Have you adjusted
for daylight savings time?”

THEWALL STREET JOURNAL

An Awfully Fine Distinction
In “Ukraine Changes Everything”

(Wonder Land, March 3), Dan Hen-
ninger writes that President Biden’s
State of the Union address “had no
memorable lines.” The president did,
however, give voice to a memorable
oxymoron as he challenged business
to “Lower your costs, not your wages.”

The speechwriter who penned that
line must have cut class on a day
when an important lecture in Eco-
nomics 101 was given.

MIMS MOBLEY
Greenwood, S.C.

Pepper ...
And Salt
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T he West’s response to
Russia’s unprovoked inva-
sion of Ukraine has been
resolute, unified and con-
sequential. But it is inade-

quate to the task of deterring and
containing Vladimir Putin’s designs
on Ukraine and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization’s frontline
states. Sanctions alone are insuffi-
cient to deter Mr. Putin, who, like
countless European tyrants before
him, recognizes only strength. If
Western leaders want Mr. Putin to
sue for peace, they need to increase
troop levels on NATO’s eastern flank
and introduce a robust defensive
military presence in western
Ukraine and the Black Sea.

At present the West is allowing
Mr. Putin’s illegal invasion and sa-
ber-rattling to define the bat-
tlespace. This is wrong: Western
militaries can and should operate in-
side western Ukraine, far from Rus-
sia’s ground operations in the east
of the country. A decisive show of
force inside Ukraine would signal to
Mr. Putin that the West won’t toler-
ate Russian attempts to redraw bor-
ders by force. It will also stanch the
worst bloodletting in Europe since
1945 and forestall future Russian ag-
gression in Europe.

Western politicians recognize
that we are at a pivotal moment in
history. Mr. Putin seeks to upend the
European order forged by American-
led victories in World War II and the
Cold War. Whether he is nursing old
grievances or trying to rebuild a
czarist empire is beside the point. If
his scorched-earth tactics yield vic-
tory in Ukraine, he will stir up trou-
ble in Moldova, the Baltic states or
Poland. It is ahistorical and unwise
to assume otherwise. Hitler’s 1938
annexation of the Sudetenland is an
imperfect but instructive analogy.

Article 5 of the NATO charter
obliges the whole bloc to come to
the defense of member nations that
are under attack. Western resolve in

Send NATO Troops to Western Ukraine

the current crisis will shape Mr. Pu-
tin’s willingness to gamble on such
a response in any future showdown.
His successes in Crimea in 2014 and
Syria in 2015-16 were key factors in
his decision to invade Ukraine.

The U.S. and Europe have risen

to the occasion. They have imposed
crushing financial penalties on Rus-
sian firms and rushed materiel to
Ukraine. But bloody history shows
that strategic patience pays off for
Russia. Mr. Putin will likely gain
sway over much of Ukraine, remain
ensconced in the Kremlin, and plot
his next moves westward. Western
politicians, understandably wary of
military commitments after long
campaigns in Iraq and Afghanistan,
have ruled out sending troops. But

forgoing a defensive humanitarian
deployment in western Ukraine
brings significant risks, including
months of horrific bloodshed and,
down the road, an emboldened
Russia.

There are no international trea-
ties or laws preventing a military
deployment now that Mr. Putin has
invaded Ukraine. The democratically
elected government of Volodymyr
Zelensky would welcome such a
troop presence. Mr. Putin believes
he is dictating events, and so far
Western nations are going along.
That dynamic should be reversed.

Western powers have dispatched
thousands of troops to frontline
NATO states for humanitarian pur-
poses. But these forces’ impact
would be far more consequential
inside Ukraine. Western powers
should insert heavily armored
forces into pockets of western
Ukraine, making clear that such de-
ployments are at the invitation of
the sovereign government, are de-
signed to safeguard humanitarian
operations, and won’t engage of-
fensively with Russian forces.

Such forces, drawn from NATO
states and possibly other allied
countries, could be structured simi-
larly to NATO-led missions in Kos-
ovo and Afghanistan. If Mr. Putin’s
ground forces remain bogged down
in eastern Ukraine, this humanitar-
ian-oriented force could gradually
move east. The recent uptick in air-
strikes in parts of western Ukraine
underscores the need to deter Mr.
Putin bringing his indiscriminate
bombing campaign to towns and cit-
ies on NATO’s periphery.

This plan requires hard-nosed
leadership, but it doesn’t mean au-
tomatic war with Russia, let alone a
nuclear conflict. Mr. Putin is fond of
saber-rattling, not least because it
has worked as deterrence thus far.
The Russian leader, whose forces are
being stymied by an outgunned but
determined Ukrainian military, is
unlikely to risk skirmishes with bet-
ter-equipped Western divisions on
the other side of Ukraine who aren’t
shooting at him. Mr. Putin may be a
zealot and a gambler, but he and his
generals remain rational. They
aren’t looking to trigger a nuclear
armageddon.

Western deployments in and
around Ukraine would signal to Mr.
Putin that the U.S. and NATO will no
longer tolerate attempts to violate
the post-World War II rules-based
order. They would also temper Rus-
sian gains in Ukraine, helping en-
sure the country’s survival, even if
de facto partitioned in the near-
term. Countless lives would be
saved.

This moment calls for decisive
action, well-planned and calibrated
to avoid a shooting war. Politicians
must cast aside straw-man argu-
ments and what-if scenarios and
make clear to Mr. Putin his aggres-
sion must end.

Mr. Hood, a foreign-policy practi-
tioner since 2001, worked for the
United Nations, 2001-06, and in the
Office of Vice President Mike Pence,
2019-21.

By Ludovic Hood
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A show of force inside the
country would save lives
and deprive Putin of the
ability to dictate events.

OPINION

Biden’s War
On Oil Hits
Consumers

By Harold Hamm

Would a Russian Coup Solve Anything?

S ome Western observers hope
Vladimir Putin will be over-
thrown in a coup. While the

likelihood of such an event is debat-
able, one thing is certain: If Mr. Pu-
tin were removed in a coup, whoever
replaces him would face the same
domestic political incentives and
disincentives, which would likely
lead to a continuation of Russia’s
confrontational approach to the
West.

Political science and history tell
us a lot about how authoritarian re-
gimes start, persist and end. In
highly personalized regimes like Mr.
Putin’s Russia, rulers often fight to
the bitter end, and the regime that
follows typically isn’t democratic.

Further, a post-Putin Russian re-
gime would rule the same country—
the world’s most vast by far, with
relatively indefensible and porous
borders. Sitting as Russia does at
the crossroads of Eurasia, its bor-
ders have for centuries been the ob-
ject of rivalry and conflict with
neighbors to the west, east and
south. By one estimate, since 1800
Russia has experienced an invasion
from its west about once every 33
years on average.

The result has been a nearly per-
manent sense of weakness and in-

security within Russia. That has
fueled a domestic political environ-
ment in which those who pursue
confrontation and opposition in
foreign policy—whether czars, Po-
litburo chairmen or presidents—
tend to realize greater political suc-
cess than those who favor
cooperation and integration.

In 1993, when Russia needed out-
side economic assistance, President
Boris Yeltsin cautioned President
Clinton not to provide too much as-
sistance, lest Yeltsin’s domestic con-
servative political opposition claim
that Russia had become subservient
to the U.S. At about that same time,
the Yeltsin government was com-
pelled to move away from so-called
Westernism in foreign policy and to-
ward aggressive nationalism to un-
dercut conservative critics at home.

Mr. Putin has cited the expansion
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation as a threat to Russian secu-
rity, even though that expansion was

accompanied by an unprecedented
pacification of Europe. As NATO
grew, its defense spending, troop
levels and military capability all de-
clined. From the end of the Cold War
until 2014, when Russia first invaded
Ukraine, the U.S. troop strength in
Europe fell from roughly 300,000 to
61,000. Canadian and British troops
left the Continent completely, Ger-
many ended conscription and cut the
size of its military by two-thirds. De-
fense spending dropped steadily
across Europe. This weakness caused
panic in the halls of NATO when
Russia annexed Crimea in 2014. Yet
to build and consolidate political au-
thority and approval in Russia, Mr.
Putin demonized the West and por-
trayed NATO expansion as a danger.

So although a coup in Moscow
could bring an end to Russia’s disas-
trous war in Ukraine, a new ruler or
regime would face the same domes-
tic political incentives and would
likely end up behaving in similar
ways.

Mr. Deni is a research professor
at the U.S. Army War College’s Stra-
tegic Studies Institute, a nonresident
senior fellow at the Atlantic Council,
and author of “NATO and Article 5:
The Transatlantic Alliance and the
Twenty-First-Century Challenges of
Collective Defense.”

By John R. Deni

Putin’s successor would
face the same political and
geographic conditions that
led him to confrontation.
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Sweden’s New Debate Over Joining NATO

T o the disappointment of many
international observers, Swed-
ish Prime Minister Magdalena

Andersson last week dismissed the
idea that Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine would drive Sweden into the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Applying for membership would
“further destabilize the situation,”
she said curtly during a press con-
ference Wednesday. But domestic
politics may yet take the country
closer to NATO, either by forcing Ms.
Andersson’s hand or shifting power
to her opponents.

The prime minister’s comments
look craven next to the bold stances
other European powers have taken
against Vladimir Putin. Before his in-
vasion of Ukraine, Europe seemed
largely divided on the question of
Russia. But since Mr. Putin’s troops
marched across the Ukraine border,
European leaders have shown a
largely unified front against him.

This included Sweden, which sent
weapons, body armor and rations to
Ukraine’s military at the outset of
the invasion, and later announced it
would increase its domestic military
spending to 2% of gross domestic
product. Meanwhile, Finland, Swe-
den’s closest defense partner, accel-
erated discussion and preparation
for joining NATO. And for the first
time, opinion polls in Sweden show
pluralities or even a majority also fa-
vor joining the alliance. It looked as
though Moscow’s invasion—launched
in part to try to stop Ukraine from
joining NATO—might end up ex-
panding the alliance’s footprint in
Europe.

But Ms. Andersson’s turn away
from NATO shouldn’t surprise any-
one familiar with her political party,
the Social Democrats, which has
long opposed Sweden’s formal in-
volvement in any military alliance.
Having dominated Swedish politics
for more than a century, the party’s
foreign-policy stance bolstered the
country’s national identity as a hu-
manitarian superpower committed
to peace, diplomacy and neutrality.
Sweden’s political parties have long

been differentiated by economic
rather than defense policy. From the
late 20th century through the early
21st, there was a left-wing bloc led
by the Social Democrats that advo-
cated robust social services and a
right-wing coalition that pursued
free-market reforms and economic
deregulation. Both sides pursued
dramatic reductions in defense
spending. They preferred to put re-
sources toward other problems,
such as Sweden’s high youth unem-
ployment, faltering welfare state,
and influx of refugees. Add to this
the Social Democrats’ criticism of
American incursions in the Middle
East and its wariness of NATO mem-
ber Turkey’s illiberal President Re-
cep Tayyip Erdogan, and you can
see the source of Ms. Andersson’s
hesitation.

These political fault lines began
to shift about 10 years ago, however,
with the rise of the anti-immigrant
Sweden Democrats. When it entered
Parliament in 2010, that nationalist
party took up such a large section of
the electorate that it denied both the
left and the right an outright major-
ity. United by opposition to the Swe-
den Democrats’ cultural conserva-
tism and push for stronger border
controls, in 2019 two parties from
the old center-right coalition put
their economic agendas aside and
threw their support to the Social
Democrats. As a result, the current
government is center-left, but its

survival depends on passive support
from allies to the right.

The debate over joining NATO has
split this centrist alliance. The left-
leaning parties in the ruling govern-
ment—including the Social Demo-
crats—oppose membership, while
the entire center-right is pressing
for Sweden to join. And although the
Sweden Democrats have previously

officially opposed NATO member-
ship, party leader Jimmie Åkesson
announced on March 11 that they
were re-evaluating their position.
Were the nationalists to change their
stance, a majority of Sweden’s Par-
liament—nearly 60%—would support
joining NATO.

It’s possible Ms. Andersson’s ap-
parent tabling of Swedish NATO
membership is part of a strategy to
set aside potential incentives for Mr.
Putin to withdraw from Ukraine. But
if the move has less-inspired motiva-
tions, if it stems from bureaucratic
paralysis and the Social Democrats’
noted inability to adjust to change,
other figures in Swedish politics
should be prepared to lead the coun-

try toward NATO membership.
This may depend on Annie Lööf,

the charismatic leader of the Center
Party—the larger of the two former
center-right parties whose support
enables the Social Democrats to gov-
ern. With national elections looming
this fall, Ms. Lööf has the power to
push Stockholm toward NATO by le-
veraging her party’s support for the
ruling government. Either the Social
Democrats take concrete steps to-
ward entering the alliance, or Ms.
Lööf and her party could turn right-
ward and unite a majority favoring
NATO membership.

The former option, however, is
probably better for the country. The
decision to end Sweden’s 200-year
tradition of official military non-
alignment should come from a
broad coalition. Yet even if the
country has to be led to the alliance
by a smaller majority, it would be
better than the other scenario that
beckons in the near term, in which
political maneuvering allows an out-
dated minority opinion to shackle
the country’s defenses as Russia
grows more belligerent.

Mr. Teitelbaum is an associate
professor at the University of Colo-
rado, Boulder, and author of “Lions
of the North: Sounds of the New Nor-
dic Radical Nationalism” and “War
for Eternity: The Rise of the Populist
Right and the Return of Traditional-
ism.”

By Benjamin R. Teitelbaum

The center-right may
yet overcome the Social
Democratic prime
minister’s opposition.

G asoline prices are higher than
we have ever seen. The govern-
ment reported a year-over-year

inflation rate of 7.9% for February, the
highest since 1982. Americans need
relief, and one thing stands in the way:
President Biden’s unwillingness to re-
verse course on his administration’s
commitment to put the American oil-
and-gas industry out of business at
the consumer’s expense.

In the year since the administra-
tion froze new drilling leases on 26%
of federal land and more than a third
of the nation’s resources in produc-
tivity, the U.S. has been falling fur-
ther from energy independence, put-
ting national security at risk. There is
no good reason for America to be-
come more reliant on energy imports.
It constrains our policy choices,
forces us to cede our national secu-
rity to foreign players and enriches
those who would do us harm. This
administration is working with the
Saudis, Venezuela and even Iran to
come to the rescue. Why?

The U.S. needs domestically pro-
duced oil and natural gas. In 2019 the
U.S. became energy-independent, a
net exporter. Gas and electricity
prices were low, and the U.S. was the
largest producer of energy on the
planet. Thanks to abundant and af-
fordable clean-burning natural gas,
brought to us by horizontal drilling,
the reduction in greenhouse-gas
emissions was the most successful in
the industrialized world.

Modern life is predicated on
cheap, abundant and reliable energy.
This administration has manufac-
tured scarcity and mandated insecu-
rity around the globe. Energy prices
are rising everywhere, and releasing
a couple of days’ supply from our
strategic reserves is a temporary
patch. The largest strategic reserve
in the world is under our feet.

The solution lies in three simple
actions: First, make it official U.S.
policy to restore energy-indepen-
dence by using all sources of avail-
able energy. Announce the intent to
bring on more supply of oil and gas
in the U.S. This provides certainty for
producers to bring new capital and
supplies to the market, meeting cur-
rent world demand.

Second, open federal lands for en-
ergy development. The 9,000 permits
the White House keeps touting is
misleading at best. Thousands of
those sites can’t be developed as they
are held up in litigation. Others re-
quire new permits and leases to make
a full unit. Thousands more await ap-
proval. Conservatively, our data tells
us the number of available permits
ready for production today stands
closer to 1,500, and many of those
are already drilling. No leases have
been issued for federal land since
2020.

Third, support energy infrastruc-
ture, including pipelines to transport
natural gas, oil and CO2 safely. Proj-
ects such as the Mountain Valley
Pipeline would increase energy avail-
ability and enhance our ability to ex-
port to our allies.

Last week we heard for the first
time that Energy Secretary Jennifer
Granholm is ready to work with “ev-
eryone and anyone who is willing to
take a lead into the future by diver-
sifying your energy portfolios to
add clean fuels and technologies.”
The American oil-and-gas industry
has done just that. My message to
the administration is this: The peo-
ple of American oil and gas stand
ready to work with you on U.S. en-
ergy development.

Mr. Hamm is chairman of the
Hamm Institute for American Energy,
the Domestic Energy Producers Alli-
ance and the Council for a Secure
America. He is founder and chairman
of Continental Resources.

The American energy
industry is ready to help
if Washington stops trying
to put us out of business.
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WORLDWATCH

SAUDI ARABIA

Execution of 81 Is
Most by Kingdom

Saudi Arabia put to death 81
people who had been convicted
of crimes including murders,
rape, arms smuggling and links
to terrorist groups, in the largest
known mass execution in the
history of the kingdom.

Most of those executed on
Saturday were Saudis, according
to the interior ministry. More
than half were from the minor-
ity Shiite Muslim population,
which has a history of militancy
and protest against discrimina-
tion. Seven were Yemeni nation-
als and one was Syrian.

The interior ministry didn’t
disclose how the men were killed.
Executions in the past have in-
volved beheading by sword.

Saturday’s executions are the
most in the country in a single
day, surpassing the 63 people
killed in 1980 in connection with
the takeover of Mecca’s Grand
Mosque by Saudi extremists.

—Stephen Kalin

LIBYA

Boat Capsizes; 19
Migrants Missing

A boat carrying about two
dozen migrants capsized in the
Mediterranean Sea off the coast
of Libya on Saturday, with at
least 19 people missing and pre-
sumed dead, authorities said.

Libya’s coast guard said that a
group of 23 migrants—both Egyp-
tians and Syrians—set off from
Tobruk earlier in the day. Three
migrants were rescued and taken
to a hospital. Only one body was
retrieved and search efforts were
ongoing, the agency said.

—Associated Press

GREECE-TURKEY

Leaders Hold Rare
Bilateral Meeting

Greece’s prime minister met
with Turkey’s president in Istan-
bul on Sunday in a rare meeting
between the neighbors who
have been at odds over maritime
and energy issues, the status of
Aegean islands and migration.

Prime Minister Kyriakos Mit-
sotakis and Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan were ex-
pected to discuss bilateral and
international relations as well as
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, the
Turkish presidency’s communica-
tions directorate said.

Greece and Turkey are nominal
NATO allies but have strained rela-
tions over competing maritime
boundary claims that affect energy
exploration rights in the Mediterra-
nean. Tensions flared in 2020 over
exploratory drilling rights in areas
where Greece and Cyprus claim
their own exclusive economic zone,
leading to a naval standoff.

—Associated Press

BY DION NISSENBAUM

WORLD NEWS

While Saudi-backed fighters
say they have made gains in re-
cent weeks, the Houthis still
control the country’s capital
and much of the nation’s north-
ern highlands. The fractured
Yemeni government and its al-
lies retain fragile control in the
south and east.

If the Houthis take Marib, it
would give them effective con-
trol of the entire north of Ye-
men, along with oil money they
can use to keep financing their
fight. “If they control Marib, we
will lose the war and lose secu-
rity and stability in the region,”
said one top Saudi official.

Officials in Marib said more
than two million people have
sought refuge here—nearly 60%
of the 3.5 million Yemenis dis-
placed by the war. Most are
housed in about 150 spartan
camps surrounding Marib.

The U.S. and Saudi Arabia
have accused Iran of providing
the Houthis with weapons, ad-
visers and support they have
used to build and launch an ex-
panding array of drones and
missiles targeting Riyadh, Abu
Dhabi and ships off the Yemeni
coast.

On a recent morning, a
Saudi coalition jet fighter flew
high overhead. A Houthi drone
crashed into some Yemeni mili-
tary vehicles, setting a couple
of them ablaze. Yemeni fighters
sought shelter from the sun
anywhere they could.

As Houthi bullets zipped
overhead, one barefoot fighter
sat impassively with his back to
the front line. “God protect us,”
the soldier said as Yemeni
fighters along the dirt berm
tried to hold the line.

Saudis Fight to Turn the Tide in Yemen
Riyadh-led coalition
struggles to keep Iran-
backed Houthis from
advancing in civil war

A Yemeni soldier calling himself Fouad the Brave fired back at Houthi fighters in Marib during fighting in mid-February.
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Iran’s top paramilitary force
claimed responsibility for a
missile attack early Sunday that
slammed into northern Iraq,
sending U.S. troops rushing for
shelter, shattering windows.

The Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps issued a state-
ment through its official Sepha
News site saying that it carried
out a missile attack in response
to recent Israeli actions in the
region, which included an air-
strike last week in Syria that
killed two of the Iranian para-
military group’s commanders.

Kurdish officials said that at
least 12 ballistic missiles hit the
area, creating powerful blasts
that damaged a local television
station and a palatial com-
pound identified as the home of
a major Kurdish businessman.

The Iranian group said it
carried out a missile attack on
what it claimed were com-
pounds used by Israeli spies
operating in Iraq.

Israeli officials declined to
comment.

The U.S., Iraq and other na-
tions condemned the missile
strike as a destabilizing act as
the Israeli military stepped up
its defenses and U.S. officials
considered how to respond.
Kurdish officials said up to a
dozen ballistic missiles were

By Dion Nissenbaum,
Ghassan Adnan
and Aresu Eqbali

The U.S. won’t negotiate ex-
emptions to Ukraine-related
sanctions on Russia to save
the 2015 Iran nuclear deal and
could try to strike a separate
accord excluding Moscow, a
senior U.S. official said, a dip-
lomatic effort complicated by
an Iranian missile attack on
Iraq.

With one of President Bi-
den’s top foreign-policy goals
imperiled, the U.S. official said
Washington would start ex-
ploring alternatives to the deal
over the next week if Russia
didn’t back away from its de-
mands for written guarantees
exempting Russia from
Ukraine-related sanctions that
could curtail its future trade
with Iran. Such guarantees
could undercut the West’s
punishing array of sanctions
leveled at Russia over the
Ukraine invasion.

“I don’t see the scope for
going beyond what is within
the confines of the JCPOA,”
the U.S. official said, referring
to the 2015 nuclear deal for-

MARIB, Yemen—Enemy bul-
lets ripped overhead. A bare-
foot Yemeni soldier who calls
himself Fouad the Brave
grabbed a rifle and returned
fire from behind a sand berm,
taking aim at Iran-backed
Houthi fighters a few hundred
yards away.

The small desert outpost
manned by Fouad and a hand-
ful of sunburned soldiers is on
the front line of Yemen’s civil
war, which pits government
forces backed by Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates
against Houthi rebels allied
with Tehran.

Marib is one of the last ma-
jor sanctuaries the Yemeni gov-
ernment has in the north of the
country. “Either we win,” Fouad
said, “or we die trying.”

Saudi Arabia and its allies,
with their local proxies trying
to hold their ground and with
Washington having scaled back
support for the conflict, are
struggling to turn the tide here,
stepping up aerial bombing and
missile strikes.

The Saudi-led coalition car-
ried out roughly 700 airstrikes
in February, according to the
Yemen Data Project, a non-
profit that tracks the war in Ye-
men. That would make it the
most intense period of bomb-
ing since 2018.

In the past four months,

more than 1,500 Yemeni civil-
ians have been killed or
wounded, up from 823 in the
previous four months, accord-
ing to the Civilian Impact Mon-
itoring Project. Saudi-coalition
airstrikes were responsible for
the vast majority of the casual-
ties, the group said.

A central aim of the air-
strikes, Saudi officials say: push
the Houthis back and hurt them
enough that they feel com-
pelled to negotiate an end to
the war. Peace talks have been
stalled as the Houthis try to
capture Marib.

The U.S. and United Nations
have urged Saudi Arabia to
ease up on airstrikes. But offi-
cials in Riyadh and Yemen say
they intend to hit the Houthis
even harder.

“We have to continue the
fight,” said Sheikh Sultan al-Ar-
adah, the governor of Marib.
His home was destroyed in
September by two Houthi bal-
listic missiles. “This is the right
track, but it’s just the begin-
ning.”

The Houthis have responded
to the Saudi and U.A.E. moves
by launching missile and drone

strikes targeting the Gulf na-
tions. They have also fired
more missiles at Marib, includ-
ing a barrage of seven that
crashed into the city on Feb. 19
while a Wall Street Journal re-
porter and photographer were
visiting.

The intensifying violence
comes seven years after Saudi
Arabia and a small group of al-
lied nations launched a bomb-
ing campaign that Riyadh said
would take only a few weeks to
rout Houthi fighters who had
taken Yemen’s capital, San’a, in
a conflict that grew out of the

Arab Spring.
Instead, the war has created

one of the worst humanitarian
crises in the world, with the
U.N. estimating that more than
377,000 people have died as a
result of the war, 70% of them
children.

The war in Yemen also gave
Iran an opening to transform
outgunned Houthi fighters into
one of Tehran’s most adept mil-
itant allies. The group can now
fly advanced drones and fire
long-range missiles capable of
hitting the capitals of Saudi
Arabia and the U.A.E.

mally known as the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action.
“I think it’s pretty safe to say
that there is no room for mak-
ing exemptions beyond those.”

Iran’s top paramilitary force
took responsibility for a mis-
sile attack early Sunday on
what it claimed were Israeli
targets.

The Iranian attack is likely
to create more regional resis-
tance to American efforts to
strike a new nuclear contain-
ment deal with Iran. The U.S.
effort to resurrect the deal
with Iran, which then-Presi-
dent Donald Trump withdrew
from in 2018, has drawn criti-
cism from Israeli and Persian
Gulf leaders who worry that it
will allow Tehran to continue
to arm allies across the region
and carry out its own missile
strikes with impunity.

American, Iraqi and other
world leaders condemned Sun-
day’s missile strike as a desta-
bilizing act, as the Israeli mili-
tary stepped up its defenses
and U.S. officials considered
how to respond. The French
foreign ministry warned that
the strike could imperil talks

over the nuclear deal.
U.S. Deputy Secretary of

State Wendy Sherman said
U.S. officials are still seeking
an agreement to curb Iran’s
nuclear program despite the
Iranian missile strike in Iraq.

“If Iran has a nuclear
weapon, its ability to project
power into the Middle East
and to deter us, our allies, and

partners, is enormous,” Ms.
Sherman said on “Fox News
Sunday.” “So President Biden
believes very strongly, as does
Secretary Blinken, as do I, that
we need to make sure that
Iran never obtains a nuclear
weapon, and then we also
need to deal with their malign
behavior in the region.”

Time is pressing. U.S. and Eu-
ropean officials say that Iran’s

nuclear work has expanded
close to a point that the deal’s
main benefit to the West—keep-
ing Iran months away from
amassing enough nuclear fuel
for a nuclear weapon—would be
impossible. Iran is currently just
a few weeks from that so-called
breakout point.

The senior U.S. official said
an agreement between Iran and
the U.S. was “within reach,”
saying only a few issues were
holding up a deal when talks in
Vienna were broken off Friday
because of Russia’s demand.
The official called Russia’s de-
mands “the most serious stum-
bling block and obstacle to
reaching a deal.”

There was no comment
from Iran or Russia.

European officials say Rus-
sia had promised to respond
with its precise demands for
guarantees in the next few
days. They have also started to
explore among themselves op-
tions for pursuing a deal with-
out Russia, two diplomats said.

“We would know within a
week whether or not Russia is
prepared to back down,” the
U.S. official said.

Earlier this month, as West-
ern diplomats were seeking to
wrap up the talks, Russia re-
quested guarantees that its
work under the JCPOA would
be exempted from Western
sanctions over Ukraine. The
U.S. had given sanctions waiv-
ers for the 2015 deal.

However after Russian For-
eign Minister Sergei Lavrov
told reporters Moscow wanted
much broader guarantees, its
chief negotiator in Vienna,
Mikhail Ulyanov, presented a
second paper to European ne-
gotiators on Tuesday seeking
to protect all future trade and
investment against Ukraine-re-
lated sanctions.

It couldn’t be determined
whether Iran would be willing
to negotiate an alternative deal
without Russia, or whether
China—which has grown closer
to Russia—would participate.

Mr. Ulyanov on Friday said
his country’s demands weren’t
the only reason an agreement
on reviving the nuclear deal
hadn’t been reached. Since ne-
gotiations hadn’t concluded, it
was his country’s right to raise
its concerns, he said.

BY LAURENCE NORMAN
AND DION NISSENBAUM

U.S. May Seek Tehran Deal Without Russia

Moscow’s pursuit of
exemptions on its
sanctions muddy
nuclear talks.

used in the strike.
Ambassador Matthew Tuel-

ler, America’s top diplomat in
Iraq, condemned the strike and
said Tehran should pay a price.
“Iranian regime elements have
claimed responsibility for this
attack and must be held ac-
countable for this flagrant vio-
lation of Iraqi sovereignty,” he
said.

The attack marks the first
time that Iran has directly fired
missiles into Iraq since January

2020, when Tehran fired a sim-
ilar number of missiles at U.S.
forces in Iraq in response to an
American drone strike that
killed Maj. Gen. Qassem Solei-
mani, the commander of Iran’s
paramilitary Quds Force.
Scores of U.S. troops were af-
fected by the 2020 strike,
which left dozens dealing with
traumatic brain injuries.

Some leaders in Iraq urged
the U.S. and other world pow-
ers to respond to Iran’s strike

decisively.
“Iran has been repeatedly

targeting the Kurdistan region
and the silence from the inter-
national community is of great
concern,” said the regional
government. “This silence
from the international commu-
nity is motivating for more fu-
ture attacks.”

Last week, Israel stepped
up its military defenses after
Iran threatened to retaliate for
the killing of two Iranian mili-

tary officials helping Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad. The
two were killed in an apparent
Israeli airstrike in Syria, where
Israel has carried out hun-
dreds of attacks designed to
blunt Iran’s military influence
across the region.

Sunday’s missile strikes in-
jured at least two people,
blasted holes in nearby homes,
and sent U.S. forces rushing
for cover at the American mil-
itary base in Erbil, the capital
of the semiautonomous Kurd-
ish region in Iraq.

But U.S. officials said no
American personnel were in-
jured in the attack. At least
one missile hit within about a
mile of a new U.S. consulate
under construction.

After assessing the after-
math, U.S. officials said they
didn’t think America had been
the intended target, a conclu-
sion that could lessen the
chances of a quick military re-
sponse from the U.S. Iran
claimed that it was targeting
Israelis in the strike.

Israel has strong relations
with the Kurdish region.

Israel has been carrying out
airstrikes against Iranian-
backed militias and Iranian per-
sonnel in Syria as it seeks to
prevent Iran from transferring
weapons to Hezbollah, the Leb-
anese militia group. The cam-
paign includes placing mines
on ships carrying oil and other
goods that are bound for Syria.

Iran Claims Iraq Attack That Alarmed U.S. Forces

Iran’s top paramilitary force said it carried out a missile attack that hit Erbil, Iraq, on Sunday.
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materials and noble gases,”
which include neon, a spokes-
woman said.

The chip industry broadly
says it isn’t expecting much
pain. “Had this happened
maybe 10 years ago, we might

PleaseturntopageB4

that supplies the auto indus-
try—which has been hit partic-
ularly hard by the chip short-
age—said it didn’t expect a
production impact, saying it
had supply options. “Infineon
has also increased its invento-
ries of potentially affected raw

Ukrainian border, threatening
a conflict, according to a per-
son familiar with TSMC’s strat-
egy. It now doesn’t anticipate
supply problems, the person
said.

Infineon Technologies AG,
a large German chip maker

TECHNOLOGY: SCRUTINY OF E-CIGARETTE MAKERS EXPECTED TO GROW B3
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BUSINESS NEWS
Ground-delivery
contractors blame
FedEx for a bad
holiday season. B3

HEARD ON
THE STREET

The clock is ticking for
Chinese stocks listed in

the U.S. B10

Wild trading continued
early last Tuesday as brokers
kept trying to cover short po-
sitions they held on behalf of
Tsingshan and other produc-
ers. Hedge funds and other
participants, meanwhile, ag-
gressively bought nickel, pro-
pelling the market higher,
people familiar with the
trades said.

At one point, nickel prices
had more than doubled to a
record of more than $100,000
a metric ton. After receiving
calls from several smaller bro-
kers saying they would default

PleaseturntopageB4

crisis for the LME last week.
Producers such as Tsingshan
often sell forward contracts as
a way to lock in prices on the
physical nickel they mine and
refine. In effect, they hold po-
sitions that benefit when
prices fall, and lose money
when prices rise.

Some of Tsingshan’s bro-
kers desperately tried to buy
those nickel contracts back to
stem losses and avoid esca-
lating margin calls. That buy-
ing pushed prices for bench-
mark three-month forward
contracts up 66% in a single
session.

Despite Tsingshan’s trou-
bles, with nickel prices close
to records, extending such
credit could be highly profit-
able given the company’s vast
production capabilities, some
of the people said.

Nickel prices began to rise
after Russia, a major producer
of the metal, invaded Ukraine,
a high-profile example of how
the war and punishing West-
ern sanctions have upended
the world’s commodity mar-
kets, sending prices for metals
and energy to their highest
levels in years.

The rally morphed into a

unpaid margin, the upfront
cash brokers require to make
trades, some of the people fa-
miliar with the discussions
said.

The talks between Tsing-
shan’s creditors, led by JP-
Morgan, have focused on ex-
tending the Chinese company
credit lines so that it can pay
them the margin it owes,
some of the people familiar
with the discussions said. One
plan under discussion was to
secure this lending against
Tsingshan’s steel and nickel
assets in China and Indonesia,
some of the people said.

people familiar with the dis-
cussions said. Trades placed
by the Chinese steel and nickel
producer on the London Metal
Exchange contributed to an
uncontrollable rise in prices
that led the exchange to halt
trading and cancel eight
hours’ worth of transactions
last Tuesday.

Nickel, a cog in the world
economy for its use in stain-
less steel and electric-vehicle
batteries, hasn’t traded since.

The meltdown bled into the
financial system, leaving
Tsingshan’s banks and brokers
with several billion dollars in

Some of the world’s biggest
banks worked over the week-
end to resolve a crisis in the
nickel market that leaves them
on the hook for billions of dol-

lars owed by a Chinese metals
giant.

JPMorgan Chase & Co.,
Standard Chartered PLC and
BNP Paribas SA were among
the banks and brokers seeking
to reach an agreement with
Tsingshan Holding Group,

By JoeWallace,
Rebecca Feng
and Jing Yang

JPMorgan Leads Talks on Nickel Crisis

suffer a blow to production.
Those worries might not be

realized, at least not in the
near term, in part because the
industry has reset how it oper-
ates after being whipsawed by
pandemic-era demand and re-
peated shocks. Those have in-
cluded fires at chip plants, a
freeze in Texas, drought in Tai-
wan, other setbacks and sup-
ply-chain disruptions.

Companies have moved to
shore up supply chains amid
the upheaval, in some cases
adding alternative suppliers to
gain options. They stocked up
on neon and other important
chip-making materials and now
typically have a six-week to
three-month reserve, said
Mark Thirsk, managing partner
of Massachusetts-based Linx
Consulting Inc., an electronic-
materials consultant.

Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Co., the
world’s largest contract chip
maker, ensured it had alternate
supplies of neon after Russia
amassed a force along the

according to the United Na-
tions’ Food and Agriculture
Organization. U.S. food prices
in February were up 7.9% from
a year earlier, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, tak-
ing a big bite out of Ameri-
cans’ purchasing power.

Analysts and traders don’t
know yet the extent to which
global wheat supplies will be
dented by the war. What re-
mains of last year’s crop has
been kept off market due to
the closure of Ukrainian ports
and shippers’ hesitancy to en-
ter a war zone to fetch Russian
wheat. Meanwhile, it is un-
clear if growers in the region
will be able to harvest winter
wheat, which was planted in
autumn, or plant spring crops

PleaseturntopageB9
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Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
threatens a big portion of the
world’s wheat supply and has
sent prices on a dizzying ride
to new highs as well as the
sharpest weekly drop in years.

Wheat stockpiles were al-
ready running low and prices
were the highest in years
thanks to two years of poor
growing weather when Rus-
sia’s attack jammed up Black
Sea trading and endangered
nearly a third of the world’s
exports. The invasion
prompted fears of food short-
ages in countries fed with im-
ported grain and pushed
prices to new highs.

Milling wheat in Paris and
the most-traded U.S. futures
contract, for soft red winter
wheat delivered to Chicago,
notched record prices early
last week. Then they plunged.
Chicago futures ended the
week 8.5% lower, the worst
weekly performance since
2014 when wheat was coming
down from a drought-induced
increase. French markets, as
well as on-the-spot trading in
St. Louis and Kansas City, fol-
lowed similar arcs.

Still, the benchmark U.S.
price, at $11.07 a bushel, is
72% higher than a year earlier
and analysts expect the war
will keep wheat high. Ger-
many’s Commerzbank AG on
Friday boosted its spring-
quarter price forecasts by 19%
for Chicago futures and by
about 14% in Paris.

Rising wheat points to fur-
ther inflation of food prices
and another force blunting the
post-pandemic economic re-
covery. Global food prices hit
an all-time high in February,

BY RYAN DEZEMBER

Pressures on Wheat Supplies Jolt Prices

A truck full of wheat is tested for insects before being loaded onto a carrier at Port of Geelong in Victoria, Australia, on March 4.
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INSIDE

Hedge funds that placed
bullish bets on commodities
are notching sizable returns
from the biggest rally in de-
cades following Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine.

Soroban Capital Partners
LP, a $10 billion stock-picking
hedge fund in New York, is one
of the biggest winners, making
at least several hundred million
dollars on the trade since Feb-
ruary, a person familiar with
the matter said. Other winners
include New York macro fund
Castle Hook Partners and
value investor Pilgrim Global.
The bet was that a yearslong
drop in spending on new com-
modity supply and efforts to
limit carbon emissions would
push up materials prices and
shares of producers, according
to people familiar with the
firms.

Commodities-focused funds
that made similar wagers are
posting outsize returns—about
30% in the first two months of
the year in some cases—after
years of poor performance.

After a decade of distress,
energy has become one of the
biggest winners on Wall Street,
supercharged in the last two
weeks by Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. The S&P 500 energy
sector has recently outpaced
the broad index by the largest
margin on record in data going

PleaseturntopageB2

BY JULIET CHUNG
AND AMRITH RAMKUMAR

Funds
Win With
Commodity
Gamble

Almost two years of chip
shortages have had an unex-
pected upside for the semicon-
ductor industry: It is better
prepared to manage the tur-
moil caused by Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine.

Production of vital raw ma-
terials for chip making is con-
centrated in Russia and
Ukraine. The countries are a
major source of neon gas,
needed to feed lasers that
print minute circuitry onto sili-
con, and the metal palladium
used in later manufacturing
stages.

About a quarter to a half of
the world’s semiconductor-
grade neon comes from Russia
and Ukraine, while roughly a
third of the world’s palladium
comes from Russia, analysts
and industry consultants esti-
mate. A potential shortage of
those materials has sparked
concern among some analysts
that an industry already strug-
gling to meet demand could

BY ASA FITCH

Chip Makers Stockpiled Neon Before Invasion

Russia and Ukraine are a major source of neon gas and palladium used in chip manufacturing.
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panies Soroban backed in the
fourth quarter, when it made
the bulk of its commodities-
tied investments, include oil
producers Canadian Natural
Resources Ltd. and Suncor
Energy Inc., mining company
Vale SA and fertilizer makers
Mosaic Co. and Nutrien Ltd.,
according to a regulatory filing.

Gains from the trade in So-
roban’s $10 billion main fund
offset losses from its bets on
shares of fast-growing compa-
nies for the year through Feb-
ruary, people familiar with the
firm said. A separate fund So-
roban launched Feb. 1 dedi-
cated to the wager notched a
double-digit percentage return
for the month.

Castle Hook, which manages
$2 billion, and the $250 million
Pilgrim Value, began putting
their versions of the wager on
in 2020. They were both up by
double-digit percentages this
year through February, said
people familiar with the firms.

The commodities recovery
has also been a boon to the few
investment firms that still fo-
cus solely on the sector. Hous-
ton-based Bison Interests, a
roughly $50 million hedge fund
that invests in small oil-and-
gas producers, gained about
30% in the first two months of
the year, according to a person
familiar with the firm. A
roughly $130 million mutual
fund run by Goehring &
Rozencwajg Associates LLC
that owns commodity produc-
ers is up about that much this
year.
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ings remain stable.
The situation poses a co-

nundrum for ride-share com-
panies. Uber and rival Lyft Inc.
have grappled with a year-long
driver shortage. Mounting gas
prices threaten to further ex-
acerbate the shortage, which
the companies tempered by of-
fering bonuses to drivers last
year. At the same time, the
companies are hesitant to ex-
ponentially raise prices, which
are 15% to 20% higher on aver-
age today compared with last
January, according to market-
research firm YipitData, which
based its analysis on Uber and
Lyft receipts.

Mr. Campbell’s blog surveyed
more than 300 drivers in the
past week and found 52% said
they were driving less, or had
given up driving altogether, be-
cause of rising gas prices.

Uber said Friday that it
hadn’t seen a decline in the
number of active drivers on its
platform in the past two
months.

YipitData analyst Peter Mar-
tin said a minor surcharge for
customers is unlikely to taper
demand. High ride prices have
affected demand over the past
year, according to his research,
though for the most part cus-
tomers have been willing to pay

back three decades, according
to Dow Jones Market Data. The
energy sector is up 37% this
year, while the broad index has
slid 12%. U.S. crude recently
topped $130 a barrel, its high-
est level since 2008, after dip-
ping below zero two years ago
after the onset of the coronavi-
rus pandemic.

“We are in the early innings
of a generational investment
opportunity,” wrote Soroban
founder Eric Mandelblatt in an
annual letter to investors dated
Jan. 20.

Many of the assets Soroban
or other hedge funds scooped
up recently—such as shares of
oil producers, fertilizer makers
or commodity-futures con-
tracts—have soared as the war
disrupts already tight markets.

Russia accounts for more
than 10% of the globe’s oil, nat-
ural gas and wheat supply. It is
also a major source of potash
that fertilizes crops around the
world. Ukraine is a key ex-
porter of agricultural crops as
well.

Traders say replacing mate-
rials that have been removed
from global markets through
sanctions, export bans and the
war itself will be difficult. Re-
serves are low after years of
dwindling capital expenditures,
and it can take years to permit
and develop new, large-scale
projects.

Commodities prices have
gone haywire amid the disrup-
tion. Prices of the industrial
metal nickel doubled in just a
few hours Tuesday to records,
spurred by a short squeeze in
which a Chinese producer was
forced to unwind a bet on fall-
ing prices. Aluminum and
wheat also have hit records.

Few have made as big a wa-
ger on commodities as Mr.
Mandelblatt, who started his
Wall Street career in the 1990s
as an energy analyst for Gold-
man Sachs Group Inc. Soroban
profited from energy and mate-
rials bets for several years af-

ContinuedfrompageB1

Commodity
Wagers
Pay Off

Annual performance spread between
the energy sector and the S&P 500

Source: FactSet
Note: As of Friday
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a premium.
While the dollar value of

rides booked on Uber and Lyft
are inching closer to pre-pan-
demic levels on the back of
higher prices, the number of
trips hasn’t recovered as
quickly, according to Mr. Mar-
tin’s research. That suggests
that high prices have been a de-
terrent, he said.

The number of Uber and Lyft
trips during the fourth quarter
of 2021 declinedmore than 35%
comparedwith the same period
in 2019, according to Yipit.
Meanwhile, the dollar value of
those transactions was down
15% on the back of price in-
creases.

Grubhub raised the per mile
pay for couriers earlier this
week. A company spokeswoman
said the increase is in line with
the average per-mile cost in-
crease for gas in drivers’ re-
gions. Spokesmen for DoorDash
Inc. and Lyft said the companies
are monitoring the situation and
pointed to previous partner-
ships that provide discounts and
cashback to drivers at select
fuel stations.
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Uber Technologies Inc. is
imposing a temporary surcharge
on U.S. customers to soften the
blow to drivers from mounting
gas prices.

The fuel surcharge goes di-
rectly to drivers, the ride-shar-
ing and food-delivery company
said Friday. It ranges from 45
cents to 55 cents for Uber riders
and 35 cents to 45 cents for
Uber Eats customers. The
charge will be in effect for the
next two months.

Harry Campbell, founder of
The RideShareGuy, a blog for
ride-hailing drivers, said Uber’s
calculus might make sense for
shorter trips—which the com-
pany says make up most of its
rides—but discourages drivers
from taking longer ones. “That’s
where you might waste a gallon
or two of gas,” Mr. Campbell
said. A fixed surcharge per trip
regardless of distance traveled
“isn’t enough,” he said.

Uber Chief Executive Dara
Khosrowshahi said last Monday
that driver earnings would re-
main consistent if every 20% in-
crease in the cost of gas was
met with a 1% increase in pas-
senger fares.

Drivers interviewed in recent
days hoped that any fare incre-
ments would be proportional to
rising gas prices so their earn-

BY PREETIKA RANA

Uber Sets Fees to Offset Gas Prices

The fuel surcharge goes directly to drivers, the ride-sharing and
food-delivery company said on Friday.
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Aluminum prices are at record levels. A factory in Bratsk, Russia, produces electrical cord.
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ter its founding in 2010, but as
excess supply depressed com-
modity prices, the hedge fund
took a yearslong hiatus from
the sector.

That changed last year,
when soaring natural-gas
prices in Europe drew Mr.
Mandelblatt’s attention. Lim-
ited capacity for renewable
power forced many companies
to turn back to coal, highlight-
ing the world’s dependence on
fossil fuels despite green-en-

ergy ambitions. Volatile com-
modities prices plus pressure
on companies to limit emis-
sions have made it less likely
new commodity projects will
move forward, Mr. Mandelblatt
has told investors.

At the same time, Soroban
bet that the move toward clean
energy would spur demand for
metals such as copper, nickel
and aluminum that are building
blocks for electric cars and so-
lar projects.

Soroban went from having
no exposure to commodities in
its flagship hedge fund at the
end of September to having
more than $3 billion in the
trade early this year, people fa-
miliar with the firm said. Com-

30%
Returns for hedge funds that
wagered on commdities

Listen to a Podcast
Scan this code
for a podcast on
an unexpected
strategy to bring
down gas prices.
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Over 800 of the shipper’s contractors signed a letter citing problems.
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Laird Hamilton
World-Class Big Wave Surfer

would comply with any new
regulation barring the com-
pany’s products.

“We’ll never break the law,
or if there was a regulation
that came out tomorrow say-
ing no synthetic nicotine, no
flavors on the market tomor-

row, we would comply,” Mr.
Beltran said in a November in-
terview.

Because of federal restric-
tions on flavored e-cigarettes,
reusable devices made by
companies such as Juul Labs
Inc. are available only in to-

BUSINESS NEWS

The FDA regulates tobacco
products and smoking-cessa-
tion devices such as nicotine
gum, but synthetic-nicotine
vaporizers haven’t fallen un-
der the agency’s jurisdiction,
until now.

An FDA spokeswoman de-
clined to comment.

Lawmakers and public-
health groups increased calls
for an end to the loophole fol-
lowing a federal survey re-
leased in September showed
that Puff Bar had become the
most popular e-cigarette
brand among middle- and
high-school students.

Under the bill, the company
has 60 days to submit its
products for FDA review or
halt sales.

Puff Bar didn’t respond to a
request for comment.

The company’s co-Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer Patrick Beltran
previously told The Wall
Street Journal that Puff Bar

bacco and menthol flavors.
Puff Bar sells a wider selec-
tion of flavors, including Wa-
termelon, Lemon Ice and Blue
Razz. They are sold online and
in stores for as little as $9
apiece.

Several other e-cigarette
companies switched to syn-
thetic nicotine last year after
the FDA ordered them to halt
sales of their products as part
of a sweeping regulatory re-
view of the vaping industry.

The agency’s mandate is to
authorize vaping products
only if their manufacturers
can demonstrate that they are
in the interest of public
health.

The FDA is weighing,
among other things, the po-
tential good of adult cigarette
smokers switching to a less-
harmful option versus the po-
tential harm of young people
getting hooked on nicotine.

Among its decisions so far,

the FDA has ordered off the
market more than 900,000
flavored products, including
vaping liquids with flavors
such as apple crumble, cola
and cinnamon toast cereal.

One company that switched
to synthetic nicotine was
Breeze Smoke LLC, which un-

successfully appealed to the
Supreme Court for a stay of
the FDA’s ruling. On its web-
site, it now sells disposable
vaporizers with “tobacco-free
nicotine.”

Breeze Smoke declined to
comment.

The Food and Drug Admin-
istration will gain authority
over Puff Bar and other e-cig-
arettes made with synthetic
nicotine under the govern-
ment spending bill expected to
be signed by President Biden.

The bill closes a loophole
that allowed Puff Bar to stay
on the market—and soar in
popularity among teenagers—
despite an order from the FDA
to stop selling its fruity, dis-
posable vaporizers.

Following the agency’s or-
der in 2020, Puff Bar reformu-
lated its products to use nico-
tine that wasn’t derived from
tobacco.

BY JENNIFER MALONEY

Scrutiny of E-Cigarette Makers to Rise
Spending bill expected
to expand the FDA’s
oversight to synthetic
nicotine products

lenges brought on by the ex-
plosive growth of e-commerce
and rapidly shifting market
dynamics, we remain commit-
ted to collaborating with ser-
vice providers to create oppor-
tunities for success,” the
company said.

FedEx’s delivery contractors
are part of the company’s
Ground business, which deliv-
ers roughly 60% of the pack-
ages that FedEx handles daily.
Unlike its Express business,
which is staffed by corporate
employees, FedEx uses inde-
pendent contractors for
Ground deliveries.

By using contractors, the
company shields itself from
costs such as paying for vehi-
cles and drivers’ wages. Con-
tractors with FedEx Ground
typically sign contracts that
run from one to two years,
with agreements spelling out
requirements for service levels,
safety and payment. They are
generally paid a set amount
each week, plus a certain
amount per stop and per pack-
age picked up and delivered.

Planning for the run-up to
Christmas between FedEx and
contractors typically starts in
July and August, when the
company issues forecasts. The
projection helps contractors
plan for the number of extra
trucks they need to rent, driv-
ers they need to hire and train
and other expenses tied to the
peak season.

The market for rental
equipment is tight, with com-
petitors like Amazon.com Inc.,
the U.S. Postal Service and
United Parcel Service Inc. all
vying for extra vans. FedEx
contractors say they had to
take on the rentals in Septem-
ber and keep them so they
could have access to them
when the anticipated shipping
volume arrived.

FedEx also lays out pay-
ment terms for the peak sea-
son in an agreement. Typically,
contractors that make deliver-
ies in a single day beyond the
threshold established in their
contracts receive a per-stop
bonus. “Everyone counts on
this extra money to make their
year,” one contractor said.

FedEx last year changed
how contractors could hit the
bonus, making it harder to
reach. FedEx previously com-
bined Saturday and Sunday,
which are typically slower,
with Monday. In the recent
peak season, Monday was split
off from the two weekend
days.

A group of FedEx Corp. con-
tractors say they were left fi-
nancially hobbled after renting
trucks and staffing up last hol-
iday season to handle a flood
of packages that never came.

More than 800 of FedEx’s
5,000-plus U.S. contractors
signed a letter to company of-
ficials in January, citing prob-
lems with shipping forecasts
from FedEx.

The letter, a copy of which
was viewed by The Wall Street
Journal, said that the package
shortfall and new payment
terms for the period between
Thanksgiving and Christmas
yielded less pay during the
peak season than year ago,
while costs were significantly
higher. In interviews, some
say the issues with FedEx,
coupled with rising costs for
labor, fuel and equipment,
caused them to lose money
during the period when reve-
nue is typically highest.

The letter also said the
problems extend beyond what
happened during the peak sea-
son, and include inaccurate
forecasts from FedEx for plan-
ning daily routes and staffing,
poor loading of vehicles and
inadequate communication.
They asked for back pay to

cover some of the expenses
from the peak season, im-
provements in operations and
forecasting and other changes.

“The amount of pain is very
significant,” one FedEx con-
tractor told the Journal. “It’s
way more than anything I’ve
seen before. Contractors that
are rock solid are wavering.”

FedEx, which reports fiscal
third-quarter earnings on
Thursday, declined to com-
ment on specific complaints
from the contractors, which
are typically small businesses
that own FedEx delivery
routes across the U.S. In a
statement, the company said it
was accelerating some tech-
nology and operational initia-
tives and welcomes communi-
cations from the contractors.

“As our industry undergoes
new and unprecedented chal-

BY PAUL ZIOBRO

FedEx Contractors
Blame Forecasts
For Holiday Woes

Synthetic Tobacco
Spurs Concerns

On its own, nicotine hasn’t
been linked to cancer, but it
does hook people on ciga-
rettes, which are associated
with 480,000 deaths in the
U.S. each year, according to
U.S. health officials.

The health effects of syn-
thetic nicotine haven’t been
widely studied. There is con-
cern among some scientists
and industry experts that con-

sumers may perceive it to be
less harmful than nicotine de-
rived from tobacco.

“Some bad actors have at-
tempted to avoid FDA regula-
tion by pivoting to using syn-
thetic nicotine in their
products,” House Energy and
Commerce Committee Chair-
man Frank Pallone Jr. (D., N.J.)
said in a statement. “That ends
with passage of this bill, which
will close this loophole and
clarify FDA’s authority to regu-
late all tobacco products, in-
cluding those containing syn-
thetic nicotine.”

The FDA ordered
off the market more
than 900,000
flavored products.

Some of the
businesses lost
money in a normally
lucrative period.

NY
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the gas with thinner profit
margins—lasers used in eye
surgery—might be frozen out
before a potential shortage
spills into the more-lucrative
semiconductor industry.

IPG Photonics Corp., a
U.S.-based company that sup-
plies optical components to
industries including semicon-
ductor manufacturing, last
week said U.S. sanctions
would increase lead times and
shipping costs for products

that involve its operations in
Russia, where it has about
2,000 employees.

Even if prices rose 10-fold,
neon would represent a frac-
tion of the industry’s cost
structure, Bernstein analyst
Stacy Rasgon said in a note.
The semiconductor-grade neon
industry is estimated to be
worth around $100 million a
year, compared with global
revenue for chips of above
$500 billion.

An employee at Infineon Technologies’ factory in Villach, Austria.
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time, however, the LME
dropped a bombshell: To save
the brokers from margin calls
they couldn’t afford to pay, it
canceled trades that took
place before the suspension,
wiping out $3.9 billion in
transactions.

The decision infuriated
money managers who thought
they had profited from the
rally.

“Halting trading and giving
members time to be able to
find the funds that they need
again is perfectly legitimate,”
said Jordan Brooks, co-head of
the macro strategies group at
AQR Capital Management.
“What I think is striking for us
and other participants in the
market, and the financial in-
dustry as a whole, is the deci-
sion to wipe out trades that
happened without coercion
and happened in good faith.”

The suspension and the
canceled trades, however,
have given the market time
and space to clean up the
damage and prevent a wider
reverberation.

After winding back the clock

on Tuesday’s trades, the ex-
change said brokers had paid it
the margin they owed in full.

Tsingshan still owes its
brokers, which included JP-
Morgan, Standard Chartered
and BNP as well as a unit of
state-owned China Construc-
tion Bank Corp., some of the
people familiar with the dis-
cussions said. Bloomberg
News reported earlier about
the creditor talks.

“In the interests of sys-
temic stability and market in-
tegrity, we suspended the
market as soon as we could
and canceled trades from the
point at which the LME no
longer believed that prices re-
flected the underlying physical
market,” a spokeswoman said.
She said the exchange was
working to open the market as
soon as possible.

The company whose trades
precipitated the crisis was
founded by entrepreneur
Xiang Guangda and his wife,
He Xiuqin, as a car-window
producer in 1988. Mr. Xiang
remains a controlling share-
holder of Tsingshan, now one

at the 9 a.m. margin call if
prices stayed at records, the
LME suspended the market
shortly after 8 a.m. local time,
a person familiar with the ex-
change said.

Shortly after noon local

ContinuedfrompageB1

Morgan
Takes Lead
On Nickel

Tsingshan Holding Group’s trades on the commodity helped set off a surge in prices, leaving the company unable to pay billions of dollars in margin.
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have been in a lot more pain
than we are today,” said Jimmy
Goodrich, vice president for
global policy at the Semicon-
ductor Industry Association.

For chip companies, Russia’s
annexation in 2014 of Crimea,
a part of Ukraine, provided an
early lesson in dealing with re-
gional political uncertainty.
Prices of neon rose, and chip
makers moved to find sources
of the gas elsewhere.

During the coronavirus pan-
demic, companies moved to
shore up critical supplies amid
global logistics disruptions.
Then, in early February, as
Russian President Vladimir Pu-
tin massed troops along
Ukraine’s border, the White
House warned chip makers
that export controls and other
actions would follow an inva-
sion, according to two people
familiar with the matter. The
Biden administration was
building on the close ties es-
tablished with chip companies
during the semiconductor sup-
ply crisis.

U.S. sanctions on Russia
landed soon after the invasion,
restricting sales of chips and
other technology to Russia’s
strategic industries. While the
curbs don’t require chip mak-
ers to stop all sales to Russia,
many have done so, including
market leaders Intel Corp.,
Nvidia Corp. and Advanced
Micro Devices Inc. Russia isn’t
a major market for chip-mak-
ers, analysts say.

While company officials say
they are well prepared, that
isn’t to say an industry already
stretched isn’t at risk.

There is enough neon at
chip makers’ facilities and
within the gas supply chain to
last the industry roughly six
months, Mr. Thirsk of Linx
Consulting estimates. After
that, prices are likely to sky-
rocket, analysts say, much the
way they did around the time
Russia annexed Crimea in
2014, sending a commodity
that had been trading at 25
cents a liter to $5 a liter on
the spot market. Consumers of

ContinuedfrompageB1

Chip Firms
Stockpiled
Neon

of China’s biggest private
companies.

When China’s economy ac-
celerated in the 2000s, the
availability of nickel posed a
roadblock. China’s voracious
appetite for the metal to
shovel into steel furnaces sent

prices above $50,000 a metric
ton in 2007, a record that
stood until last week.

Tsingshan, a stainless-steel
producer, solved China’s nickel
shortfall by pioneering rotary-
kiln electric furnaces to pro-
duce a low-cost material
known as nickel-pig iron. The
development weighed on
prices and was hailed in the
local media as a victory for
the Chinese metal industry.

China’s Belt and Road ini-

tiative, President Xi Jinping’s
flagship infrastructure strat-
egy, helped fuel Tsingshan’s
growth. In 2013, Mr. Xi and In-
donesia’s then-President
Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono
attended the official launch of
one of Tsingshan’s Indonesia
industrial parks.

Metal producers typically
sell forward contracts on ex-
changes to lock in prices,
known as hedging. Tsingshan,
however, has both sold and
bought nickel contracts over
the past decade, people famil-
iar with the company said,
making the activity more akin
to trading.

Early last year, the com-
pany began to accumulate a
short position, the people
said. It made statements on its
website and panels suggesting
the market was flush and
prices should fall. Tsingshan’s
position was equivalent to
having sold about 190,000
metric tons on the LME, trad-
ers, bankers and analysts esti-
mate. That would be worth
$9.1 billion at last Monday’s
closing prices.

Cancellation of the
trades wiped out
$3.9 billion in
transactions.

SYDNEY—A rise in nickel
prices that triggered a crisis on
the London Metal Exchange is
jolting one company’s takeover
plans on the other side of the
world.

IGO Ltd., an Australian base
metals producer, had planned
to buy nickel miner Western
Areas Ltd. for around $800
million after terms for the
transaction were agreed upon
in mid-December. All appeared
to be progressing smoothly as
Western Areas directors had
recommended that its share-
holders vote in favor at a com-
ing meeting.

On Monday, however, IGO
said the deal would likely be
delayed as Western Areas and
its advisers are assessing
whether the rally by nickel
prices is a blip in the market or
indicates a more deep-rooted
shift.

IGO, which has a market
value of around $6.8 billion,
said it believed this would lead
to a “relatively short delay” to
the deal completing. Western
Areas said the conclusions of
its independent expert, KPMG,
would likely be sent to its own
shareholders next month.

IGO and Western Areas said
they anticipate the deal to be
completed in either May or
June.

The companies had previ-
ously expected it to be com-
pleted in April.

IGO said it “acknowledges
the recent short-term volatility
in the LME nickel market and
price, which is primarily attri-
buted to the Russian invasion
of Ukraine, which in turn has
created the need for a large in-
dustry participant to manage a
nickel short position on the
LME.”

That entity is Chinese nickel
titan Tsingshan Holding Group,
which faces billions of dollars
in trading losses.

BY DAVID WINNING

Australian
Mining
Deal Is
Delayed

Some Technology
Companies Relocate

Companies are moving their
Ukraine-based technology
teams to hubs in nearby Po-
land and Georgia, setting up
more permanent operations
while the war’s destructiveness
cuts deeper into the country.

Stuzo LLC, a Philadelphia
software company, is establish-
ing a corporate entity in Poland
to allow employees to stay
there if they wish, said Gunter
Pfau, the company’s chief exec-
utive. Some 35 Stuzo employ-
ees relocated to Poland since
the onset of the war.

“We are doing it as a con-
tingency,” said Mr. Pfau. “I
would hope to not have to use
it … because I know that the
people want to go home.”

Olga Shubovych, a project
manager at Stuzo, moved to
Poznan, Poland, from Zhytomyr,
Ukraine, on March 6. She plans
to stay there for a month while
monitoring the situation in
Ukraine. “It’s really hard to plan
something by more than one

day or one week, so I’ll just be
checking the situation,” she said.

Lviv-based global consulting
and IT services firm Intellias
Ltd. said it moved 350 staff
members to Krakow, Poland,
where it has had an office
since 2019. Its Ukrainian em-
ployees are able to stay in Po-
land for up to a year, and Intel-
lias is prepared to arrange for
longer-term work visas, said
Viktor Haydin, vice president of
growth enablement.

Intellias is looking at ex-
panding into other European
Union and Caucasus-region
countries. “We plan to increase
our footprint outside Ukraine
both to be able to relocate our
Ukrainian people when [the]
situation allows and to be able
to hire new engineers” in those
markets, Mr. Haydin said.

Upswot Inc., a Charlotte,
N.C., financial technology com-
pany, is considering opening an
office in Georgia, said Dmitry
Norenko, the company’s chief
executive. Around 40 of Up-
swot’s Ukrainian employees re-
located to Batumi, Georgia
when the war broke out.

—Suman Bhattacharyya
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Victor
Active Search Dog
Rescued from Redding, CA.
Photographed by Shaina Fishman
at SDF’s National Training Center.

Despite spending my early life in a shelter, there’s no dog more
determined than me. Thanks to the National Disaster Search Dog
Foundation, if you’re ever trapped under rubble after a disaster,
I’ll find you. That’s my job, and what I was born to do. You’ll never find
a dog more dogged.

THE NATIONAL DISASTER SEARCH DOG FOUNDATION
Strengthening disaster response in America by rescuing dogs and partnering them
with first responders to save lives. Be Part of the Search™ today. Call (888) 4K9-HERO,
visit SearchDogFoundation.org, or write to SDF, 6800Wheeler Canyon Road,
Santa Paula, CA 93060.
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New to the Market

PublicOfferings of Stock

IPOs in theU.S.Market
None expected thisweek

LockupExpirations
Below, companieswhose officers and other insiderswill becomeeligible
to sell shares in their newly public companies for the first time. Such
sales canmove the stock’s price.

Lockup Offer Offer amt Through Lockup
expiration Issue date Issuer Symbol price($) ($mil.) Friday (%) provision

March 14 Sept. 15, ’21 EnactHoldings Inc ACT 19.00 259.6 9.9% 180 days

Sept. 15, ’21 EzFill Holdings Inc EZFL 4.00 25.0 –72.0% 180 days

Sept. 15, ’21 PROCEPTBioRobotics PRCT 25.00 126.5 –0.3% 180 days

Sept. 14, ’21 TyraBiosciences Inc TYRA 16.00 135.0 –31.3% 180 days

Sept. 15, ’21 DefinitiveHealthcare DH 27.00 388.9 –26.5% 180 days

Sept. 15, ’21 ThoughtworksHolding IncTWKS 21.00 700.0 –13.7% 180 days

Sept. 15, ’21 OnHoldingAG ONON 24.00 653.1 –8.3% 180 days

March 15 Sept. 16, ’21 ForgeRock Inc FORG 25.00 247.5 –35.2% 180 days

Sept. 15, ’21 Dice Therapeutics Inc DICE 17.00 160.0 4.2% 180 days

Sources: Dealogic; WSJMarketDataGroup

Public andPrivateBorrowing
Treasurys
Monday,March 14 Thursday,March 17

Auction of 13 and 26week bills; Auction of 4 and8week bills;
announced onMarch 10; settles onMarch 17 announced onMarch 15; settles onMarch 22

Commodities and
Currencies

LastWeek YTD

Close Net chg %Chg % chg

DJCommodity 1196.79 -21.72 -1.78 26.48

Refinitiv/CCCRB Index 295.11 -4.85 -1.62 27.00

Crude oil,$ per barrel 109.33 -6.35 -5.49 45.37

Natural gas,$/MMBtu 4.725 -0.291 -5.80 26.68

Gold,$per troy oz. 1982.70 17.60 0.90 8.49

U.S. Dollar Index 99.11 0.46 0.47 3.28

WSJDollar Index 91.71 0.78 0.86 2.41

Euro, per dollar 0.9162 0.002 0.18 4.20

Yen, per dollar 117.33 2.49 2.17 1.93

U.K. pound, in dollars 1.30 -0.020 -1.49 -3.62

52-Week
Low Close(l) High %Chg

DJCommodity 794.01 l 1264.48 44.98

Refinitiv/CCCRB Index 184.08 l 309.12 52.28

Crude oil,$ per barrel 57.76 l 123.70 66.64

Natural gas,$/MMBtu 2.456 l 6.312 81.73

Gold,$per troy oz. 1683.90 l 2040.10 15.31

U.S. Dollar Index 89.64 l 99.29 8.11

WSJDollar Index 85.05 l 91.71 6.05

Euro, per dollar 0.8162 l 0.9212 9.53

Yen, per dollar 107.88 l 117.33 7.61

U.K. pound, in dollars 1.30 l 1.42 -6.33

Treasury yield curve
Yield to maturity of current bills,
notes and bonds
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CorporateBorrowingRates andYields
Spread +/- Treasurys,

Yield (%) in basis pts, 52-wkRange Total Return
Bond total return index Last Wkago Last Low High 52-wk 3-yr

U.S. Treasury, Bloomberg 1.990 1.730 -2.63 2.53
U.S. Treasury Long, Bloomberg 2.410 2.200 -1.44 5.44
Aggregate, Bloomberg 2.600 2.320 49 29 49 -3.52 2.60
Fixed-RateMBS, Bloomberg 2.690 2.450 30 7 38 -3.83 1.44
HighYield 100, ICEBofA 5.728 5.212 354 247 354 -0.942 3.576
MuniMaster, ICEBofA 1.929 1.691 3 2 18 -2.779 2.405
EMBIGlobal, J.P.Morgan 6.444 6.318 429 303 452 -7.317 0.671

Sources: J.P.Morgan; S&PDowJones Indices; Bloomberg Fixed Income Indices; ICEBofA

ConsumerRates andReturns to Investor
U.S. consumer rates
A consumer rate against its
benchmark over the past year
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Money market
account yields

t

Federal-funds
target rate

Selected rates
MoneyMarket/SavingsAccts

Bankrate.comavg†: 0.08%
LoneStarBank 0.40%
Houston, TX 713-358-9400

BankDirect 0.50%
Richardson, TX 877-839-2737

First InternetBankof Indiana 0.50%
Indianapolis, IN 888-873-3424

ColoradoFederal SavingsBank 0.51%
GreenwoodVillage, CO 877-484-2372

BrioDirect 0.55%
Montebello, NY 877-369-2746

Yield/Rate (%) 52-WeekRange (%) 3-yr chg
Interest rate Last (l)Week ago Low 0 2 4 6 8 High (pct pts)

Federal-funds rate target 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 0.00 l 0.25 -2.25
Prime rate* 3.25 3.25 3.25 l 3.25 -2.25
Libor, 3-month 0.83 0.61 0.11 l 0.83 -1.78
Moneymarket, annual yield 0.08 0.07 0.07 l 0.10 -0.53
Five-year CD, annual yield 0.50 0.49 0.41 l 0.50 -1.53
30-yearmortgage, fixed† 4.36 4.22 3.00 l 4.36 0.04
15-yearmortgage, fixed† 3.55 3.47 2.28 l 3.55 -0.22
Jumbomortgages, $647,200-plus† 4.40 4.26 3.03 l 4.40 -0.05
Five-year adjmortgage (ARM)† 2.95 2.92 2.82 l 3.43 -1.30
New-car loan, 48-month 3.59 3.58 3.41 l 4.12 -1.11
Bankrate.com rates based on survey of over 4,800 online banks. *Base rate posted by 70% of the nation's largest
banks.† Excludes closing costs.

Sources: FactSet; Dow JonesMarket Data; Bankrate.com

S&P 500 Index
4204.31 t124.56, or 2.88% last week

High, low, open and close for each of
the past 52 weeks

Year agoLast

Trailing P/E ratio *
P/E estimate *
Dividend yield *
All-time high

23.68 44.63
18.85 22.42
1.44 1.49

4796.56, 01/03/22
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International Stock Indexes
LatestWeek 52-WeekRange YTD

Region/Country Index Close % chg Low Close High % chg

World MSCIACWI 663.53 –2.32 655.47 • 758.86 –12.1
MSCIACWI ex-USA 305.16 –1.24 299.19 • 359.82 –11.4
MSCIWorld 2840.04 –1.95 2767.26 • 3248.12 –12.1
MSCIEmergingMarkets 1085.66 –5.17 1085.66 • 1390.85 –11.9

Americas MSCIACAmericas 1613.83 –2.80 1511.19 • 1836.68 –11.7
Canada S&P/TSXComp 21461.83 0.28 18628.29 • 21768.53 1.1
LatinAmer. MSCIEMLatinAmerica 2401.67 –1.34 2036.85 • 2687.02 12.8
Brazil BOVESPA 111713.07 –2.41 100774.57 • 130776.27 6.6
Chile S&P IPSA 3015.02 –0.17 2631.83 • 3396.76 7.4
Mexico S&P/BMV IPC 53300.70 –0.04 46659.18 • 53973.27 0.1

EMEA STOXXEurope600 431.17 2.23 415.01 • 494.35 –11.6
STOXXEurope50 3491.13 1.93 3260.82 • 3866.60 –8.6

Eurozone EuroSTOXX 409.44 3.51 388.62 • 487.72 –14.5
EuroSTOXX50 3686.78 3.68 3505.29 • 4401.49 –14.2

Austria ATX 3179.15 4.92 2920.29 • 4057.59 –17.7
Belgium Bel-20 3899.24 3.69 3672.45 • 4402.32 –9.5
France CAC40 6260.25 3.28 5945.30 • 7376.37 –12.5
Germany DAX 13628.11 4.07 12831.51 • 16271.75 –14.2
Greece AthexComposite 827.96 0.76 789.66 • 971.09 –7.3
Israel TelAviv 1930.40 –0.67 1578.07 • 2071.10 –2.4
Italy FTSEMIB 23041.20 2.57 22160 • 28163 –15.7
Netherlands AEX 674.80 0.46 656.74 • 827.57 –15.4
Portugal PSI 20 5608.01 5.18 4763.81 • 5826.31 0.7
Russia RTS Index 936.94 Closed 742.91 • 1919.58 –41.3
SouthAfrica FTSE/JSEAll-Share 73685.89 –1.40 61453.42 • 77536.12 –0.0
Spain IBEX35 8142.10 5.46 7644.6 • 9281.1 –6.6
Sweden OMXStockholm 850.52 4.63 807.41 • 1045.27 –18.0
Switzerland SwissMarket 11495.69 1.73 10839.93 • 12970.53 –10.7
U.K. FTSE 100 7155.64 2.41 6674.83 • 7672.40 –3.1

Asia-Pacific MSCIACAsiaPacific 171.33 –4.05 170.1 • 210.4 –11.3
Australia S&P/ASX200 7063.60 –0.66 6708.2 • 7628.9 –5.1
China Shanghai Composite 3309.75 –4.00 3256.39 • 3715.37 –9.1
HongKong HangSeng 20553.79 –6.17 20553.79 • 29468.00 –12.2
India S&PBSESensex 55550.30 2.24 47705.80 • 61765.59 –4.6
Japan NIKKEI 225 25162.78 –3.17 24717.53 • 30670.10 –12.6
Malaysia FTSEBursaMalaysiaKLCI 1568.22 –2.23 1480.92 • 1627.99 0.0
Singapore Straits Times 3249.66 0.71 3041.29 • 3441.57 4.0
SouthKorea KOSPI 2661.28 –1.92 2614.49 • 3305.21 –10.6
Taiwan TAIEX 17264.74 –2.66 15353.89 • 18526.35 –5.2

Source: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

MajorU.S. Stock-Market Indexes
LatestWeek 52-Week % chg

High Low Close Net chg % chg Low Close (l) High %chg YTD 3-yr. ann.
DowJones

Industrial Average 33579.75 32578.73 32944.19 -670.61 -1.99 32420.06 • 36799.65 0.5 -9.3 8.7
TransportationAvg 15523.17 14600.71 15232.97 -159.44 -1.04 13906.55 • 17039.38 7.6 -7.6 13.9
UtilityAverage 1002.55 968.20 978.68 -9.79 -0.99 844.88 • 996.4 15.8 -0.2 8.3
Total StockMarket 43777.17 42084.67 42581.35 -1222.05 -2.79 40657.23 • 48929.18 2.2 -12.4 14.0
Barron's 400 995.01 962.48 974.89 -23.80 -2.38 931.12 • 1127.2 0.4 -11.9 12.1

NasdaqStockMarket

NasdaqComposite 13353.28 12670.08 12843.81 -469.63 -3.53 12795.55 • 16057.44 -3.6 -17.9 19.3
Nasdaq-100 13879.10 13129.40 13301.83 -536.00 -3.87 12780.51 • 16573.34 2.8 -18.5 22.9

S&P

500 Index 4327.01 4157.87 4204.31 -124.56 -2.88 3889.14 • 4796.56 6.6 -11.8 14.7
MidCap400 2620.39 2506.18 2570.76 -44.71 -1.71 2515.47 • 2910.7 -2.9 -9.5 10.9
SmallCap600 1310.20 1268.54 1284.70 -14.37 -1.11 1252.49 • 1466.02 -8.1 -8.3 10.6

Other Indexes

Russell 2000 2027.39 1951.21 1979.67 -21.23 -1.06 1931.29 • 2442.74 -15.9 -11.8 8.5
NYSEComposite 16129.66 15621.76 15753.70 -375.96 -2.33 15276.56 • 17353.76 0.2 -8.2 7.8
Value Line 618.04 597.28 603.84 -13.98 -2.26 598.57 • 696.4 -8.1 -10.1 4.3
NYSEArcaBiotech 5003.67 4751.87 4807.66 -88.58 -1.81 4790.85 • 6022.37 -13.3 -12.9 -1.1
NYSEArcaPharma 796.93 770.73 788.10 -1.89 -0.24 682.98 • 828.58 14.7 -4.7 10.2
KBWBank 126.66 119.42 122.66 -2.85 -2.27 116.06 • 147.56 -0.6 -7.2 7.7
PHLX§Gold/Silver 165.55 152.87 158.72 3.67 2.37 117.06 • 166.01 13.6 19.8 28.1
PHLX§Oil Service 86.64 74.25 80.43 7.181 9.80 48.31 • 82.17 28.4 52.6 -4.0
PHLX§Semiconductor 3303.63 3067.52 3144.15 -114.77 -3.52 2851.15 • 4039.51 6.0 -20.3 32.6
CboeVolatility 37.52 28.84 30.75 -1.23 -3.85 15.01 • 36.45 48.6 78.6 29.0

NasdaqPHLX Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

BenchmarkYields andRatesBenchmarkYields andRates

MARKETS DIGEST

Dow Jones Industrial Average
32944.19 t670.61, or 1.99% last week

High, low, open and close for each of
the past 52 weeks

Year agoLast

Trailing P/E ratio
P/E estimate *
Dividend yield
All-time high

18.29 33.35
17.43 21.38
2.14 1.81

36799.65, 01/04/22
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*Weekly P/E data based on as-reported earnings from Birinyi Associates Inc.; †Based on Nasdaq-100 Index

Currencies
U.S.-dollar foreign-exchange rates in lateNewYork trading

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Americas
Argentina peso .0092108.8300 6.0
Brazil real .1970 5.0749 –8.9
Canada dollar .7847 1.2745 0.8
Chile peso .001241 805.96 –5.4
Colombiapeso .000262 3819.34 –6.1
EcuadorUSdollar 1 1 unch
Mexico peso .0478 20.9222 2.1
Uruguay peso .02346 42.6200 –4.7
Asia-Pacific
Australian dollar .7292 1.3714 –0.4
China yuan .1577 6.3398 –0.3
HongKong dollar .1277 7.8294 0.4
India rupee .01303 76.759 3.0
Indonesia rupiah .0000699 14303 0.4
Japan yen .008523 117.33 1.9
Kazakhstan tenge .001908 524.21 20.5
Macau pataca .1242 8.0515 0.2
Malaysia ringgit .2384 4.1945 0.7
NewZealand dollar .6806 1.4693 0.5
Pakistan rupee .00558 179.175 1.7
Philippines peso .0191 52.361 2.7
Singapore dollar .7339 1.3625 1.0
SouthKoreawon .0008083 1237.13 4.1
Sri Lanka rupee .0039287 254.54 25.4
Taiwan dollar .03520 28.413 2.5
Thailand baht .03000 33.330 0.3

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Vietnam dong .00004371 22878 0.1
Europe
CzechRep. koruna .04347 23.006 5.2
Denmark krone .1467 6.8177 4.2
Euro area euro 1.0915 .9162 4.2
Hungary forint .002854 350.34 7.9
Iceland krona .007530 132.80 2.3
Norway krone .1110 9.0061 2.3
Poland zloty .2279 4.3882 8.9
Russia ruble .00746 134.000 79.2
Sweden krona .1026 9.7456 7.7
Switzerland franc 1.0709 .9338 2.4
Turkey lira .0677 14.7645 10.8
Ukraine hryvnia .0340 29.4500 7.7
UK pound 1.3038 .7670 3.8
Middle East/Africa
Bahrain dinar 2.6529 .3770 unch
Egypt pound .0637 15.6932 –0.1
Israel shekel .3074 3.2532 4.6
Kuwait dinar 3.2925 .3037 0.4
Oman sul rial 2.5972 .3850 0.01
Qatar rial .2737 3.653 0.3
SaudiArabia riyal .2666 3.7516 –0.1
SouthAfrica rand .0665 15.0361 –5.7

Close Net Chg %Chg YTD%Chg

WSJDollar Index 91.71 0.54 0.60 2.41

Sources: Tullett Prebon, DowJonesMarketData

Track the Markets
Compare the performance of selected
global stock indexes, bond ETFs,
currencies and commodities at
WSJ.com/TrackTheMarkets

Scan this code to get
real-time U.S. stock
quotes and track most-
active stocks, new
highs/lows, mutual
funds and ETFs.

All are available free at
WSJMarkets.com

AWeek in the Life of theDJIA
A look at how the Dow Jones Industrial Average component stocks
did in the past week and howmuch each moved the index. The DJIA
lost 670.61 points, or 1.99%, on the week. A $1 change in the price of
any DJIA stock = 6.59-point change in the average. To date, a $1,000
investment on Dec. 31 in each current DJIA stock component would
have returned $28,088, or a loss of 6.37%, on the $30,000
investment, including reinvested dividends.

TheWeek’sAction

Pct Stock price Point chg $1,000 Invested(year-end '21)

chg (%) change in average* Company Symbol Close $1,000

9.80 19.17 126.34 Caterpillar CAT $214.83 $1,044

7.72 12.25 80.74 Chevron CVX 170.90 1,472

3.54 2.08 13.71 Dow DOW 60.91 1,086

0.55 0.43 2.83 Merck MRK 78.26 1,021

0.19 0.33 2.17 Travelers TRV 173.73 1,116

–0.08 –0.13 –0.86 Johnson&Johnson JNJ 169.35 996

–0.53 –0.75 –4.94 Walmart WMT 142.07 982

–0.59 –0.28 –1.85 Walgreens WBA 47.44 919

–0.81 –2.67 –17.60 GoldmanSachs GS 327.00 860

–1.74 –4.06 –26.76 Amgen AMGN 228.85 1,026

–1.79 –3.58 –23.59 Visa V 196.71 909

–2.10 –2.66 –17.53 IBM IBM 123.96 939

–2.30 –7.47 –49.23 HomeDepot HD 316.79 768

–2.52 –5.11 –33.68 salesforce.com CRM 197.90 779

–2.55 –4.61 –30.38 Boeing BA 176.23 875

–2.77 –5.19 –34.21 Honeywell HON 182.24 879

–2.92 –5.05 –33.28 AmericanExpress AXP 167.90 1,029

–3.16 –15.78 –104.00 UnitedHealthGroup UNH 482.87 965

–3.22 –1.82 –12.00 Cisco CSCO 54.69 868

–3.38 –9.79 –64.52 Microsoft MSFT 280.07 834

–3.76 –2.07 –13.64 Verizon VZ 53.04 1,033

–3.79 –8.94 –58.92 McDonald’s MCD 226.87 851

–3.93 –5.77 –38.03 3M MMM 140.96 802

–4.10 –5.51 –36.32 JPMorganChase JPM 128.89 819

–4.66 –2.24 –14.76 Intel INTC 45.83 897

–5.17 –8.44 –55.63 Apple AAPL 154.73 872

–6.37 –8.97 –59.12 WaltDisney DIS 131.75 851

–6.52 –8.55 –56.35 Nike NKE 122.63 737

–7.43 –4.65 –30.65 Coca-Cola KO 57.92 978

–7.68 –11.92 –78.56 Procter&Gamble PG 143.22 880

*Based onComposite price. DJIA is calculated on primary-market price.
Source: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet.

IPOScorecard
Performance of IPOs,most-recent listed first

%ChgFrom %ChgFrom
Company SYMBOL Friday3s Offer 1st-day Company SYMBOL Friday3s Offer 1st-day
IPOdate/Offer price close ($) price close IPOdate/Offer price close ($) price close

Nubia Brand Intl 9.96 –0.4 ... BlueWaterVaccines 62.11 590.1 8.2
NUBIUMarch 11/$10.00 BWVFeb. 18/$9.00

Patria LatinAmericanOpportunityAcquisition 10.04 0.4 ... PowerUpAcquisition 10.02 0.2 0.1
PLAOUMarch 10/$10.00 PWUPUFeb. 18/$10.00

LakeshoreAcquisition II 9.99 –0.1 –0.1 AXIOSSustainableGrowthAcquisition 10.17 1.7 0.5
LBBBUMarch 9/$10.00 AXAC.UTFeb. 16/$10.00

KensingtonCapital Acquisition IV 10.00 ... 0.1 Futuretech II Acquisition 10.03 0.3 0.1
KCAC.UTMarch 2/$10.00 FTIIUFeb. 16/$10.00

SHUAAPtnrsAcquisition I 10.00 ... 0.1 Meihua IntlMedTech 7.20 –28.0 –44.3
SHUAUMarch 2/$10.00 MHUAFeb. 16/$10.00

SoundPointAcquisition I 10.06 0.6 0.1 Smart for Life 0.95 –90.5 –64.6
SPCMUMarch 2/$10.00 SMFLFeb. 16/$10.00

ValuenceMerger I 10.03 0.3 0.3 ASPAC IAcquisition 10.06 0.6 0.2
VMCAUMarch 1/$10.00 ASCAUFeb. 15/$10.00

FGMerger 10.02 0.2 0.3 GenesisUnicorn Capital 10.01 0.1 0.1
FGMCUFeb. 25/$10.00 GENQUFeb. 15/$10.00

GSR IIMeteoraAcquisition 10.04 0.4 0.3 DirectDigital Hldgs 2.72 –50.5 –9.3
GSRMUFeb. 25/$10.00 DRCTFeb. 11/$5.50

CleanEarthAcquisitions 9.99 –0.1 –0.1 HNRAcquisition 10.02 0.2 0.1
CLINUFeb. 24/$10.00 HNRA.UTFeb. 11/$10.00

Sources: DowJonesMarketData; FactSet
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INSIDER JOURNEYS FOR
ART, STYLE AND DESIGN
CONNOISSEURS

Make this year one to remember with two exceptional
European Insider Journeys hosted byWSJ. Magazine
editors and luxury travel company Indagare.

Stockholm Style & Design
June 7–12, 2022
Tour revered galleries and museums and visit historic
homes and design shops, including the world-
famous Svenskt Tenn, Drottningholm Palace and the
Indagare-adored hotel Ett Hem. It’s the perfect trip to
reinvigorate your sense of style.

South of France Art & Design
September 15–20, 2022
Visit the LUMA foundation and the Fondation Vincent
van Gogh in Arles, dine at the Michelin three-star
L’Oustau de Baumanière in Les Baux, meet artists in
Saint Rémy, and enjoy a wine tasting at Château de
Berne in the Luberon Valley. Plus so much more.

© 2022 DOW JONES & COMPANY, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.6DJ8713

photo courtesy Ett HemUtsida

photos courtesy ett hem; the arles tourism office

Discover the wonders of traveling again.

learn more about these and future trips

indagare.com/wsjmagazine
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52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

General Equity Funds
Alternative Strategies:I 6.27 NA NA 11.0
BOWRIVERCAPTLEVGN;II NA NA NA N
SpecializedEquity Funds
ArrowMark Financial Corp BANX NA 21.25 NA NA
Aspiriant Rsk-MgdRA NA NA NA NS
Bluerock Total Inc+RE:A 35.85 NA NA 26.0
Bluerock Total Inc+RE:C 33.81 NA NA 25.1
Bluerock Total Inc+RE:I 36.65 NA NA 26.3
Bluerock Total Inc+RE:L 35.43 NA NA 25.7
Bluerock Total Inc+RE:M 33.83 NA NA NS
BroadstoneRl EstAcc:I 1.30 NA NA 3.0
BroadstoneRl EstAcc:W 1.28 NA NA 2.2
CBREGlbRlEst IGR 9.01 8.15 -9.5 14.7
CIMRA&CA 26.42 NA NA 10.0
CIMRA&CC 26.05 NA NA 9.2
CIMRA&C I 26.54 NA NA 10.3
CIMRA&CL 26.29 NA NA 9.7
Clarion Partners REID 12.26 NA NA 26.2
Clarion PartnersREI I 12.27 NA NA 26.6
Clarion Partners REI S 12.28 NA NA 25.6
Clarion Partners REI T 12.25 NA NA 25.5
GSReal EstDiv Inc:P NA NA NA NS
NexPointRlEstStrat;A 22.42 NA NA 43.4
NexPointRlEstStrat;C 22.68 NA NA 42.4
NexPointRlEstStrat;Z 22.66 NA NA 43.7
PREDEX;I 29.98 NA NA 23.8
PREDEX;T 30.17 NA NA 23.7
PREDEX;W 30.17 NA NA 23.7
Principal DvsSel RAA 27.14 NA NA 8.1
Principal DvsSel RA Ins 27.21 NA NA 8.2

Borrowing Benchmarks | wsj.com/market-data/bonds/benchmarks

MoneyRates March 11, 2022

Key annual interest rates paid to borrow or lend money in U.S. and international markets. Rates below are a
guide to general levels but don’t always represent actual transactions.

Inflation
Feb. index ChgFrom (%)

level Jan. '22 Feb. '21

U.S. consumer price index
All items 283.716 0.91 7.9
Core 288.059 0.72 6.4

International rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago High Low

Prime rates
U.S. 3.25 3.25 3.25 3.25
Canada 2.45 2.45 2.45 2.45
Japan 1.475 1.475 1.475 1.475

PolicyRates
Euro zone 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Switzerland 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Britain 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.10
Australia 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

Overnight repurchase
U.S. 0.05 0.05 0.06 -0.04

Notes ondata:
U.S. prime rate is the base rate on corporate loans posted by at least 70%of the 10 largestU.S. banks, and is effectiveMarch 16, 2020. Other prime rates
aren’t directly comparable; lending practices varywidely by location; Discount rate is effectiveMarch 16, 2020.SecuredOvernight FinancingRate is as of
March 10, 2022. DTCCGCFRepo Index is Depository Trust&Clearing Corp.'sweighted average for overnight trades in applicable CUSIPs. Value traded is in
billions ofU.S. dollars.Federal-funds rates are Tullett Prebon rates as of 5:30 p.m. ET.
Sources: Federal Reserve; Bureau of Labor Statistics; DTCC; FactSet;
Tullett Prebon Information, Ltd.

U.S. government rates

Discount
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Federal funds
Effective rate 0.0900 0.0900 0.1000 0.0500
High 0.1500 0.1500 0.2000 0.0700
Low 0.0500 0.0500 0.0900 0.0100
Bid 0.0700 0.0700 0.7000 0.0300
Offer 0.1000 0.0900 0.1200 0.0500

Treasury bill auction
4weeks 0.195 0.165 0.195 0.000
13weeks 0.380 0.360 0.440 0.015
26weeks 0.710 0.670 0.770 0.030

Secondarymarket

FannieMae
30-yearmortgage yields

30 days 3.588 3.327 3.588 2.216
60days 3.641 3.383 3.641 2.261

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

Other short-term rates

Callmoney
2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Commercial paper (AA financial)
90days 0.55 0.62 1.12 0.04

Libor
Onemonth 0.39657 0.31014 0.39657 0.07263
Threemonth 0.82600 0.61014 0.82600 0.11413
Sixmonth 1.13057 0.93943 1.13057 0.14663
One year 1.59600 1.35286 1.59600 0.21950

SecuredOvernight FinancingRate
0.05 0.05 0.05 0.01

Value 52-Week
Latest Traded High Low

DTCCGCFRepo Index
Treasury 0.037 21.000 0.073 -0.008
MBS 0.054 19.400 0.088 0.002

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

General Equity Funds
AdamsDiversified Equity ADX 19.93 17.10 -14.2 9.5
BoulderGrowth& Income BIF 16.36 13.95 -14.7 15.2
Central Secs CET 45.12 40.56 -10.1 18.4
CohenStrsCEOppFd FOF 12.64 12.68 +0.3 2.7

Listed are the 300 largest closed-end funds as
measured by assets. Closed-end funds sell a limited
number of shares and invest the proceeds in securities.
Unlike open-end funds, closed-ends generally do not
buy their shares back from investors who wish to cash
in their holdings. Instead, fund shares trade on a stock
exchange. NA signifies that the information is not
available or not applicable. NS signifies funds not in
existence for the entire period. 12 month yield is
computed by dividing income dividends paid (during
the previous 12 months for periods ending at month-
end or during the previous 52 weeks for periods
ending at any time other than month-end) by the
latest month-end market price adjusted for capital
gains distributions. Depending on the fund category,
either 12-month yield or total return is listed.

Source: Lipper

Friday, March 11, 2022
52wk

Prem Ttl
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

EVTxAdvDivIncm EVT NA 25.79 NA 7.9
GabelliDiv&IncTr GDV 26.34 23.20 -11.9 2.2
Gabelli Equity Tr GAB 5.75 6.95 +20.9 9.3
GeneralAmer GAM 47.22 39.75 -15.8 9.3
JHancockTaxAdvDiv HTD 25.11 24.35 -3.0 16.0
LibertyAll-Star Equity USA 6.94 7.13 +2.7 4.4
LibertyAll-StarGrowth ASG 6.57 6.67 +1.5 -12.7
RoyceMicro-CapTr RMT 11.15 9.88 -11.4 -7.0
RoyceValue Trust RVT 17.28 16.42 -5.0 -2.9
Source Capital SOR 43.31 40.68 -6.1 3.5
Sprott FocusTrust FUND 9.09 8.52 -6.3 17.0
Tri-Continental TY 33.98 29.57 -13.0 6.1
SpecializedEquity Funds
AberdeenGlb PremProp AWP 6.27 6.06 -3.3 16.7
AdamsNatural Resources PEO 23.96 20.48 -14.5 39.4
ASAGold&PrecMet Ltd ASA 27.26 22.88 -16.1 15.3
BREnhC&I CII 20.12 19.79 -1.6 9.5
BlackRock Energy&Res BGR 12.79 11.15 -12.8 24.5
BlackRock EqEnhDiv BDJ 9.93 9.24 -6.9 8.6

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret

BlackRock EnhGlbl Div BOE 12.22 10.69 -12.5 0.1
BlackRock Enh Intl Div BGY 6.16 5.39 -12.5 -4.5
BlackRock ESGCapAlloc ECAT 18.41 15.58 -15.4 NS
BlackRockHlth Sci Tr II BMEZ 21.50 18.56 -13.7 -26.8
BlackRockHlth Sciences BME 43.41 41.84 -3.6 -4.3
BlackRock Innov andGrow BIGZ 12.52 10.90 -12.9 NS
BlackRockRes&Comm BCX 11.43 10.71 -6.3 19.3
BlackRockSci&TechTr II BSTZ 29.66 25.86 -12.8 -21.6
BlackRockSci&TechTrust BST 42.17 40.94 -2.9 -17.8
BlackRockUtl Inf &Pwr BUI 23.85 23.79 -0.3 2.4
CLEARBRIDGEENGYMDSOPP EMO 33.09 26.25 -20.7 45.2
ClearBridgeMLP&Midstm CEM 38.72 31.40 -18.9 37.1
ChnStrInfr UTF 26.68 27.07 +1.5 9.5
Cohen&SteersQualInc RQI 15.95 15.63 -2.0 23.3
Cohen&Steers TotRet RFI 14.60 15.16 +3.8 12.9
CohenStrsREITPrefInc RNP 25.90 24.32 -6.1 8.9
Columbia Sel PrmTechGr STK 29.44 28.99 -1.5 6.6
DNPSelect Income DNP 9.89 11.41 +15.4 24.0
Duff&PhUti&Infra Inc Fd DPG NA 15.04 NA 17.6

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret EVLmtDurIncm EVV NA 11.50 NA 10.2
Franklin LtdDur Income FTF 8.15 7.52 -7.7 11.6
JHan Investors JHI 16.31 15.75 -3.4 8.8
MFSCharter MCR 7.71 7.16 -7.2 9.2
NuvCorePlusImpact NPCT 16.69 14.90 -10.7 NS
NuveenTaxableMuni Inc NBB 20.61 19.61 -4.9 6.0
PIMCOCorp& IncOppty PTY 12.75 14.20 +11.4 9.9
PIMCOCorp& Inc Strat PCN 13.19 14.74 +11.8 8.6
PIMCOHilnco PHK 5.39 5.61 +4.1 10.0
PIMCO IncmStrFd PFL 9.58 9.95 +3.9 10.0
PIMCO IncmStrFd II PFN 8.41 8.51 +1.2 10.2
PutnamPrem Inc PPT 4.27 3.85 -9.8 5.8
WesternAssetDvsfd Inc WDI 18.43 16.02 -13.1 NS
World IncomeFunds
AbrdnAP IncFd FAX 3.82 3.32 -13.1 9.4
MSEmMktDomDebt EDD 5.70 4.72 -17.2 7.4
PIMCODynamic Income PDI NA 22.67 NA 10.9
PIMCODynamic IncOpp PDO 17.77 16.36 -7.9 10.1
PIMCOStratg Inc RCS NA 5.64 NA 10.3
TempletonEm Inc TEI 7.16 6.37 -11.0 11.6
TempltnGlbl Inc GIM 5.26 4.86 -7.6 8.2
WstAstEmergDebt EMD 11.55 9.75 -15.6 9.9
WesternAssetGl CrDOp GDO 15.56 14.72 -5.4 7.6
NationalMuni BondFunds
AllBerNatlMunInc AFB 14.08 12.67 -10.0 4.8
BlckRk InvQMun BKN 15.16 15.20 +0.3 5.2
BlackRockMuni 2030Tgt BTT 25.24 24.56 -2.7 3.0
BlackRockMuni BFK 13.40 13.00 -3.0 5.2
BlackRockMuni II BLE 13.75 12.76 -7.2 5.4
BlckRkMuni IncQly BYM 14.58 13.40 -8.1 5.0
BRMuniAssets Fd MUA 13.70 12.97 -5.3 4.3
BRMuniHoldingsQly MFL 13.89 12.51 -9.9 4.4
BRMHQly 2 MUE 13.11 12.34 -5.9 4.9
BRMuniHoldngs MHD 15.74 14.50 -7.9 4.9
BRMuniVest Fd MVF 9.14 8.62 -5.7 4.5
BRMuniVest 2 MVT 14.23 13.53 -4.9 5.0
BRMuniYield Fd MYD 13.90 12.69 -8.7 5.0
BRMuniYieldQlty MQY 15.10 13.92 -7.8 5.4
BRMuniYldQlty2 MQT 13.30 12.46 -6.3 5.1
BRMuniYldQly 3 MYI 14.03 12.80 -8.8 4.6
BNYMellonMuni Bd Infra DMB 13.64 12.95 -5.1 4.8
BNYMellonStrMuni Bond DSM 7.70 7.10 -7.8 4.9
BNYMellonStratMuni LEO 8.02 7.30 -9.0 5.2
DWSMuni Inc KTF 11.67 10.46 -10.4 4.6
EVMuniBd EIM 12.89 11.72 -9.1 4.8
EVMuniIncm EVN 13.10 12.01 -8.3 4.4
EVNatMuniOpp EOT NA 19.67 NA 3.7
InvAdvMuIncTrII VKI 11.15 10.81 -3.0 5.2
InvescoMuniOp OIA 7.29 7.03 -3.6 5.1
InvescoMuOppTr VMO 12.50 11.35 -9.2 5.3
InvescoMuTr VKQ 12.51 11.35 -9.3 5.3
InvescoQual Inc IQI 12.58 11.35 -9.8 5.1
InvTrInvGrMu VGM 12.89 11.76 -8.8 5.3
InvescoValMunInc IIM 15.32 14.20 -7.3 5.0
MAINSTAY:MKDEFTRMUNOP MMD 19.60 19.65 +0.3 5.2
NeubrgrBrm NBH 13.87 13.37 -3.6 5.3
NuveenAMT-FrMuVal NUW 16.28 15.16 -6.9 2.9
NuveenAMT-FrQltyMun I NEA 14.57 13.37 -8.2 4.9
NuveenAMT-FrMuCI NVG 15.91 15.10 -5.1 5.1
NuveenDynMuniOpp NDMO 14.14 14.23 +0.6 6.5
NuveenEnhMuni Val NEV 14.51 13.49 -7.0 5.1
Nuveen IntDurMunTerm NID 14.27 14.10 -1.2 3.8
NuveenMuCrdtOpps NMCO 14.41 13.79 -4.3 5.2
NuvMuni Credit Income NZF 15.67 14.77 -5.7 5.1
NuvMuniHiIncOpp NMZ 13.43 13.55 +0.9 5.6
NuveenMuni Val NUV 10.07 9.57 -5.0 3.5
NuveenQualityMuni Inc NAD 14.94 13.73 -8.1 4.9
NuveenSel TF NXP 15.48 14.71 -5.0 3.6
PIMCOMuniInc PMF 12.00 12.74 +6.2 5.0
PIMCOMuniIncII PML 11.13 12.28 +10.3 5.4
PimcoMuni III PMX 10.24 10.68 +4.3 5.0
PioneerHilncAdv MAV 11.19 10.14 -9.4 5.0
PionrMuniHiIncOppty MIO 17.12 15.36 -10.3 NS
PioneerMunHiIcm MHI 12.12 10.68 -11.9 4.6
PutnamMgd Inc PMM 7.64 7.23 -5.4 4.3
PutnamMuniOpp PMO 12.73 11.92 -6.4 3.9
RiverNorth FlxMu Inc II RFMZ 17.92 16.37 -8.6 6.3
RiverNorthMgdDurMun I RMM 18.36 17.28 -5.9 6.1
WesternAssetMgdMuni MMU 12.98 11.82 -8.9 3.9
Single StateMuni Bond
BlackRock CAMun BFZ 14.51 12.64 -12.9 3.9
BRMHCAQly Fd Inc MUC 14.54 13.58 -6.6 4.8
BRMHNJQly MUJ 14.66 14.03 -4.3 5.4
BRMHNYQly MHN 13.71 12.86 -6.2 5.0
BRMuniYld CA MYC 14.79 13.32 -9.9 3.8
BRMuniYld CAQly MCA 14.78 13.39 -9.4 4.8
BRMuniYldMIQly MIY 14.61 13.25 -9.3 4.9
BRMuniYldNJ MYJ 14.79 14.03 -5.1 5.3
BRMuniYldNYQly MYN 13.17 12.09 -8.2 4.9
BlackRockNYMun BNY 13.65 12.22 -10.5 5.7
EVCAMuniBd EVM 11.57 10.10 -12.7 4.7
EatonVanceNYMuni Bd ENX 12.26 10.72 -12.6 4.2
InvCaValMuIncTr VCV 12.58 11.40 -9.4 4.8
InvPAValMuIncTr VPV 13.37 12.02 -10.1 4.8
InvTrInvGrNYMu VTN 13.36 12.08 -9.6 4.6
NuveenCAAMT-FQualMI NKX 15.27 13.89 -9.0 4.7
NuveenCAVal NCA 10.16 9.35 -8.0 3.1
NuveenCAQtyMuInc NAC 14.71 13.29 -9.7 4.7
NuvNJQualMuni Inc NXJ 15.16 13.44 -11.3 5.1
NuveenNYAMT/FrQualMI NRK 13.86 12.27 -11.5 4.5
NuveenNYQualMuni Inc NAN 14.35 12.64 -11.9 4.5
NuveenOHQualMuni Inc NUO 16.29 14.30 -12.2 3.9
NuveenPAQualMuni Inc NQP 15.08 13.91 -7.8 4.6
NuveenVAQltyMun Inc NPV 14.20 14.07 -0.9 4.1
PIMCOCA PCQ 12.69 15.95 +25.7 4.7
PIMCOCAMuniII PCK 8.08 8.03 -0.6 4.7

Prem12Mo
Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Yld

EtnVncEqtyInc EOI NA 17.89 NA 13.6
EtnVncEqtyIncoII EOS NA 19.61 NA -3.5
EVRskMnDvsEqInc ETJ NA 9.32 NA -4.3
ETnVncTxMgdBuyWrtInc ETB NA 16.55 NA 16.4
EtnVncTxMgdBuyWrtOpp ETV NA 15.14 NA 7.3
EvTxMnDvsEqInc ETY NA 13.34 NA 13.2
EtnVncTxMgdGlbB ETW NA 9.80 NA 5.6
EVTxMnGblDvEqInc EXG NA 9.01 NA 7.0
Ecofin S&S Impact Term TEAF 17.17 14.19 -17.4 8.7
First Trust Energy IncG FEN 15.42 15.41 -0.1 27.6
First Tr EnhancedEq FFA 19.00 19.24 +1.3 10.1
FirstTrEnergyInfra FIF 16.62 14.47 -12.9 32.3
FirstTrMLPEner&Inc FEI 8.99 7.83 -12.9 22.0
Gabelli Healthcare GRX 13.84 12.10 -12.6 4.7
GabUtility GUT 4.09 7.20 +76.0 3.4
GAMCOGlGold&NatRes GGN 4.20 3.97 -5.5 25.2
JHanFinl Opptys BTO 38.17 43.58 +14.2 18.3
Neuberger BrmnMLP&EI NML 7.72 5.98 -22.5 43.6
NeubergerNxtGenConn NBXG 14.66 12.29 -16.2 NS
NubrgrRlEstSec NRO 4.85 4.78 -1.4 15.3
NuvDow30DynOverwrite DIAX 17.08 16.04 -6.1 6.2
NuvCorEqAlpha JCE 15.60 15.75 +1.0 16.9
NuveenNasdaq 100DynOv QQQX 25.45 25.56 +0.4 -0.8
NuvReal Est JRS 11.94 11.45 -4.1 30.3
NuveenRl Asst Inc&Gro JRI 16.41 14.40 -12.2 5.9
NuvS&P500DynOvFd SPXX 17.20 17.08 -0.7 10.8
NuvSP500BuyIncFd BXMX 14.13 13.24 -6.3 5.8
ReavesUtilityIncome UTG 32.78 33.15 +1.1 10.4
Tortoise Enrgy Infra Crp TYG 38.89 32.06 -17.6 35.5
VAGIAI &TechOpptys AIO 22.38 20.42 -8.8 -8.2
VDivInt&PremStr NFJ NA 13.27 NA 2.1
Income&PreferredStockFunds
CalamosStratTot CSQ 16.03 15.80 -1.4 -0.9
CohenStrsLtdDurPref&Inc LDP 23.46 22.11 -5.8 -5.5
CohenStrsSelPref&Income PSF 23.74 21.99 -7.4 -12.1
CohenStrsTaxAvPreSecs&I PTA 23.38 21.15 -9.5 -8.9
Dividend and Income DNI 18.60 13.45 -27.7 13.1
FirstTrIntDurPref&Inc FPF 22.25 20.98 -5.7 -4.1
JHanPrefInc HPI 18.69 18.38 -1.7 2.6
JHPrefIncII HPF 18.49 18.07 -2.3 1.3
HnckJPfdInco III HPS 16.54 17.07 +3.2 7.6
JHanPrm PDT 14.42 15.42 +6.9 19.5
LMPCapInco SCD 15.53 13.97 -10.0 17.9
NuveenMulti-Asset Inc NMAI 17.73 15.55 -12.3 NS
NuveenPref& IncOpp JPC 8.99 8.34 -7.2 -2.7
NuveenFd JPS 8.83 8.13 -7.9 -8.3
NuveenPref& Inc Term JPI 22.74 22.00 -3.3 -4.6
TCWStrat Income TSI NA 5.09 NA -4.3
Convertible Sec's. Funds
AdvntCnvrtbl&IncFd AVK 15.72 14.66 -6.7 -1.8
CalamosConvHi CHY 13.26 13.06 -1.5 -4.1
CalmosConvOp CHI 12.58 12.18 -3.2 -6.0
VAGI Conv& Inc II NCZ 4.53 4.10 -9.5 -10.7
VAGI Conv& Inc NCV 5.06 4.62 -8.7 -11.6
VAGIDvs Inc&Conv ACV NA 24.30 NA -5.4
VAGI Eqty&Conv Inc NIE NA 24.59 NA -3.3
WorldEquity Funds
AberdeenEmgMkts Eq Inc AEF 7.07 6.28 -11.2 -23.4
AberdeenTotDynDiv AOD 10.00 9.03 -9.7 3.3
AllspringGl DivOppty EOD 5.42 5.01 -7.6 3.1
BlackRock Capital Alloc BCAT 18.77 16.26 -13.4 -18.6
CalamosGloDynInc CHW 8.12 8.17 +0.6 -11.3
China CHN 15.58 13.38 -14.1 -37.4
EVTxAdvGlbDivInc ETG NA 18.54 NA 5.5
EtnVncTxAdvOpp ETO NA 26.60 NA 10.0
FirstTrDynEuro Eq Inc FDEU 13.23 11.56 -12.6 -3.4
GabelliMultimedia GGT 6.84 9.16 +33.9 -0.1
HighlandGlobal Alloc HGLB 12.69 9.89 -22.1 46.9
India Fund IFN 20.73 18.79 -9.4 0.6
JapanSmaller Cap JOF 8.40 7.19 -14.4 -15.9
LazardGlbTotRetInc LGI 17.47 16.52 -5.4 -1.7
Mexico MXF NA 15.12 NA 11.2
MSChinaShrFd CAF 19.13 16.52 -13.7 -20.3
MS India IIF 28.35 23.45 -17.3 5.0
MSCBREGl InMg MEGI 19.68 18.07 -8.2 NS
NewGermany GF 12.57 10.90 -13.3 -19.6
TempletonDragon TDF 14.41 12.72 -11.7 -32.4
TempletonEmMkt EMF 14.57 12.94 -11.2 -29.3

U.S.MortgageBondFunds
BlckRk Income BKT 5.37 5.03 -6.3 8.0
InvestmentGradeBondFunds
Angel Oak FS Inc Trm FINS 17.31 16.05 -7.3 8.0
BlRck CoreBond BHK 13.92 13.01 -6.5 6.5
BRCredit Alloc Inc BTZ 13.58 12.42 -8.5 7.8
InvescoBond VBF 18.34 17.37 -5.3 3.6
JHan Income JHS 14.04 13.19 -6.1 5.8
MFS Intmdt MIN 3.41 3.16 -7.3 9.8
WesternAsset Inf-Lk Inc WIA 13.33 12.22 -8.3 11.7
WesternAsset Inf-LkO&I WIW 13.59 12.21 -10.2 7.9
WestnAsst IGDefOppTr IGI 19.55 18.55 -5.1 4.1
LoanParticipation Funds
Apollo Senior Floating AFT NA 14.75 NA 6.2
BRDebt Strategy DSU 11.16 10.45 -6.4 6.8
BRF/R Inc Str FRA 13.46 13.01 -3.3 6.0
BlackRock FloatngRt Inc BGT 13.08 12.18 -6.9 6.0
BlackstoneStrat Cr BGB 13.94 12.86 -7.7 6.3
Eagle Point Credit ECC NA 13.76 NA 12.2
EtnVncFltRteInc EFT NA 13.14 NA 6.3
EVSenFlRtTr EFR NA 13.38 NA 6.6
FT/Sr FltgRte Inc 2 FCT 11.81 11.86 +0.4 8.6
Highland Income HFRO 15.20 11.62 -23.6 7.9
InvDYCrOpp:AX VTA 12.19 NA NA NA
InvSnrIncTr VVR 4.55 4.26 -6.4 7.1
NuveenCredit Strat Inc JQC 6.61 5.93 -10.3 9.4
NuvFloatRateIncFd JFR 10.12 9.65 -4.6 7.1
NuvFloatRteIncOppty JRO 10.03 9.65 -3.8 7.0
NuveenSenior Income NSL 5.95 5.48 -7.9 7.1
HighYieldBondFunds
Aberdeen Inc Credit Str ACP 9.15 9.61 +5.0 11.9
AllianceBernGlHiIncm AWF 11.84 10.53 -11.1 7.2
Allspring IncomeOppty EAD 8.34 7.64 -8.4 8.8
BaringsGlb SDHYBd BGH 17.07 15.38 -9.9 8.0
BRCorporateHY HYT 11.07 10.35 -6.5 8.6
BlackRock LtdDur Inc BLW 15.29 14.21 -7.1 8.1
BNYMellonHi Yield Str DHF 3.00 2.67 -11.0 8.9
Brookfield Real Asst Inc RA 18.92 20.88 +10.4 8.4
CrSuisHighYld DHY 2.39 2.15 -10.0 8.4
DELAWARE IVYHIGH INCOPP IVH 13.90 12.50 -10.1 6.3
DoubleLine Inc Sol DSL 15.45 14.03 -9.2 11.8
DoubleLineYldOpps DLY 18.32 16.93 -7.6 8.0
First TrHi Inc Lng/Shrt FSD 14.70 13.25 -9.9 9.4
First TrustHYOpp:2027 FTHY 18.92 17.39 -8.1 8.9
KKR IncomeOpportunities KIO NA 14.20 NA 8.4
NuveenGlobal High Inc JGH 15.10 13.39 -11.3 9.4
PGIMGlobal HighYield GHY 14.70 13.08 -11.0 8.9
PGIMHighYield Bond ISD 15.78 14.22 -9.9 8.6
PGIMShDurHi YldOpp SDHY 18.64 16.61 -10.9 7.5
PioneerHilncm PHT 8.86 8.17 -7.8 10.0
WstAstHIF II HIX 6.15 6.10 -0.8 9.2
WesternAssetHi IncOpp HIO 4.89 4.44 -9.2 7.7
WesternAssetHi YldDO HYI 14.24 13.59 -4.6 8.0
OtherDomestic TaxableBondFunds
AllspringMulti-Sector ERC 11.03 10.06 -8.8 10.1
Apollo Tactical Income AIF NA 14.18 NA 6.9
AresDynamic CrdtAlloc ARDC NA 14.12 NA 7.9
BlackRockMlt-Sctr Inc BIT 16.49 15.69 -4.9 9.1
BlackRock TaxMuni Bd BBN 22.88 21.82 -4.6 6.1
DoubleLine:Oppor Crdt Fd DBL 17.93 17.14 -4.4 7.9

52wk
Prem Ttl

Fund (SYM) NAV Close /Disc Ret
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Principal DvsSel RAY 27.37 NA NA 8.5
ThePrivate Shares;A 43.22 NA NA 16.3
ThePrivate Shares;I 43.71 NA NA 16.6
ThePrivate Shares;L 42.74 NA NA 16.0
ThirdlineReal Estate I 10.11 NA NA NS
USQCoreReal Estate:I 29.24 NA NA 22.2
USQCoreReal Estate:IS 29.27 NA NA 22.3
Versus CapMMgrRE Inc:I 30.35 NA NA NE
VersusCapital Real Asst 27.03 NA NA 8.7
Wildermuth:A 13.52 NA NA 5.9
Wildermuth:C 12.86 NA NA 5.1
Wildermuth:I 13.65 NA NA 6.2
Income&PreferredStockFunds
A3Alternative Inc 7.43 NA NA -18.0
Calamos L/SEqty andDI CPZ 20.40 19.65 -3.7 -1.7
First TrustAltOpps;A NA NA NA NS
Flat RockOpportunity 22.21 NA NA 19.7
LordAbbett Spec Sit I:A 9.81 NA NA NS
LordAbbett Spec Sit I:I 9.81 NA NA NS
VariantAltrntv Inc:Inst 28.36 NA NA 11.1
Variant Impact;Instl 25.41 NA NA NS
Zell Capital NA NA NA NS
Convertible Sec's. Funds
CalmosDynConv and Inc CCD 25.01 24.14 -3.5 -14.4
WorldEquity Funds
ACAPStrategic:A 17.71 NA NA -30.2
ACAPStrategic:W 13.10 NA NA -29.7
Aspiriant Rsk-MgdCapAp NA NA NA NS
CalamosGlbTotRet CGO 12.59 13.15 +4.4 -11.1
Primark Priv Eq Inv:I 11.92 NA NA 2.5
Thornburg Inc BldrOpps TBLD.O 18.02 16.11 -10.6 NS
VirtusTotalRetFd ZTR 8.75 9.33 +6.6 6.6

U.S.MortgageBondFunds
ArcaUSTreasury NA NA NA 0.0
Ellington IncOpp:A NA NA NA 5.2
Ellington IncOpp:M NA NA NA 5.4
LoanParticipationFunds
1WSCredit Income;A2 NA NA NA NS
1WSCredit Income;Inst NA NA NA 6.1
AlphCntrc PrimeMerid In 9.63 NA NA 9.2
AxonicAlternative Inc NA NA NA 11.4
Blackstone FREID 23.21 NA NA 5.3
Blackstone FREI I 23.18 NA NA 5.6
Blackstone FREI T 23.14 NA NA 5.1
Blackstone FREI T-I 23.71 NA NA 5.1
Blackstone FREIU 24.16 NA NA 5.1
BNYMAlcntr GlbMSCr Fd 96.34 NA NA 7.8
CliffwaterClFd;I 10.73 NA NA 6.9
CliffwaterElFd;A 10.64 NA NA NS
CNRStrategic Credit 9.67 NA NA 13.7
Equalize CommunityDev 9.82 NA NA 2.5
FedProj&TrFinanceTendr 9.77 NA NA 2.2
Flat RockCore Income NA NA NA 6.7
InvDYCrOpp:A 12.19 NA NA NS
InvDYCrOpp:R6 12.19 NA NA NS
InvDYCrOpp:Y 12.19 NA NA NS
InvescoSr LoanA 6.39 NA NA 4.9
InvescoSr LoanC 6.41 NA NA 4.1
InvescoSr Loan IB 6.39 NA NA 5.1
InvescoSr Loan IC 6.39 NA NA 5.0
InvescoSr LoanY 6.39 NA NA 5.1
OFSCredit Company OCCI NA 13.15 NA NA
Yieldstreet Prism NA NA NA 10.1
HighYieldBondFunds
Griffin InstAccess Cd:A NA NA NA 6.3
Griffin InstAccess Cd:C NA NA NA 6.3
Griffin InstAccess Cd:F NA NA NA 6.3
Griffin InstAccess Cd:I NA NA NA 6.3
Griffin InstAccess Cd:L NA NA NA 6.3
Griffin InstAccess Cd:M NA NA NA NS
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;A-1 8.82 NA NA 8.7
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;A-2 8.81 NA NA 8.4
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;A-3 8.82 NA NA 8.1
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;A-4 8.81 NA NA 8.1
PIMCOFlexible Cr I;Inst 8.81 NA NA 8.9
WAMiddleMkt Inc 621.07 NA NA 5.4
OtherDomestic TaxableBondFunds
AFAMMC;Inst 9.99 NA NA NS
AFAMMC;Inv 9.98 NA NA NS
Alternative Credit Inc:A NA NA NA 6.3
Alternative Credit Inc:C NA NA NA 5.6
Alternative Credit Inc:I NA NA NA 6.6
Alternative Credit Inc:L NA NA NA 6.1
Alternative Credit Inc:W NA NA NA 6.3
Angel OakStr Crdt:Inst 22.14 NA NA 14.3
BRCredit Strat;A 9.43 NA NA 5.8
BRCredit Strat;Inst 9.42 NA NA 6.6
BRCredit Strat;U 9.43 NA NA NS
BRCredit Strat;W 9.43 NA NA NS
BlackRockMlt-SctrOppty 78.02 NA NA 8.0
BlackRockMlt-SecOpp II 81.22 NA NA 7.5
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:A 8.85 NA NA 6.7
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:I 8.89 NA NA 7.2
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:L 8.84 NA NA 6.8
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:M 8.89 NA NA 6.5
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:N 8.84 NA NA 7.2
Carlyle Tact Pvt Cred:Y 8.85 NA NA 7.0
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;A NA NA NA 5.4
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;C NA NA NA 5.4
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;I NA NA NA 5.3
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;L NA NA NA 5.4
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;U NA NA NA 5.4
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt:U2 NA NA NA 5.4
CIONAresDvsfd Crdt;W NA NA NA 5.3
CNRSelect Strategies 12.30 NA NA 0.0
First Eagle CrdtOppsA 25.77 NA NA 7.3
First Eagle CrdtOpps I 25.73 NA NA 8.1
FSCredit Income;A NA NA NA 5.4
FSCredit Income;I NA NA NA 5.7
FSCredit Income;T NA NA NA 5.2
FSCredit Income;U NA NA NA 4.9
FSCredit Income;U-2 NA NA NA 4.9
GLBeyond Income 0.47 NA NA NE
KKRCREDITOPPTY;D NA NA NA 9.1
KKRCREDITOPPTY;I NA NA NA 6.5
KKRCREDITOPPTY;T NA NA NA 5.7
KKRCREDITOPPTY;U NA NA NA 5.8
LordAbbett CredOpps Fd 10.27 NA NA 6.2
LordAbbett CredOpps Fd 10.27 NA NA 7.0
LordAbbett CrdOp:U 10.27 NA NA 6.3
Palmer SquareOpp Inc 18.20 NA NA 4.7
TheFinite Solar Finance 9.96 NA NA NS
Thrivent Church Ln&Inc:S 9.94 NA NA 2.6
World IncomeFunds
BlueBayDestra Itl E:A 22.96 NA NA 6.1
BlueBayDestra Itl E:I 22.97 NA NA 6.4
BlueBayDestra Itl E:L 22.93 NA NA 5.9
BlueBayDestra Itl E:T 22.87 NA NA 5.7
OaktreeDvsfd Income;D 9.53 NA NA NS
NationalMuni BondFunds
Ecofin Tax-AdvSoc Impct 9.55 NA NA 6.3
LindCapPtMunCred Inc 9.68 NA NA NS
NuveenEnHYMuni Bd:A NA NA NA NS
NuveenEnHYMuni Bd:I NA NA NA NS
PIMCOFlexMun Inc;A-3 11.10 NA NA 1.6
PIMCOFlexMun Inc:A1 11.10 NA NA 1.9
PIMCOFlexMun Inc;A2 11.10 NA NA 1.9
PIMCOFlexMun Inc;Inst 11.10 NA NA 2.4
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COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
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�� ��� �.2(�� �. D�������3 ���-�#3� 		�� $�(���& �� ��� A��&���#$� �7��-��
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B�$&#�3� �� 		�� � ��$�/��� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���% !��� 0*�(-��& ����%1��
/#$$ �..�� .�� ��$� ��� .�$$�/#�3 ���������#� ��& $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%
#�������� !(�$$�(�#7�$%� ��� 0��$$�����$1�� !#� � ����L 3�����$ ���������#�
#������� !��#�3 ���L �. ��� 3�����$ ���������#� #���������� ��& �� EG�GGL
$#'#��& ���������#� #�������� #� �#7#�� �����7���#�� B���$� 	�� � �����%$7��#�
$#'#��& ���������#� !0�#7#�� �����7���#��1�9 !##� ���L �. ��� $#'#��& ��&
3�����$ ���������#� #�������� #� �#7#�� �$(��'%� 	�� � �����%$7��#� $#'#��&
���������#� !0�#7#�� �$(��'%1�9 !###� ���L �. ��� 3�����$ ��& $#'#��&
���������#� #�������� #� ������� ��-���(�#��� 	�� � �����%$7��#� $#'#��&
���������#� !0���������-���(�#��1�9 !#7����L�. ��� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%
#�������� #� 5KK 
���� +���& ����(#����� 		�� � �����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�%
(�'���% !05KK 
���� +���&1 ��&� ��3����� /#�� �#7#�� �����7���#��� �#7#��
�$(��'% ��& ������� ��-���(�#��� (�$$�(�#7�$%� ��� 0+����/���1�9 ��& !7�
��� .�$$�/#�3 ���������#� ��& $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���% #�������� #� ��� &#��(�
��& #�&#��(� �������� ��& '�'���� �. ��� +����/���� !�� ���L �. ��� $#'#��&
$#��#$#�% (�'���% '�'�����#� #�������� #� �#7#�� �����7���#�� B���$ �� 		��
� �����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%9 !�� ���L �. ��� $#'#��& $#��#$#�%
(�'���% '�'�����#� #�������� #� �#7#�� ������ ����3#�3 ��'���� 		��
� �����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%9 !(� � �L $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%
'���3#�3 '�'��� #������� #� �#7#�� ������ ������� 		�� � �����%$7��#�
$#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%9 !&� ���L �. ��� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%
'�'�����#� #�������� #� �#7#�� �$(��'% D�� 		�� � �����%$7��#� $#'#��&
$#��#$#�% (�'���%9 !�� ���L �. ��� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���% '�'�����#�
#�������� #� ������� ��-���(�#�� D�� 		�� � �����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�%
(�'���%9 ��& !.� ���L �. ��� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���% '�'�����#� #��������
#�5KK
����+���&����3��� 		��������%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%�
��� ��$� #� ��#�3 '�&� #� (����(�#�� /#�� ��� .���($��-�� -�&�� ���#($�

G �. ��� )�#.��' ��''��(#�$ ��&� �. ��� *���� �. 
�/ J��, �. � �$�&3� �%
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�����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%� �#7#�� ������ ����3#�3 ��'����
		�� � �����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%� �#7#�� �$(��'% D�� 		�� �
�����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%� ������� ��-���(�#�� D�� 		�� �
�����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���%� ��& 5KK 
���� +���& ����3��� 		��
� �����%$7��#� $#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���% !(�$$�(�#7�$%� 0�������1�� �� *�(-��&
����% !�� ��� ���#3��� �. *-�;-������ *��-(�-��& ���#��$� 		�� � ��$�/���
$#'#��& $#��#$#�% (�'���% !��� 0��#3#��$ ��88��#�� 	��&��1��� �-��-��� ��
/�#(� ������� 3�����& � 2��� ��#��#�% $#�� �� ��� ��$$�����$ �� (�$$�����$ .��
�������@ 3-�����% �. � '�88��#�� $��� !��� 0��88��#�� 	���1� �� +����/���
��$& �% *�(-��& ����% #� ��� ��#3#��$ '�:#'-' ��#�(#��$ �'�-�� �.
M���5����������
+���& -��� #�.��'��#�� ���7#&�& �% ������� ��& ��� +����/���� #� #� ���

-�&������&#�3 �. *�(-��& ����% !�-� /#���-� �����������#�� �� /������% �.
��% ,#�& �% *�(-��& ����%� ����� !�� �#7#�� �����7���#�� #� ��� �/��� �. )�#��
� ��& � �. ��� '#:�& -��& (��&�'#�#-' (�''��$% ,��/� �� ��� �#7#��
	����#��� $�(���& �� 5GG 
���� +���& *������ ��#$�&�$��#�� �����%$7��#�
�G��C !��� 0�#7#�� 	����#��1�9 !�� �#7#�� �$(��'% #� ��� �/��� �. )�#� C
�. ��� �#7#�� 	����#��� /�#(� ��3����� /#�� )�#�� � ��& � (����#�-�� �$$ �.
��� -�#�� �. ��� �#7#�� 	����#��9 !C� ������� ��-���(�#�� #� ��� �/��� �. �
'-$�#�.�'#$% ���#&���#�$ (��&�'#�#-' -�#� (�''��$% ,��/� �� 0)�#� �1
�. ��� (��&�'#�#-' ��3#'� (�''��$% ,��/� �� ��� B��& B�-�� <$���
���&�'#�#-'� $�(���& ��  �E *�-�� ��& *������ ��#$�&�$��#�� �����%$7��#�
�G�>K !0B��& B�-�� <$���1�9 ��& !>� 5KK 
���� +���& #� ��� �/��� �. ���

3��-�& $������$& ������ �. ��� (�''��(#�$ ���$ ������ �-#$&#�3 (�''��$%
,��/� �� ��� *�-&���,�� +-#$&#�3� $�(���& �� 55K�5KK 
���� +���& *������
��#$�&�$��#�� �����%$7��#� �G��C !��3����� /#�� ��� �#7#�� 	����#�� ��&
B��&��-��<$���� (�$$�(�#7�$%� ��� 0�������#��1��
��� +����/���@ �����(�#7� .�� ��& $������$& #�������� #� ��� �������#��

��� �-�?�(� �� � '���3�3� $��� !��� 0����3�3� 	���1� #� ��� '�:#'-'
��#3#��$ ��#�(#��$ �'�-�� �. M>������������� �-��-��� �� (����#� $���
&�(-'���� �7#&��(#�3 �������3�3� 	����
��� ��$� ���$$ �� � �-�$#( �-(�#�� �� ��� �#3���� ;-�$#2�& �#&&��� ���

��$$�����$ #� ��#�3 �..���& �� � �#�3$� $��� 0���#�� /�����#�1� /#�� �$$ .�-$��� /#��
�� �:����� �� #'�$#�& /������#��� �����������#���� �����'���� �� (��&#�#���
�. ��% ,#�& '�&� �% *�(-��& ����% �� ��% ������ �(�#�3 .�� �� �� ����$. �.
*�(-��& ����%� /#���-� ��% ��(�-��� /������7�� �� *�(-��& ����% �� ��%
����� ������ �(�#�3 .�� �� �� ����$. �. *�(-��& ����%� ��& ��(� �#&&�� '-��
'�,� #�� �/� #�;-#�% ��3��&#�3 ��� ��$$�����$� ��� /#��#�3 �#&&�� ���$$ ��
�������#�$� .�� ��� ��%'��� �. �$$ �����.�� ��:��� ���'� &-�#�� ��& �#'#$��
��:�� #�(-���& #� (����(�#��/#�� ����-�(�����. �����$$�����$�
��� ��$� �. ��� ��$$�����$ /#$$ �� �-�?�(� �� �$$ ���$#(��$� ��#�& ����%

(������� ��& ��3-$����% �����7�$�� #. ��%�F#���-� $#'#���#�� �� ��� .���3�#�3�
�$���� ��,� ���#(� ���� ����� ��� ���(#2( ��;-#��'���� .�� ��% ������#�$
�-((���.-$ �#&&�� #� (����(�#�� /#�� ����#�#�3 #�.��'��#�� ��& �#&&#�3 ��
��� ��$$�����$� #�($-&#�3� �-� ��� $#'#��& ��� ���� !�� ��(� �#&&�� '-�� (�'�$%
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Insider-Trading Spotlight
Trading by ‘insiders’ of a corporation, such as a company’s CEO, vice president or director, potentially conveys
new information about the prospects of a company. Insiders are required to report large trades to theSEC
within twobusiness days. Here’s a look at the biggest individual trades by insiders, based on data received by
Refinitiv onMarch 11, and year-to-date stock performance of the company
KEY: B: beneficial owner ofmore than 10%of a security class CB: chairman CEO: chief executive officer CFO: chief financial officer
CO: chief operating officer D: director DO: director and beneficial owner GC: general counsel H: officer, director and beneficial owner
I: indirect transaction filed through a trust, insider spouse,minor child or other O: officer OD: officer and director P: presidentUT:
unknown VP: vice president Excludes pure options transactions

Biggest weekly individual trades
Based on reports filedwith regulators this pastweek

No. of shrs in Price range ($) $Value
Date(s) Company Symbol Insider Title trans (000s) in transaction (000s) Close ($) Ytd (%)

Buyers
Mar. 8-9 Doordash DASH A. Lin DOI 574 81.58-92.87 49,962 86.97 -41.6

Mar. 7-8 Continental Resources CLR H.Hamm DO 337 57.58-59.52 19,966 58.27 30.2

Mar. 9 Shift4Payments FOUR J. Isaacman CEO 120 45.12-46.80 5,523 49.79 -14.1
Mar. 10 J. Isaacman CEO 82 48.72-50.25 4,050

Mar. 7-9 RevolutionMedicines RVMD T. Schroeder DI 246 18.23-20.07 4,661 20.16 -19.9

Mar. 4-7 SkechersUSA SKX M.Greenberg P 103 35.20-38.23 3,853 37.34 -14.0

Mar. 4 Carvana CVNA M.Maroone D 25 104.77 2,619 113.79 -50.9

Mar. 4-8 ArcherAviation ACHR M. Lore B 746 2.95-3.16 2,253 3.17 -47.5

Mar. 7 ExtraSpaceStorage EXR K.Woolley D 11 200.75 2,108 196.51 -13.3

Mar. 8 WesternAllianceBancorp WAL R. Sarver ODI 25 77.00-77.24 1,929 83.04 -22.9

Mar. 9 BRiley Financial RILY B. Riley CEO 30 62.83 1,885 63.42 -28.6

Mar. 4-7 IAA IAA P. Kamin DI 44 33.41-35.27 1,500 35.67 -29.5

Mar. 8-10 ReservoirMedia RSVR R. Taylor DI 169 7.19-7.49 1,223 8.24 4.2

Mar. 3 Wayfair W M.Choe D 10 122.24 1,222 114.45 -39.8

Mar. 2 Draftkings DKNG H.Nada D 50 23.28 1,164 16.11 -41.4

Mar. 7 MPMaterials MP R.Weisenburger D 30 38.40 1,152 43.73 -3.7

Mar. 3-7 Comscore SCOR W.Livek CEO 400 2.54-2.67 1,045 2.54 -24.0

Mar. 7 USFoodsHolding USFD R. Dutkowsky D 31 32.91 1,020 34.43 -1.1

Sellers
Mar. 2 Walmart WMT J.Walton BI 1,167 135.96-136.48 159,000 142.07 -1.8
Mar. 2 S.Walton DOI 1,167 135.96-136.48 159,000
Mar. 2 A.Walton BI 1,167 135.96-136.48 159,000
Mar. 8-9 J.Walton BI 178 139.12-142.00 24,887
Mar. 8-9 S.Walton DOI 178 139.12-142.00 24,887
Mar. 8-9 A.Walton BI 178 139.12-142.00 24,887

Mar. 2-4 Bunge BG P. Fribourg DI 690 107.65-108.99 74,504 109.93 17.7

Mar. 4-8 Hess HES J. Hess CEO 650* 99.91-101.37 65,156 94.61 27.8

Mar. 8-10 MPMaterials MP D.Gold DOI 1,131 43.71-45.28 50,404 43.73 -3.7

Mar. 2 Workday WDAY D.Duffield B 204 236.37-249.57 50,007 224.91 -17.7

Mar. 7 Airbnb ABNB J. Gebbia HI 300 131.75-144.24 41,054 145.14 -12.8

Mar. 3-4 Motorola Solutions MSI G. Brown CEO 182 217.61-223.37 40,299 221.77 -18.4
Mar. 7-8 G. Brown CEO 118 213.68-222.24 25,742

Mar. 7 Enviva EVA J. Ubben DI 502 75.00-79.79 37,818 76.71 8.9

Mar. 2 Intuit INTU L. Fennell O 59 471.42-478.28 28,163 439.32 -31.7

Mar. 4 Velodyne Lidar VLDR D.Hall B 10,000 2.55 25,500 2.12 -54.3

Mar. 3 Datadog DDOG M. Jacobson DI 161 155.45-160.23 25,378 127.02 -28.7

Mar. 1-2 AristaNetworks ANET A. Bechtolsheim H 202* 117.89-123.30 24,266 119.91 -16.6

* Half the transactionswere indirect **Twoday transaction
p - Pink Sheets

Buying and selling by sector
Based on actual transaction dates in reports received this pastweek

Sector Buying Selling Sector Buying Selling

Basic Industries 967,755 71,319,602 Health care 11,301,163 135,980,911
Business services 0 0 Industrial 0 0
Consumer durables 2,379,567 17,948,232 Media 0 0
Consumer nondurables 0 0 Technology 5,489,144 33,750
Consumer services 30,783,389 88,040,855 Transportation 302,601 3,834,835
Energy 302,303 76,579,406 Utilities 0 0
Finance 15,094,547 152,979,248

Sources: Refinitiv; DowJonesMarketData

Friday

Energy

Coal,C.Aplc.,12500Btu,1.2SO2-r,w 93.400
Coal,PwdrRvrBsn,8800Btu,0.8SO2-r,w 16.750

Metals

Gold, per troy oz
Engelhard industrial 1970.00
Handy&Harmanbase 1978.70
Handy&Harman fabricated 2196.36
LBMAGold PriceAM *1997.65
LBMAGold Price PM *1996.60
Krugerrand,wholesale-e 2060.76
Maple Leaf-e 2080.58
AmericanEagle-e 2080.58
Mexican peso-e 2397.09
Austria crown-e 1945.27
Austria phil-e 2080.58
Silver, troy oz.
Engelhard industrial 25.7500
Handy&Harmanbase 25.9950
Handy&Harman fabricated 32.4940
LBMAspot price *£19.7200
(U.S.$ equivalent) *25.9450
Coins,wholesale $1,000 face-a 21710
Other metals
LBMAPlatinumPrice PM *1088.0
Platinum,Engelhard industrial 1065.0
Palladium,Engelhard industrial 2800.0
Aluminum, LME, $ permetric ton *3535.0
Copper,Comex spot 4.6160

Friday

IronOre, 62%FeCFRChina-s 154.5
ShreddedScrap, USMidwest-s,m n.a.
Steel, HRCUSA, FOBMidwestMill-s 1200
Battery/EV metals
BMI LithiumCarbonate, EXWChina, =99.2%-v,k 70675
BMI LithiumHydroxide, EXWChina, =56.5% -v,k 64000
BMICobalt sulphate, EXWChina, >20.5% -v,m 17729
BMINickel Sulphate, EXWChina, >22%-v,m 6479
BMI FlakeGraphite, FOBChina, -100Mesh, 94-95% -v,m 685

Fibers and Textiles

Burlap,10-oz,40-inchNYyd-n,w 0.8525
Cotton,1 1/16 std lw-mdMphs-u 1.2203
Cotlook 'A' Index-t *134.05
Hides,hvy native steers piece fob-u 41.000
Wool,64s,staple,Terr del-u,w n.a.

Grains and Feeds

Barley,top-qualityMnpls-u n.a.
Bran,wheatmiddlings, KC-u 193
Corn,No. 2 yellow,Cent IL-bp,u 7.4200
Corn gluten feed,Midwest-u,w 209.9
Corn glutenmeal,Midwest-u,w 644.5
Cottonseedmeal-u,w 343
Hominy feed,Cent IL-u,w 172
Meat-bonemeal,50%proMnpls-u,w 375
Oats,No.2milling,Mnpls-u 7.0050
Rice, LongGrainMilled, No. 2AR-u,w 29.25
Sorghum,(Milo)No.2Gulf-u n.a.
SoybeanMeal,Cent IL,rail,ton48%-u,w 499.10
Soybeans,No.1 yllw IL-bp,u 16.5100

Friday

Wheat,Spring14%-proMnpls-u 12.0325
Wheat,No.2 soft red,St.Louis-u 10.4450
Wheat -Hard - KC (USDA) $ per bu-u 10.6900
Wheat,No.1softwhite,Portld,OR-u 11.5250

Food
Beef,carcass equiv. index
choice 1-3,600-900 lbs.-u 222.46
select 1-3,600-900 lbs.-u 215.46
Broilers, National compwtd. avg.-u,w 1.4058
Butter,AAChicago-d 2.7100
Cheddar cheese,bbl,Chicago-d 201.00
Cheddar cheese,blk,Chicago-d 219.00
Milk,Nonfat dry,Chicago lb.-d 184.00
Coffee,Brazilian,Comp-y 2.2534
Coffee,Colombian, NY-y 2.8717
Eggs,largewhite,Chicago-u 1.2850
Flour,hardwinter KC-p 25.75
Hams,17-20 lbs,Mid-US fob-u 0.67
Hogs,Iowa-So.Minnesota-u 96.86
Pork bellies,12-14 lbMidUS-u n.a.
Pork loins,13-19 lbMidUS-u 1.5411
Steers,Tex.-Okla. Choice-u n.a.
Steers,feeder,Okla. City-u,w 182.75

Fats and Oils
Degummed corn oil, crudewtd. avg.-u,w 64.7500
Grease,choicewhite,Chicago-h 0.6950
Lard,Chicago-u n.a.
Soybean oil,crude;Centl IL-u,w 0.7853
Tallow,bleach;Chicago-h 0.7500
Tallow,edible,Chicago-u n.a.

KEY TO CODES: A=ask; B=bid; BP=country elevator bids to producers; C=corrected; D=CME; E=Manfra,Tordella & Brookes; H=American Commodities Brokerage Co;
K=bi-weekly;M=monthly; N=nominal; n.a.=not quoted or not available; P=Sosland Publishing; R=SNL Energy; S=Platts-TSI; T=Cotlook Limited; U=USDA; V=Benchmark
Mineral Intelligence;W=weekly; Y=International Coffee Organization; Z=not quoted. *Data as of 3/10

Source: Dow JonesMarket Data

Cash Prices Friday,March 11, 2022
These prices reflect buying and selling of a variety of actual or “physical” commodities in themarketplace—
separate from the futures price on an exchange,which reflectswhat the commoditymight beworth in future
months.

| wsj.com/market-data/commodities

MARKETS

THE TICKER | MARKET EVENTS COMING
THIS WEEK
Monday
Earnings expected

Estimate/Year Ago

DLocal Limited
0.07/n.a.

Vail Resorts Inc.
5.68/3.62

Tuesday
Fed 2-daymeeting
starts
EmpireManufacturing
Feb., previous 3.1
Mar., expected 9.4

Producer price index
All items, Jan. up 1.0%
Feb., expected up 0.9%
Core, Jan. up 0.8%
Feb., expected up 0.6%

Wednesday
Fed rate-policy
meeting
Target rate 0-0.25%
Business inventories
Dec., previous up 2.1%
Jan., expected up 1.1%
EIA status report

Previous change in stocks in
millions of barrels

Crude-oil stocks
down 1.9

Gasoline stocks
down 1.4

Distillates down 5.2

Import price index
Jan., previous up 2.0%
Feb., expected up 1.5%

Mort. bankers indexes
Purch., previous up 9%
Refinan., prev. up 9%

Retail sales, ex. autos
Jan., previous up 3.3%
Feb., expected up 1.0%

Retail sales
Jan., previous up 3.8%
Feb., expected up 0.5%

Earnings expected
Estimate/Year Ago

Endeavor Group
Holdings Inc.

0.16/(0.02)
Jabil Inc. 1.48/1.27
Lennar Corp.

2.60/3.20
Williams-Sonoma

4.82/3.95

Thursday
Building Permits
Jan., previous1.899mil
Feb., expected1.85mil

Capacity utilization
Jan., previous77.6%
Feb., expected77.8%

EIA report: natural-gas
Previous change in stocks in

billions of cubic feet

down 124

Housing Starts
Jan., previous 1.638mil
Feb., expected 1.70mil

Industrial production
Jan., previous up 1.4%
Feb., expected up 0.5%

Initial jobless claims
Previous 227000
Expected 221000

Philadelphia Fed
survey
Feb., previous 16
Mar., expected 18

Earnings expected
Estimate/Year Ago

Accenture Plc Class A
2.37/2.03

Dollar General Corp.
2.56/2.62

FedEx Corp. 4.66/3.47
GameStop Corp.
Class A 0.85/1.34

Friday
Existing home sales
Jan., previous 6.50mil
Feb., expected 6.19mil

Leading indicators
Jan., previous

down0.3%
Feb., expected up 0.3%

* FactSet Estimates earnings-per-share estimates don’t include extraordinary items (Losses in
parentheses) u Adjusted for stock split

Note: Forecasts are from Dow Jones weekly survey of economists

Williams-Sonoma is expected to post a per-share profit of $4.82.
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Trading Research. “We just
don’t know.”

The uncertainty inspired a
frenzy of speculation that ex-
acerbated the price swings. In-
vestors poured so much cash
into the Teucrium Wheat
Fund, which holds futures,
that it ran out of shares to sell
last Monday. The previous
trading day, March 4, the ex-
change-traded fund issued

about 16 million new shares,
which was more than the 13
million or so that were out-
standing before the invasion.
U.S. financial regulators
granted the fund permission
on Wednesday to create and
sell additional shares.

The fund’s assets under
management ballooned to
nearly $500 million, up from
$86 million before Russia’s at-

tack, but fell to about $341
million by the end of the week
as wheat futures shed price.

“In six weeks they’ll start
planting in Ukraine and Rus-
sia,” said Sal Gilbertie, presi-
dent of Teucrium Trading
LLC, which manages the wheat
fund. “If it’s disrupted that
means a future reduction in
supplies that the world is
counting on.”

The U.S. Department of Ag-
riculture on Wednesday low-
ered its expectations for Rus-
sian and Ukrainian wheat
exports during the current
marketing year, which began
in June, by about 12%. Some of
the lost supply will be re-
placed by exports from Austra-
lia, where a record harvest is
expected, and India, which has
been increasing shipments
abroad amid a string of bum-
per crops, the Agriculture De-
partment said in its monthly
market forecast.

The department expects
U.S. farmers to plant slightly
more wheat than last year,
when the fewest acres were
sown in more than a century.
Lower yields are anticipated,
due to continuing drought in
the West and Northern Plains.

While American consumers
can expect more sticker shock
at the grocery store, the loss of
Black Sea exports risks leaving
some countries that rely on im-
ports unable to meet their grain
needs, analysts and traders say.

Egypt, the world’s largest
wheat importer, recently can-
celed a tender after receiving a
limited number of pricey of-
fers.

in the coming weeks.
“Russian ports are operat-

ing normally but no one is
willing to pay extremely high
insurance costs to book car-
goes from there,” said Will Os-
nato, senior research analyst

with Gro In-
telligence, an
agricultural

data firm.
Since wheat is priced in

dollars, exporters in Russia,
where the currency has
plunged about 40% in 2022,
could take cues from South
American growers who in
years past hedged their own
currency devaluations by hold-
ing on to grains.

“This is the fog of war,”
said Dave Whitcomb, head of
research at Switzerland’s Peak

ContinuedfrompageB1

Supply
Pressures
Jolt Wheat

A Ukrainian ship loaded with wheat is parked at the port of Tripoli in Lebanon on March 8.
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China Stocks Ready for a Move
Hong Kong could be a winner if U.S. delists some Chinese shares

ment of, cash and current private-
sector digital forms of the dollar,
such as deposits at commercial
banks.” The Fed is studying the issue.

Price of one bitcoin

Source: CoinDesk
Note: As of Friday
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The clock is ticking a lot louder
for Chinese stocks listed in the
U.S. The big winner may be a key
rival to U.S. bourses: the Hong
Kong exchange.

The Securities and Exchange
Commission said on Thursday it
has named five companies for fail-
ing to hire an auditor that could be
inspected by U.S. regulators. These
companies include Chinese compa-
nies like Yum China, the operator
of KFC and Pizza Hut in the coun-
try, and biotech company BeiGene.
Under legislation passed in 2020,
they could be delisted if U.S. regu-
lators can’t review their audits for
three consecutive years—meaning
2024 at the earliest.

The announcement isn’t unex-
pected—the SEC said in December
that 273 U.S.-listed foreign compa-
nies may not meet the requirement.
But U.S.-listed Chinese stocks suf-
fered a big selloff on Thursday:

Shares of Chinese e-commerce gi-
ant Alibaba fell 8% in New York,
while rival Pinduoduo lost 17%,
even though these companies aren’t
on the list. The five companies
identified on Thursday were likely
flagged first because they recently
filed annual reports to the SEC.

The dispute over accounting has
long been simmering, but the dete-
riorating relationship between the
U.S. and China brought it to a boil
over the past year. China deemed
some information too sensitive to
pass over to the U.S. on national-se-
curity grounds—particularly for
consumer tech companies whose
bread and butter is data—and
therefore refused to let auditors
show their books to U.S. regulators.

China’s securities regulator said
Friday that it opposes politicizing
securities regulations, but said dis-
cussions with U.S. regulators have
made progress and it believes they

can reach mutually acceptable ar-
rangements.

Most of the largest U.S.-listed
Chinese companies prepared for this
by making another listing in Hong
Kong. Electric-car maker NIO Inc. is
the latest to join the list: It made its
debut in the city on Thursday.

Shares of Hong Kong Exchanges
and Clearing rose 3% Friday as the
city is expected to benefit from a
potential exodus from the U.S. In a
recent note, Goldman Sachs esti-
mated that if all the shares of dual-
listed Chinese companies are moved
to Hong Kong, that could add about
$2.6 billion of average daily turn-
over to the city. New listings could
add another $1.4 billion. That
means they could make up around a
fifth of Hong Kong’s turnover.

There are more than 200 Chi-
nese companies solely listed in the
U.S., though they are usually
smaller and make up around 30%

of the total market value of the
U.S.-listed Chinese stocks, accord-
ing to Goldman Sachs.

The selloff seems overdone
given that the issue was long ex-
pected. But since the geopolitical
situation has become more treach-
erous recently due to Russia’s in-
vasion of Ukraine, investors may
prefer to stay on the sidelines.

In any case, Chinese tech stocks

have been out of favor for some time
already due to China’s regulatory
risks. The Kraneshares CSI China In-
ternet exchange-traded fund, which
tracks offshore Chinese technology
listings, lost three-quarters of its
value since February last year. The
writing has long been on the wall for
U.S.-listed Chinese companies. The
latest announcement just made it
even clearer. —Jacky Wong

Biden’s Digital Dollar Could Rile Banks and Crypto
The Biden administration’s plan

to study whether to launch a digi-
tal dollar may bring together some
strange bedfellows: banks and
crypto companies.

It isn’t clear what the adminis-
tration’s statement seeking to “ex-
plore a U.S. Central Bank Digital
Currency” and its potential to
work “in a manner that protects
Americans’ interests” might mean
in practical terms. A CBDC could
work in a number of ways. But tra-
ditional deposit-taking lenders and
some digital-currency upstarts
have worries about U.S. dollars.

The Bank Policy Institute, an in-
dustry group that represents large
U.S. banks, said Wednesday it was
confident future research would
conclude that “CBDCs would pose
considerable and unavoidable
costs to the financial system and
economy while producing few, if

any, tangible benefits.”
Meanwhile, some crypto firms

are betting on digital currencies to
possibly become widely used
forms of money. Others created
stablecoins that are pegged to the
U.S. dollar and which can function
as digitized equivalents within
many transactions—achieving
what a CBDC might aim to do.

Circle Internet Financial, which
issues the USD Coin, said a purely
centralized digital dollar if poorly
designed “would not only pose
competitiveness and other risks to
the U.S. banking and payment sys-
tem, it would require the govern-
ment to be in the business of pick-
ing technology winners and losers.”

A number of the concerns have
had traction in key places in Wash-
ington. Federal Reserve Chairman Je-
rome Powell said a CBDC could be “a
complement to, and not a replace-

But much of this discussion was
taking place before Russia’s inva-
sion of Ukraine. Recent days and
weeks have been a stark reminder
that money movements aren’t just
about efficiency and financial risk
but also about geopolitics. Part of
the appeal of a centralized CBDC
might be that Washington could in
theory, with relative ease, switch off
a certain entity or nation’s ability to
move or use dollars. Today, this of-
ten happens indirectly via clearing
banks or regulated U.S. firms that
must follow sanctions laws. But
some in Washington might not trust
those players. There is also physical
cash, and key networks that are un-
der other jurisdictions like Swift.

More top of mind now may be
whether a government-issued digital
dollar would enhance or diminish its
global role. Perhaps a review would
find that regulated private tokens

pegged to dollars deposited in banks
are ultimately the best-balanced
tool. Some in crypto might welcome
a version of a U.S. CBDC as a proof
point of digital assets overall, and a
way to ease the use of other crypto-
currencies in transactions. Bitcoin
surged on news of President Biden’s
broad executive order about crypto.

There will be other debates, like
potential benefits for financial inclu-
sion. Many established players might
be agnostic, too. For them it is the
endpoints—credit cards, or digital
wallet apps—that matter, not what
is moving behind them. Some banks
might view versions of a CBDC as a
way to cut transaction costs.

Figuring out the potential win-
ners and losers would depend on
the design of a digitized dollar. In-
vestors shouldn’t place their bets
yet on what is far from just a
wonky policy issue. —Telis Demos

A bank’s electronic board showing the Hong Kong share index.
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companies around the world

have pinned a lot of their

hopes on 5G. So far, they’re

still just hoping.

These companies have

spent hundreds of billions of

dollars on new equipment,

software and wireless licenses to clear a path

for the fifth generation of cellular technology.

Government policy makers have encouraged

such spending, hoping that access to the

most up-to-date networks will nurture high-

tech industries that depend on them.

But the uneven growth of wireless-service

revenue in many countries has raised fears

that those expensive upgrades might not

meaningfully lift network operators’ profits.

To understand why, consider the two kinds

of 5G technology often mentioned in the

same breath. One is basically a souped-up

version of 4G, making smartphone downloads

and wireless hotspot connections even faster.

Such coverage is quickly becoming common-

PleaseturntopageR2

BY DREW FITZGERALD

Telecom companies haven’t yet
seen their big investments pay off.
Will they ever?

Does fifth-generation wireless ser-
vice endanger air travel?

Several years after air-safety

watchdogs started asking the ques-

tion, engineers are finally gathering

data in real-world tests. Early signs

from tests outside the U.S. suggest

there may not be a problem. But en-

gineers say the scientific record is

still too sparse to make a definitive

judgment.

In the U.S., the Federal Aviation

Administration this year started fly-

ing specially outfitted airplanes over

Michigan and Southern California

that measure 5G signals in the air.

And a U.S. Defense Department-

funded program has aircraft circling

test ranges in Colorado and Utah to

measure how in-flight instruments

respond to those signals.

The parallel experiments address

worries that certain 5G signals could

confuse flight instruments, called ra-

dar altimeters, that feed real-time al-

titude data to cockpit safety systems.

“We are working really hard to ob-

tain solid engineering data so that we

will either know that there is or isn’t

a problem rather than guessing,” says

Frank Sanders, a senior researcher at

the Institute for Telecommunication

Sciences, a federal lab running tests

for the Pentagon program.

Such knowledge has been a long

time coming. FAA officials flagged

concerns as early as 2015 that radar

PleaseturntopageR6

Test flights in the U.S.
and Europe aim to deliver
answers in a yearslong
controversy

BY DREW FITZGERALD
AND MICAH MAIDENBERG

5G and Air-Travel Safety: WhatWe Know So Far
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place in rich countries. The number

of world-wide 5G connections

topped 520 million last year, ac-

cording to

telecom-industry researcher Om-

dia. But it remains to be seen

whether telecom companies can

reap much new revenue from

these consumers.

The second version promises to

change the way the business

world works by creating swarms of

smart devices, distributed data

centers and private cellular net-

works. This is where the big

money is, because it could create a

new crop of internet-connected in-

dustries where none existed be-

fore. But there are still few busi-

nesses using or offering this

advanced type of wireless service.

Industry optimists insist that

the second wave is on its way; it

just will take several more years

for such innovations to move from

the drawing board to the real

world. But even if the telecom in-

dustry’s optimists are proved right

about the coming 5G boom, it’s no

guarantee that their employers will

reap the rewards. Big tech compa-

nies including Google owner Alpha-

bet Inc., Amazon.com Inc. and Mi-

crosoft Corp. are making moves to

profit from these new mobile stan-

dards by developing software and

services tailored for 5G networks.

How long it takes for true 5G to

take hold—and how much busi-

nesses will be willing to pay for

it—could have long-lasting effects

on telecom companies’ investors,

customers and even the econo-

mies of the countries in which

they operate.

So, why hasn’t 5G been the

game changer yet that so many in

the industry predicted? Let’s take

a closer look at some of the rea-

sons.

Consumer apathy
Wireless companies looking to

profit from 5G investments must

first convince their existing base

of cellphone users that the faster

service is worth a premium.

They have seen mixed results. On

the positive side, cellphone carri-

ers like Verizon Communications

Inc. and T-Mobile US Inc. have

amassed hundreds of thousands

of 5G home internet customers in

areas where there was previously

less competition. The faster inter-

net services rely on tens of thou-

sands of U.S. cell towers recently

upgraded with new 5G equipment.

Both wireless companies have

said they plan to reach a few mil-

lion of those broadband users in

the coming years. That would be a

small slice of revenue at U.S. com-

panies, though the extra revenue

from an already-built network

could help their bottom lines.

The willingness of existing

smartphone customers to pay a

premium for 5G is less apparent.

Verizon in 2019 tested a $10

monthly fee for certain mobile 5G

links, for example, before abandon-

ing the surcharge. The carrier now

includes full 5G service with all

premium wireless plans, which in-

clude other perks like subscrip-

tions to Disney+.

In February, consumers polled

by the Recon Analytics Mobile In-

tender Survey ranked “better 5G”

fourth among the reasons they

would choose or drop a carrier,

ContinuedfrompageR1

nies poised to take a valuable

share of a still-nascent market.

Wireless-industry leaders often

speak enviously of how 4G led to a

financial boom for the companies

that took advantage of 4G’s capa-

bilities—phone and app makers, for

instance—while the telecom com-

panies themselves struggled to in-

crease revenue.

Telecom companies failed to

capitalize on the boom. Some com-

panies, for instance, invested in

growing sectors like streaming

video and data-center manage-

ment only to abandon those bets

after nimbler rivals took market

share from them.

“Incredible value is there to be

made, but too often in the past, as

a sector, we have left too much of

that value on the table,” Andrew

Penn, CEO of Australian network

operator Telstra Corp., said during a

recent appearance at an industry

event. “The telecommunications

sector has provided the platform

for growth but others have realized

the majority of it, and we can’t let

that happen again.”

Some telecom and technology

executives have privately ex-

pressed doubts that domestic

phone and broadband companies

would be in as strong a position as

big tech to profit from clients look-

ing to run complex 5G applications

in the cloud. If big cloud-services

providers are the companies billing

clients for 5G software, data stor-

age and private networks that take

the place of Wi-Fi or wired connec-

tions, telecom companies could be

reduced to a secondary role that

earns them less profit.

Despite the apathy and delays,

high costs and low return so far,

many telecom companies remain

optimistic. Verizon said during a re-

cent investor update that the new

high-speed wireless technology

would dramatically boost its

growth over the coming years. The

company cited opportunities in sell-

ing cellphone users pricier plans,

new business from wireless home

broadband service and long-term

opportunity from selling new ser-

vices for businesses—which prom-

ise to make things like manufactur-

ing much more efficient.

Verizon plans to offer those mo-

bile edge compute services in two

ways. A private-network model lets

the cellphone carrier control its re-

lationship with the client. But Veri-

zon has also struck agreements to

build public varieties of mobile

edge compute systems that draw

on resources from Amazon Web

Services, Microsoft’s Azure and

Google Cloud Platform. Clients may

choose either option.

Verizon CEO Hans Vestberg

says it makes “no difference when

it comes to our potential to make

revenue and profit” whether a busi-

ness customer interacts with Veri-

zon or a big cloud-computing com-

pany to run a private 5G network.

At Ford Motor Co.’s Dearborn,

Mich., production line for electric

trucks, AT&T and Azure have part-

nered to provide 5G services. AT&T

business chief Anne Chow says

both providers generate revenue by

running parts of the auto maker’s

factory-area 5G network, which

helps workers send software up-

dates to vehicles over the air, scan

components for imperfections and

keep phones and tablets connected

to the internet.

“It’s very much a relationship of

equals in support of a shared cli-

ent,” she says.

Mr. FitzGerald is a Wall Street
Journal reporter based in
Washington, D.C. Email
andrew.fitzgerald@wsj.com.

What Is
Happening
With 5G

5G is increasingly available in
cheaper phones, making faster

mobile service affordable to more

lower-income consumers around

the world, market researchers say.

The key to this broader access

to 5G service is the falling price

of the specialized semiconductors

needed for 5G phones, a trend

that analysts expect to continue

over the next two years. The

lower price makes it economically

feasible to put the chips in a

wider range of phones.

Already, 5G technology has

moved beyond the premium

smartphone market, in which de-

vices sell for $550 or more, to the

midtier market where devices sell

for $250 to $550, and even

late this year or early next year, at

which point it would make eco-

nomic sense for more mobile-

phone makers to put 5G chips in

devices with a retail price of

around $150, says Mr. Fieldhack.

U.S. carrier Consumer Cellular

Inc. expects to offer a 5G phone

priced at $199 by June, and one

priced at around $150 by early

next year, according to Greg

Hughes, the company’s vice presi-

dent of portfolio strategy. Cur-

rently the company offers 5G-ca-

pable phones priced at $349 and

higher. Mr. Hughes says he ex-

pects consumer adoption of 5G to

increase when the technology is

available in lower-priced smart-

phones.

Globally, 5G capability will

spread to at least 80% of phones

priced under $200 over the next

two to three years, from less than

5% now, says Runar Bjørhovde,

research analyst at market-re-

search firm Canalys.

In all, 42% of smartphones

shipped to retailers around the

world in 2021 were 5G-capable,

according to Counterpoint. That

percentage is expected to in-

crease to 54% this year and 66%

next year, Counterpoint says. In

the U.S., 58% of smartphones

shipped to retailers were 5G-ca-

pable last year, and that percent-

age is expected to increase to

83% by the end of this year and

to 89% by the end of 2023, Coun-

terpoint says.

Mr. Bhattacharyya is a Wall
Street Journal reporter in
Philadelphia. He can be reached at
suman.bhattacharyya@wsj.com.

cheaper 5G phones are available

in some places, says Jeff Field-

hack, research director at Coun-

terpoint Research.

5G technology is “moving very

quickly downwards in terms of af-

fordability, faster than any previ-

ous generation,” says Frank Boul-

ben, chief revenue officer of

Verizon Communications Inc.’s

Consumer Group. In Asia, prioriti-

zation of 5G chips by chip manu-

facturers in China and Taiwan is

pushing chip prices lower and

driving the production of budget

5G-capable devices, says Neil

Shah, vice president of research

at Counterpoint.

The average price of a so-called

5G system-on-a-chip that per-

forms multiple functions is now

$40 to $45, according to Counter-

point. That price could reach $20

5GExpandstoMore-AffordablePhones
5G capable phones as a share of
all smartphone shipments

Note: 2022 to 2025 are forecasts
Source: Counterpoint Research
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Phones around $200 are possible, thanks to falling chip prices

well behind more basic concerns

like lower prices and network cov-

erage.

Some of that popular indiffer-

ence stems from the activity that

still chews up most of a wireless

network’s bandwidth: video. The

spread of 4G connections allowed

video services like Netflix and Tik-

Tok to flourish by making high-

definition videos available every-

where. The perks of a 5G

connection—like seamlessly

streaming even higher-quality

video—are wasted on small

screens that can’t even display ul-

tra-HD video.

All of this means that people

are happy to upgrade to a 5G

phone but won’t necessarily pay a

premium for a matching cellular

connection. Meanwhile, there are

few new apps out that show what

the new wireless standard can do.

“People want faster speeds, no

doubt about it—but they don’t

care that it’s 5G because there’s

no killer app for that,” says Recon

Analytics chief Roger Entner.

Dearth of devices
Many telecom-industry experts

predict that 5G’s killer app won’t

be one thing, but instead its ability

to transform industrial settings,

where an “internet of things” like

sensors, vehicles and other equip-

ment is already serving farms, fac-

tories and transportation net-

works. Manufacturers have yet to

mass-produce many 5G-enabled

things—a chicken-and-egg problem

that bedevils the telecom world.

Schneider Electric SE was ret-

rofitting its 64-year-old electrical-

equipment factory in Lexington,

Ky., to boost productivity with Wi-

Fi-connected digital sensors and

other tools. But when the French

industrial giant built a new private

wireless network to improve effi-

ciency, the off-the-shelf sensors

and robots it used needed to be

adjusted to become 5G-ready.

Schneider hired NTT Ltd., a

subsidiary of Japanese telecom gi-

ant Nippon Telegraph & Tele-

phone Corp., to manage its net-

work and wire up new machines

to make them 5G capable. The

machines connect to a custom-

built 5G network only available

around the factory. While the proj-

ect’s leaders say those high-speed

links make the machines more

useful, they weren’t initially de-

signed for a cellular connection.

“Where are the devices?” asks

Shahid Ahmed, executive vice

president of NTT. “Right now, we

end up custom-building almost ev-

erything.”

Technical difficulties
It’s not just a lack of devices that

is causing companies problems.

Some of 5G’s promised benefits

for business users are bumping up

against the technical limits of the

technology.

To enable companies to take

advantage of 5G, networks need

low latency, meaning data will

make a quicker round trip through

a network’s chain of circuits and

microprocessors than it would

through a comparable 4G connec-

tion. Trimming latency could allow

a range of sensitive applications

to take off. But these lightning-

quick reflexes are hard—and ex-

pensive—to build into a network.

“We’re battling it milliseconds

at a time just like everyone else,”

says Dave Mayo, executive vice

president for network develop-

ment at Dish Network Corp. He

says his wireless company has

succeeded in getting various parts

of a complex new network work-

ing seamlessly.

The responsiveness of a 5G

network also depends on the dis-

tance a piece of information has

to travel before it is processed.

Low-latency applications like vid-

eogames could end up confined to

urban areas where companies

have made the necessary invest-

ments. Miniature data centers at

the base of every cell tower would

be “utopia” for 5G software devel-

opers, Mr. Mayo says, but tech

and telecom companies will proba-

bly make more targeted invest-

ments that could make 5G tech-

nology more powerful in some

areas.

Breaking the bank
Although large U.S. cellphone car-

riers have spent billions of dollars

on 5G, other carriers—especially in

emerging markets—have been re-

luctant to plow scarce financial re-

sources into 5G technology while

other priorities demand their at-

tention. At the same time, these

executives are bristling at the cost

of obtaining new wireless-spec-

trum licenses that are suitable for

the next-generation signals.

Such reluctance stems from the

fact that the smartphones that

connect to those networks are too

expensive to buy in much of the

developing world—which means it

may be a better investment for

them to beef up 4G services in

those countries instead of building

up 5G. Cellphone carriers in North

America routinely offer discounts

and other subsidies for smart-

phones that cost over $1,000

apiece. By contrast, the average

mobile device sold in some of

Latin American operator Millicom

International Cellular SA’s mar-

kets costs about $30. “The rush

into 5G only forces capital away

from where it’s needed,” says Mil-

licom CEO Mauricio Ramos. “Let’s

finish the job on 4G.”

Mr. Ramos says that many de-

veloping-nation cellphone carriers

are devoting scarce resources to-

ward fiber-optic infrastructure and

more 4G equipment to cover mil-

lions of users who still lack reli-

able mobile-phone service.

GSMA Intelligence, the wireless

trade association’s in-house re-

search group, estimates that 5G

investments will make up 97% of

North American carriers’ capital

spending between 2021 and 2025.

That share drops to 63% in Latin

America, the Middle East and

North Africa and 34% for sub-Sa-

haran Africa.

Who profits?
The 5G future that telecom com-

panies have promised—high-speed

internet connections, low-latency

links to nearby data centers and

swarms of smart devices ready to

tap into those networks—might be

inevitable. But even then, the tele-

com companies that have invested

in those systems risk losing the

money game to big tech compa-
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China’s Huawei Technolo-
gies Co. has seen its 5G

business suffer because of

restrictions imposed by the

U.S. and other countries. But

its booming software busi-

ness is throwing the tele-

com giant a lifeline.

Huawei’s enterprise busi-

ness group has emerged as

its fastest-growing division

recently, as the company’s

handset sales plunge and it

faces setbacks in its busi-

ness with telecom opera-

tors. Several countries, led

by the U.S., have banned the

use of Huawei equipment in

5G networks, and the U.S.

has also imposed broad con-

trols on the use of Ameri-

can technology by the com-

pany, blocking its acquisition

of many advanced chips.

Huawei’s wide-ranging

business division sells cloud

services, software and infra-

structure to businesses,

governments and other in-

stitutions—and doesn’t de-

pend as heavily on foreign

chips and other compo-

nents. The division grew

23% in 2020—the most re-

cent year for which the

company has released finan-

cial results—bolstered by

booming growth in its

cloud-computing revenue.

Huawei has emerged as a

major competitor in cloud

computing in China, with

17% of the market in the

third quarter of last year,

making it the second-largest

provider of cloud services in

the country, according to

market tracker Canalys. It

was behind Alibaba Group

Holding Ltd., whose share

stood at 38.3%.

In addition, Huawei has

said it has seen strong de-

mand for technology used in

smart cities and other digi-

tal infrastructure services

for businesses and govern-

ments.

Huawei executives have

said the company is reori-

enting toward software, au-

tos and other business ar-

eas that don’t require as

many foreign chips.

“Our overall strategy and

specific initiatives are all de-

veloped to ensure that we

could survive and develop

while remaining on the en-

tity list for a long time,” Eric

Xu, a senior Huawei execu-

tive, said during a press con-

ference last year, referring

to the U.S. export restric-

tions.

Mr. Strumpf is a Wall Street
Journal reporter in Hong
Kong. He can be reached at
daniel.strumpf@wsj.com.

BY DAN STRUMPF

A Lifeline for Huawei
As its 5G business suffers, its software
business is booming

Forget 5G.
Let’s Talk
About 6G.
The next generation
promises to make
mobile internet truly
ubiquitous

BY CHRIS KORNELIS

As wireless carriers jostle to
see who can win the race to

deliver 5G services to custom-

ers, planning is already well

under way for what comes

next.

Yes, we’re talking about 6G.

That might seem prema-

ture, since 5G has a long way

to go before most consumers

and businesses have it—let

alone take advantage of it.

But computer scientists and

engineers say that 6G has

the ability to take cloud com-

puting and the mobile inter-

net to true global ubiquity.

“High-speed services

available anywhere, anytime,”

says Thyaga Nandagopal, se-

nior adviser for technology,

innovation and partnerships

at the National Science

Foundation.

Adds National Science

Foundation Director Sethura-

man Panchanathan: “This

next generation will make

societies more equitable by

opening up opportunities to

anyone, regardless of geog-

raphy, class, race, gender,

ethnicity or disability, and

augment human lives in un-

imaginably positive ways.”

Around the world, govern-

mental, scientific and com-

mercial entities are working

together to invest in and

eventually standardize tech-

nologies that will accomplish

the lofty goals of 6G.

Once truly global, high-

speed connectivity is

achieved, 6G is expected to

provide the structure neces-

sary for “things that right

now seem like science fic-

tion,” says Theodore Rappa-

port, founding director of

NYU Wireless, a New York

University research center

whose work encompasses

wireless and electrical engi-

neering, computer science

and medicine. “Totally im-

mersive, 3-D virtual reality on

phone calls and on meetings

over wireless, true remote

surgery and remote monitor-

ing, the idea of the meta-

verse—these kinds of things

will start to emerge in 6G.”

Ranveer Chandra, head of

networking research at Mi-

crosoft Research, Redmond,

expects a jump in perfor-

mance from 5G to 6G.

Download speeds could

jump to 100 gigabits per

second from 10, he says.

Network capacity will in-

crease exponentially.

Andre Fuetsch, executive

vice president and chief tech-

nology officer of network ser-

vices at AT&T, says he is ex-

pecting a revolution in

consumer devices in a 6G

world.

“The smartphone of the

future is really going to be

more around glasses,” says

Mr. Fuetsch. With processing

and storage offloaded to the

cloud and running at 6G

speeds, he says, immersive

experiences using lightweight

smartglasses will be the new

normal, rather than staring at

the screen of a phone.

Significant changes could

be ahead for education as

well, both in terms of equal-

ity of access to the latest

teaching methods across the

country, and as a way of

revolutionizing how lessons

are taught. The NSF’s Dr.

Panchanathan describes

how technology using 6G is

being developed that uses

virtual-reality headsets to

create immersive simula-

tions of environments and

places that for many stu-

dents would be unreachable.

To Mr. Chandra, the most

important change coming

will be the breakthrough in

being able to provide inter-

net access to people who

still lack it, whether for eco-

nomic reasons or because

service hasn’t reached their

part of the world yet. A re-

port from the International

Telecommunication Union

last year noted that 37% of

the world’s population didn’t

have access to the internet.

In agriculture, Mr. Fuetsch

says, greater positioning ac-

curacy will help farmers

seed their crops more effi-

ciently, with more density

and increased yields.

Experts say that predic-

tions made today just

scratch the surface of what’s

possible with 6G. Once the

underlying technology is

made available, they say, in-

ventors and entrepreneurs

will use it to develop new

products and services.

“This will light up scenar-

ios which none of us had

thought about,” says Mr.

Chandra. “We can’t always

predict what these would

be, but they will change our

lives, mostly for the better.”

Mr. Kornelis is a writer in
Bremerton, Wash. He can be
reached at reports@wsj.com.

more than the revenue generated in

Europe and North America com-

bined, according to ABI Research, a

technology research firm. The figure

is a proxy for the scale of the de-

ployments of such networks in

China, says Leo Gergs, an analyst

with ABI who studies the use of 5G

networks by businesses.

The research firm expects China’s

lead to widen in the coming years,

given aggressive government tar-

gets. This year, it expects private-

network revenue generated in China

to rise about 60%. By 2025, it will

top $5 billion, ABI forecasts.

China leads the world in 5G de-

ployment in general. As of the end

of last year, the country had in-

stalled more than 1.4 million 5G base

stations, accounting for 60% of the

world’s total, according to the Minis-

try of Industry and Information

Technology, the government agency

that oversees China’s tech sector.

In April last year, Beijing set out a

series of goals for the country to

meet in 5G by 2023. In a plan called

“Set Sail,” it aims for more than 560

million individual 5G users across

the country, with the 5G subscriber

rate exceeding 40% of the popula-

tion. For major industries, the gov-

ernment wants the penetration rate

for 5G to exceed 35%. It also has a

goal to build more than 3,000 pri-

vate 5G networks by that year.

“This shows how deeply involved

the government is” in China’s 5G de-

ployment, Mr. Gergs says.

Going underground
Several such projects in China are al-

ready up and running. One example:

the Xinyuan Coal Mine in China’s

coal-rich Shanxi province. Last year,

telecom vendor Huawei Technologies

Co. and state-owned operator China

Mobile developed an underground

5G network to allow remote inspec-

tions of mines and the automation

of mining activity, with tunneling

equipment operated by remote con-

trol deep underground.

Similar technology is at work at

the Xiangtan Iron & Steel plant in

the southern Chinese city of Xiang-

tan. In 2019, Huawei and China Mo-

bile built 5G coverage for the plant,

which now runs 5G-connected

cranes and video surveillance cam-

eras to help operate and monitor the

plant, according to a report on the

project by GSMA. At the port city of

Ningbo, the companies built a similar

5G network to help automate the

tallying of freight containers and

power unmanned container trucks,

GSMA says.

“Private network deployments are

really just starting and China is al-

ready a bit of an outlier,” Mr. Gergs

says.

Mr. Strumpf is a Wall Street Journal
reporter in Hong Kong. He can be
reached at daniel.strumpf@wsj.com.

Revenue from5Gprivate network
deployment

Note: 2022 to 2030 are forecasts
Source: ABI Research
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The country is out in front in deploying private networks in industrial sites

5G Takes Off in China

BY DAN STRUMPF

Huawei Technologies
5G equipment at the
Xinyuan Coal Mine in
China’s Shanxi province

C
hina is racing ahead in
building the infrastruc-

ture of 5G networks,

but it is inside factories,

coal mines, shipyards

and warehouses where

the technology is really

taking off.

The country is widely seen as be-

ing out front in the deployment of

localized, high-powered 5G networks

in sprawling industrial sites, which

aim to use the technology to help

automate labor-intensive or danger-

ous industrial processes, and hope-

fully boost productivity.

These sites include 5G coal mines

with remote-operated drilling ma-

chinery, so-called smart factories

that automate production and qual-

ity control, and seaports with inter-

net-connected cameras that process

and tally freight containers.

These 5G private networks are

different from the consumer-ori-

ented networks that blanket towns

and cities, in that they are dedicated

to specific enterprise sites with tai-

lor-made hardware and software.

Isolated from public networks, they

can be adjusted to specific require-

ments and handle more complex

jobs and processes.

Big plans
Many such projects are under con-

struction in the U.S., Europe and

other parts of the world. But ana-

lysts say the construction and de-

ployment of private networks is fur-

ther along in China, where the

government has set aggressive tar-

gets for building high-tech work

sites powered by next-generation

networks.

“China is quite ambitious in terms

of developing their 5G—basically put-

ting 5G as a national priority and

targeting the digital transformation

and connectivity of the economy,”

says Sihan Bo Chen, head of Greater

China for the telecom industry group

GSMA.

Last year, companies involved in

their deployment generated $1.2 bil-

lion of revenue from 5G private net-

works serving businesses and gov-

ernments in China, accounting for

about a third of the global total and
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the air. Wireless companies

around the world moved forward

with their 5G expansions subject

to various signal-power limits.

Then, in early 2020, the Federal

Communications Commission au-

thorized companies to start using

new 5G frequencies as soon as

December 2021. The U.S. regula-

tor said that the wavelengths it

auctioned would be far enough

away from aviation frequencies to

avoid harmful interference.

But U.S. air-safety regulators

were unconvinced, and this winter

issued restrictions on certain air-

ports and aircraft models that

caused some airlines to cancel

some flights. AT&T Inc. and Veri-

zon Communications Inc. agreed

to postpone the launch of their

high-speed wireless services us-

ing the new frequencies until late

January. Later, they temporarily

scaled back the signals around

airports while regulators worked

to sort out the issue.

Closer cooperation
Experts from the aviation and

telecom industries could have

started holding deeper “engineer

to engineer” discussions of the

available research two years ago,

but pertinent information didn’t

start flowing between the two

until recently, according to AVSI

Director Dave Redman.

“That’s been one of the disap-

pointments here,” Dr. Redman

says. “Somehow it got politicized

or commercialized, and it became

more arm’s-length. Between in-

dustry, the level of technical dis-

cussion that we needed really

started in January.”

At the same time, telecom

companies have started working

closely with the FAA, with AT&T

and Verizon engineers riding on

FAA planes collecting signal data

near active 5G cell towers..

“It’s really unprecedented for

us to be working with an industry

that we don’t regulate,” says FAA

Administrator Steve Dickson. “We

were hitting a wall before,” be-

cause of a lack of real-world data

on how 5G signals might impact

airplanes, Mr. Dickson says. “Now

we have it.”

European, Canadian tests
Engineers outside the U.S. have

run some limited experiments to

flesh out the findings from the

lab tests in 2019 and 2020. In

France, regulators ran field tests

last June and December involving

helicopters to determine whether

5G signals could interfere with

their radar altimeters, says Eric

Fournier, director of spectrum

planning and international affairs

at France’s frequency regulator.

The airborne experiments

tested three models of helicop-

ters and two types of altimeters.

Mr. Fournier says the tests didn’t

reveal any effect on the devices.

“We were able to have some

reasonable confidence that at

least for helicopters, for the gen-

darmerie and emergency ser-

vices, there will be no problem,”

he says, adding that the agency

has considered tests for planes.

Field tests in Norway also

found no effect on several types

of radar altimeters tested at an

ducting field tests, according to a

description of comments they

submitted to the regulator about

restrictions on 5G in a certain

spectrum band.

Canadian authorities in No-

vember issued restrictions re-

lated to that spectrum that in-

clude 5G-frequency exclusion

zones near runways at certain

airports and a national require-

ment that antennas for ground

stations used to beam wireless

connections be tilted down. ISED

Canada said in a filing that it

“considers a cautious approach to

possible interference is war-

ranted by imposing the proposed

mitigation measures until further

studies are completed.”

FCC Chairwoman Jessica

Rosenworcel said in a January

press conference that 5G service

and aviation can coexist. She

added that telecom companies

that bid for spectrum need confi-

dence in the rules before they

spend billions of dollars on li-

censes to expand their service.

“As we use more of our air-

waves for commercial wireless

activity, we are going to have to

engage in more cooperation—

early and often,” she said.

Mr. FitzGerald is a Wall Street
Journal reporter in Washington,

D.C. He can be reached at

andrew.fitzgerald@wsj.com.
Mr. Maidenberg, a Journal
reporter in New York, can be

reached at

micah.maidenberg@wsj.com.
Aylin Woodward in New York and

Andrew Tangel in Minneapolis

contributed to this article.

altimeters could pick up un-

wanted wireless signals, but the

scientific record was limited.

Radar altimeters are all de-

signed to operate between 4.2

gigahertz and 4.4 GHz on the

wireless spectrum, but some of

them don’t effectively filter out

signals they receive outside of

that band—an artifact of devices

designed several decades before

the invention of the smartphone.

U.S. cellphone carriers eventually

will use frequencies spanning the

3.7-3.98 GHz range.

“Bad front-end receivers, in

some of the altimeters—those

need to be fixed,” says Ted Rap-

paport, director of the wireless re-

search center at New York Uni-

versity’s Tandon School of

Engineering. “5G stays in its lane.”

In 2019, lab tests at the Aero-

space Vehicle Systems Institute, a

research cooperative of aerospace

companies and government or-

ganizations, based at Texas A&M

University, found that altimeters

might detect signals in the 3.7 to

4.2 GHz band under certain cir-

cumstances. RTCA Inc., an indus-

try-government group that ad-

vises the FAA, followed that with

a paper in late 2020 that raised

similar concerns.

Telecom-industry executives

said at the time that lab tests

couldn’t re-create conditions in

ContinuedfrompageR1

5G and
Flight
Safety

airport in the country’s south-

west, according to John-Eivind

Velure, director of the spectrum

department at Nkom, Norway’s

telecom agency.

The Norwegian tests were car-

ried out in April 2021 at Bergen

Airport using a cellular base sta-

tion mounted on a terminal

building. The radar altimeters

tested were installed on eight

types of aircraft, including heli-

copters and Boeing 737 and Air-

bus A320 planes, Mr. Velure con-

firms.

“The main conclusion is that

we didn’t find anything,” he says.

More recently, Nkom said it

didn’t find any operational effects

on radar altimeters in three

types of helicopters during tests

it and other agencies conducted

at an airport to the east of Oslo.

In Canada, an agency called In-

novation, Science and Economic

Development Canada has tested

how 5G signals and radar altime-

ters interact in a lab and is now

working on plans for field tests

that could be conducted over the

next few months. Wireless com-

panies recommended that the

agency work to gather more

data, including by potentially con-

‘Engineer to
engineer’
research talks
spur progress

JOURNAL REPORT | 5G TECHNOLOGY

A helicopter
takes part in a

Pentagon-funded
study of 5G

signals’ potential
effects on

aviation safety.

In South Korea, long renowned
for its ultrafast internet speeds,

consumers and businesses alike

are diving into a 5G-enabled fu-

ture.

In a country where 5G net-

works are more widely available

and speedier than anywhere in

the world, a host of 5G-linked

technologies—including self-driv-

ing cars and digital factories—

have already arrived, while new

metaverse platforms are quickly

gaining ground among a tech-

savvy population.

In Sangam-dong, a neighbor-

hood in northwestern Seoul, a

small number of autonomous cars

shuttling passengers to select lo-

cations have begun commercial

operations. Customers can use a

mobile app to fetch the self-driv-

ing vehicles along a set route.

Each ride costs 2,000 won

($1.63), though the first ride is

free. For now, there are four vehi-

cles in operation. More cars are

planned for later this year, along

with some autonomous buses.

The self-driving cars, developed

by Seoul-based autonomous-driv-

ing startups 42dot and SWM,

have a “safety driver” on board

who mans the wheel when the

cars pull over to pick up and drop

off passengers, and in designated

children’s safety zones, where

cars must be hand-steered by

law. The safety driver also can

take over in case of emergencies,

like a passenger getting sick and

needing to get to a hospital. Pas-

sengers sit in the back seat.

The self-driving cars currently

operate like a shuttle service,

traveling on two preset routes,

5.3 kilometers and 4 kilometers

long (3.3 miles and 2.5 miles). For

now, the vehicles go to only des-

ignated stops on the route, but

the eventual goal is for them to

operate like a cab, able to pick up

riders at any desired location, ac-

cording to the city government.

The city government plans to

roll out 5G-supported autono-

mous buses next month and said

it is working with Hyundai Motor

Co. to introduce an autonomous

“robo taxi” service in Seoul this

year. Kakao Mobility, the trans-

portation business unit of local

technology company Kakao Corp.,

is testing an independent service

in the city of Pangyo in which rid-

ers can fetch autonomous cars to

a location of their choice.

South Korea’s Ministry of Sci-

ence and ICT is collaborating with

Samsung Electronics Co.’s net-

work business and the nation’s

three telecom providers to deploy

a 5G Wi-Fi network in Seoul’s

subways for riders. It’s the first

large-scale attempt globally to

deploy 5G on high-speed mass-

transit vehicles and is expected to

provide subway passengers net-

work speeds that are roughly 10

times faster than the current av-

erage, Samsung says. The 5G Wi-

Fi network is expected to become

operational across Seoul’s subway

lines by the end of this year, the

ICT ministry says.

5G also has made significant

progress in the business sector as

a technology helping to digitize

and upgrade various industries.

Enterprise 5G networks, which pri-

oritize low-latency connections, are

helping companies and institutions

make the technological leap in ev- FR
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erything from smarter factories to

remote surgeries at hospitals.

For example, South Korean

telecom provider KT Corp. has de-

ployed private 5G networks at

Hyundai Heavy Industries Co. to

support autonomous robots sent

to dangerous construction sites.

The telecom provider also has

worked with Seoul-based Sever-

ance Hospital to install a 5G sys-

tem and 360-degree cameras in-

side ambulances to enable live

communication and patient data

exchanges between hospital staff

and first responders. KT’s rivals

are pursuing similar projects, fur-

ther incorporating 5G into the lo-

cal corporate landscape.

Looking ahead, 5G networks

are expected to play a key sup-

porting role in ushering the world

into another up-and-coming tech

space—the metaverse.

In 5G-ready South Korea, a lot

is already happening in the meta-

verse space, which largely targets

young users. SK Telecom Co.’s “If-

land” as well as internet giant

Naver Corp.’s metaverse platform

Zepeto have hosted everything

from K-pop fan meetings and big

brands’ gadget launches to film

viewings and university com-

mencement ceremonies.

Ms. Sohn is a Wall Street Journal
reporter in Seoul. She can be

reached at jiyoung.sohn@wsj.com.

What Can You Do With 5G?
South Korea Offers a Glimpse.
The technology is more widely available and faster
than anywhere else

BY JIYOUNG SOHN

A safety driver in an autonomous shuttle car on its route in Seoul
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